
Sent: Sunday, February 07, 2016 4:36 PM 
Subject: Comments on the Public Space Master Plan from the Crystal City Civic Association 
 
Dear Board Members, DPR Staff, and Park & Rec Commission Members: 
 
In recent days, several ExCo members of the Crystal City Civic Association (CCCA) attended the 
excellent meetings and presentations organized regarding the current update of the Public 
Spaces Master Plan (PSMP);    we had the opportunity to convey our priorities and concerns in 
discussions with staff and through the various other means of indicating our preferences and 
opinions;   however, we feel it is important to capture and convey to you in a few bullets our key 
messages: 
 
--in Crystal City we are concerned that the unexpectedly large amount of new residential 
development in Crystal City + Pentagon City, combined with the total lack of office development, 
creates a ‘double whammy’;  on the one hand, with a an increasing residential population we will 
see a major increase in the demand for parks, other open space, and recreation facilities;  on the 
other hand, due to the lack of the anticipated large-scale office development, there is no 
revenue generated (‘community benefits’ for bonus density) which would make new open space 
and other facilities more  feasible; 
as you know, we have always felt that the open space provisions in the CC Sector Plan are 
inadequate;  and now we are seeing, at best, major delays in the implementation of some of the 
open space which were anticipated (such as the Metro Market Plaza); against this background, 
we particularly urge the County to move ahead expeditiously with those plans for open space 
which do not depend on redevelopment, but instead are related to anticipated streetscape 
changes (such as the 15th St. Park); 
 
--in the very high-density area of Crystal City we do not have any public open space;  we only 
have developer-owned space, which they have not (yet) built on, and therefore by tradition 
allow us to treat as open space;  and just like as in the case of the R-B corridor, we generally have 
the largest distance to County parks and facilities, which instead tend to be conveniently located 
in relation to single-family neighborhoods;    yet, we sense that the loudest clamoring for 
additional public open space traditionally comes from the single-family areas, while, by contrast, 
there is no similar tradition for activism in the high-density areas;  we therefore want to take this 
opportunity to underscore that in Crystal City we are indeed anxious to see more of both public 
open space and publicly accessible private-owned open space within our boundaries;  we are 
most certainly underserved, in relation to other types of neighborhoods; 
 
--in many of the County’s public spaces, such as Long Bridge Park and Virginia Highlands Park, 
the emphasis is on sports fields, not on open space and facilities for the exercise and relaxation 
for all categories of community members; for us in Crystal City, Long Bridge Park is the natural 
illustration of this point;  while Long Bridge Park is a major asset for both the County as a whole 
and for the adjacent areas, it could and should be turned into something much more broadly 
useful and utilized;  while members of our community use this park intensively for walking on the 
Esplanade and other paths, it is still seen primarily as a location for a set of ‘rectangular fields’ for 



various organized sports;   Long Bridge Park urgently needs to be expanded, as per its Master 
Plan, by getting an indoor aquatics and recreational facility, and by getting the envisaged 
additional parkland and open space for different, individual forms of active and passive 
recreation;   
 
We are of course at your disposal for a continued dialog on these and related issues, and we 
thank you for your attention! 
 
Sent: Thurs, March 31, 2016 
Subject: Reminder: Arlington County-Stakeholder Interview- Trails 
 
Thanks for the invitation to last night's interviews.  I was surprised that I knew all of the other 
attendees!  I thought it was a excellent discussion and I hope your group found the information 
useful. 
I forgot to mention one thing (at least) that I'd like to see on trails in Arlington - more benches, 
so people can stop to rest, enjoy the scenery, just chat, or whatever they want to do while on 
their walk or ride.  I mention this because one of the talks at the National Walking Conference 
last fall - about lovely trails in NJ connecting suburbs - were not being used by seniors.  And when 
they investigated, they round out that the seniors wanted benches (and better lighting).  And 
once the benches (and more lighting) were added, use by seniors (and others) picked up 
dramatically.   

I also wanted to send you the link to the 4 Mile Run Design Guidelines which I think is an 
excellent example of plans for a multiuse trail in an urban and natural environment.  And this is a 
link to the Potomac Yard Park in Alexandria.  I enjoy running down the trail here as part of an 11 
mile loop to Old Town and back along the MVT.  they did a great job (wonderful signage and art - 
just lacks a john).  And I frequently visit Long Bridge Park - and think it has great  signage, great 
birding and train watching, johns and water.  We just need to add the swimming pool! 

Let me know if I can be of further assistance.   

Sent: Tue, June 21, 2016 
Subject: THANKS and more comments 
 
Thank you for taking time to update us on the Public Spaces Master Plan at our PAC meeting last 
week.  It was valuable information for us to have. 

Before the meeting started, I mentioned the concrete sidewalks, driveways, curbs, and curb 
aprons in poor shape at Long Bridge Park, one of your star new parks.  This is the link to the page 
and letter about the alleged lack of significance of these imperfections.  Sometime when you are 
at Long Bridge Park, please check out the sidewalks etc. along Long Bridge Drive. The wheelchair 
ramp to the crosswalk - just south of the parking lot driveway - is in particularly bad shape, I 
think.  

http://novaregion.org/DocumentCenter/View/11001
http://novaoutdoors.com/nova/potomac-yard-park-in-alexandria-va/
http://parks.arlingtonva.us/locations/long-bridge-park/
https://transportation.arlingtonva.us/streets/curbs-sidewalks/concrete-surface-flaking/
https://arlingtonva.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/19/2015/08/NC-Sidewalk-Scaling-Letter-July-2015-Final.pdf


I also forgot to mention several points raised by a PAC member who could not attend the PAC 
meeting: 

1.  Emphasize concerns over encroachment of restaurants and businesses onto sidewalks (cafe 
zone creep) that narrow the pedestrian path (clear zone). 

2. Stress importance of acquisitions of land.  ...the County needs to be ready and able to move 
when the opportunity is presented. 

3. Remind staff and consultants that access to parks begins long before the park entrance/public 
space. The path to the park needs to be well-marked and easy for those who have difficulty 
walking. 

We'll send you additional comments and suggestions when we have them.  

Sent: Tuesday, August, 08 2017  
Subject: Looking forward to seeing/hearing you tomorrow @ PAC! 
PAC Comments on DRAFT POPS (for August 9 2017 PAC Meeting) 
Bolded action items are of particular interest to PAC. 
 
POPS Action Items Suggestions and Questions: 

• Snow removal on sidewalks next to parks (e.g. next to Virginia Highlands Park – critical pathway 
to Pentagon City and Metro) (should fall under 7.1?) 

• Trail signage should include distance markers and time-to-destination markers. 
• Better coordinate planning for and management of trails (2.5) – needs more detail. 
• Action 5.5. Continue to strengthen the County’s commitment to improving public health and 

wellness through public space programming – specific points should include public health 
benefits of pedestrian and cycling activities. 

• 6.2.2 Highlight the health and wellness benefits of recreation programs in informational 
materials. (see also 5.4.1.) - should also mention health benefits of walking/running/cycling – 
walking in green space improves public health mentioned on p. 8 

• 7.2.7  Make use of available planting spaces for trees and other vegetation on public 
lands such as traffic islands and curb bump-outs. But cannot impede sight lines for 
drivers, cyclists, or pedestrians 

• Land access criteria: Why are transportation options (including walking and biking) and trails 
only given one point (versus much higher points for many other criteria). See pp. 209-212) 

• Appendix H should include links to actual plans. 
 
Action Items Requiring PAC Participation: 
1.2.16 Develop a network of green streets that connect public spaces. (ped advocacy needed) 
1.6.1 Continue to enhance public access to and along waterways (Specific priorities include 
improving pedestrian and bike access to the Potomac River bridges.) PAC should be involved. 
2.1.1 (inner Loop) and 2.1.2 (Outer Loop) (PAC participation indicated) 
2.2.1 Compile and clarify design standards for all types of trails. (PAC Participation) 
2.2.5 Explore creative and efficient ways to educate users about trail etiquette. (Bike Arlington, 
WalkArlington) also BAC and PAC! (should include PAL?) 
 
Action Items that PAC Supports – Note which need stronger language 

https://arlingtonva.civicomment.org/public-spaces-master-plan-preliminary-draft


1.1.7 Work with the Commonwealth to create new deck parks over I-66 or other highways to 
mitigate highway widening and to reclaim public space. 
1.1.8 Seek opportunities through the site plan review process to reduce surface parking and maximize 
ground and roof space in order to crate additional public space in high-density corridors. 
1.2.1 Complete Long Bridge Park! (p. 75) 
1.2.12 Explore opportunities to add or relocate recreational amenities above structured parking and on 
roofs and walls of County buildings. 
1.2.13 Explore opportunities to improve public spaces that are underground or underneath infrastructure. 
1.2.17 Include park access planning in transportation planning efforts in order to ensure sufficient 
transit service to major parks and trails. 
1.2.19 Amend standard conditions of site plan approvals to require information about the location, size, 
and content of signage at privately-owned public spaces to ensure that the signage conforms to County 
standards and helps make these spaces more visible and welcoming to the public. 
1.2.22 Incorporate new and interactive technologies into public spaces. 
1.4.4 Site new amenities in locations that are or will be made accessible by as many modes of 
transportation as possible. 
1.5.3 Ensure that indoor public restrooms in facilities adjacent to public spaces are available to 
public space users, and use signage to inform users of their availability. 
1.5.4  Retrofit restrooms and build new restrooms so they are open and  usable year round. 
1.5.5  Install additional seating and drinking fountains near facilities and trails. 
1.5.6 Use WiFi to provide public internet access in all public spaces that are programmed more than half 
of their time (e.g. community centers, sports fields) as well as in plazas and other public spaces in high-
density corridors. 
1.5.8 Improve signage for all public spaces so as to improve wayfinding, more effectively brand the 
system, and enhance the appeal of individual spaces as part of a cohesive whole. (see also 6.2.11.) 
1.7.2 Incorporate state-of-the-art and creative approaches to designing for universal access. 
1.8.6 Incorporate the planning, preservation, and maintenance of canopy trees on public and private land. 
1.8.7 Incorporate public art into public spaces in alignment with the Public Art Master plan. 
2. TRAILS: Improve the network of trails to, within, and between public spaces to increase access 
and enhance connectivity. 
Hiking and multi-use trails are the highest and third highest priorities for investment in outdoor facilities, 
respectively, based on responses from the statistically valid survey. This follows a national trend of trails 
being the most desired amenities. The County recognizes that trails are used for both transportation and 
recreation—sometimes simultaneously—and more work is needed to create better access, better 
connectivity, and a greater variety of experiences for recreational purposes. Key trail connections will 
also be emphasized to connect schools, community centers, and transit stops with public spaces. 
2.1 Expand Arlington’s network of connected multi-use trails. 2.1.3 Evaluate opportunities to  
 create better connections across or around current barriers, including the George 
Washington Memorial Parkway, I-395, Joint Base Myer-Henderson Hall, the National Foreign 
Affairs Training Center, Arlington National Cemetery, and the Army Navy Country Club.  
 (language should be stronger – we need these)     
2.1.4 Connect Long Bridge Park to the Mt. Vernon Trail. The project addresses a bridge connection 
and a trail gap by establishing a formal connection from the 14th Street Bridge to the Pentagon by way of 
Boundary Channel Drive and also connecting the trail network to the recently constructed Long Bridge 
Park in Arlington County. This connection would greatly improve access to the Mount Vernon Trail and 
link to major parks in Virginia to Downtown D.C. Because this connection is adjacent to NPS property, 
NPS should coordinate with Arlington County and the Department of Defense in defining appropriate 
access points 
An existing connection beneath the Humpback Bridge on the George Washington Memorial Parkway 
provides a link to the east side of the Pentagon Lagoon, but the off-street trail segment currently 
terminates. This trail should be extended with the cooperation of the Pentagon Reservation to directly 



connect to Boundary Channel Drive on the southwest side of the Lagoon. An on-street trail facility should 
then be provided along Boundary Channel Drive to create a direct connection east under Interstate 395 to 
Long Bridge Drive (p. 111) 
2.1.5 Create safe routes to parks and other public spaces by filling gaps in sidewalks and trails that 
connect public spaces to neighborhoods, schools, transit stations, and other County facilities. 
Sidewalks and trails are key to increasing access to public spaces. With facilities designed specifically to 
enable pedestrians and cyclists to reach public spaces from homes and other neighborhood anchors, 
public spaces become more desirable to visit. Coordination with the Safe Routes to School program will 
be critical. 
2.1.6 Improve and add connections to adjacent trail systems beyond the County, and show 
connections on signage and in communication materials. 
2.2. Ensure trails function for a range of users. 
2.2.2 Use striping on major trails to separate traffic moving in opposite directions, where 
appropriate. 
2.2.3 Ensure paved, multi-use trails are wide enough for passing and that there is sufficient space 
alongside trails for pulling over. 
2.2.4 Separate modes, where space allows, on high traffic trail routes and where user conflicts 
commonly occur. 
2.2.7 Expand trail use monitoring to track usage across all major trails by mode, and use gathered data to 
help guide the trail planning process. 
2.2.8 Use Wi-Fi to provide public internet access at trailheads where feasible. 
2.3. Provide or make better connections to hiking trails. 
2.3.2 Improve the quality of and increase access to Four Mile Run and Potomac tributary trails. 
(see also 3.3.1.) 
2.3.3 Show connections to hiking trails in neighboring jurisdictions on signage and in communication 
materials. 
2.4. Develop and implement a consistent signage and wayfinding system. (see specific points 2.4.1 – 
2.4.5) 
2.5 Better coordinate planning for and management of trails. 
3.3.4 Coordinate the protection and expansion of natural resources with the provision of new hiking trails. 
(See also 2.3.2.) 
3.3.5 Collaborate with the National Park Service to develop a master plans for Roaches Run, Gravelly 
Point, George Washington Memorial Parkway and other NPS areas. 
3.4.2 Promote the planting, preservation, and maintenance of canopy trees on public and private 
land. 
3.4.5 Add interpretative signage that highlight the natural resources within those spaces and the benefits 
those resources provide. 
4.1.2 Explore opportunities for the development of new joint-use facilities to maximize public access 
to amenities and use land and other resources more efficiently. 
4.2.1 Establish and maintain effective communications and cooperative planning with the National 
Park Service and others to ensure that Arlington’s interests are fully considered in their decisions 
about public spaces and natural resources in and adjacent to the County. 
4.2.2 Create more seamless connections between County spaces and those managed by other bodies. 
4.2.3 Advocate for National Park Service trails to be connected to County trails and maintained to 
the agreed upon maintenance standards. 
6.2.6 Improve messaging about the environmental, social, and economic benefits of public spaces. 
6.2.9 Improve signage for all County-owned public spaces so as to effectively brand the system and 
enhance the appeal of individual spaces as part of a cohesive whole. (see also 1.4.8.) 
6.6.2 Integrate information about public spaces (including public easements), such as locations, amenities, 
trail information, program information, and upcoming events, into the My Arlington app and other widely 
used apps and platforms (Should include WalkArlington Walkabouts as appropriate) 



7.1.  Ensure maintenance standards are clear, consistently implemented, and being met.   
7.1.4.  Review and revise trail maintenance standards to address trimming, repaving, snow 
removal, and safety 
8.4.2 Consider leasing, on a temporary or permanent basis, land adjacent to trails at trailheads for 
concessions (e.g., cafes, bike rentals) to increase revenue. 
 
 
Sent: Thursday, August, 31 2017  
Subject: Preliminary Draft PSMP - Additional Comments 
APPENDIX G - DEFINITIONS 
 
I appreciate that the “definitions” are a “work in progress”, however they are critical to the 
content of the document and the fact that they are clearly not sorted through yet while a draft 
has been presented raises at the very least conceptual concerns.   First, although there are 
arguments pro and con re placing the definitions “upfront” versus in an exhibit to a document, 
given the length here and the criticality of the definitions to setting up the analytical structure, I 
would put them upfront; I fear otherwise many folks will never read them.  Second, there is a 
critical underlying “typology” that I believe needs to be adopted, reflected in the definitions, and 
then utilized throughout the body of the document.  There is increasing recognition of the 
importance of “casual use space” (or what I believe should instead be labeled “Unstructured use 
spaces”) and it appears that current dynamics in the County are resulting in the conversion of 
such spaces to “Structured Use Spaces”.  Additionally “Natural Lands” are a critical and 
irreplaceable resource, ranked among the top three needs by County residents in the statistically 
accurate PSMP survey (the “PSMP Survey”) that also needs to be separately addressed as 
appropriate throughout the draft.  As a result the draft should adopt the following typology: 
 
Natural Lands:  the “Natural Lands” definition heads in the right direction but is not there yet but 
conceptually all predominantly forested areas, meadows, stream valley areas, etc. whether 
“undisturbed” or restored need to be encompassed;  areas with special characteristics should 
form a subset of these spaces for special treatment where appropriate. 
 
Unstructured Use Spaces:  “Natural Lands” as noted above should no longer be included in this 
definition but rather this definition should include spaces that are otherwise available for a 
multiplicity of uses, but not for organized recreational activities.   This is not meant to be a 
“default” category for areas left over from Natural Lands and Structured Use Spaces but rather 
has inherent and equal value in its own right.  It absolutely must be separated from “Natural 
Lands” to prevent pressure on further developing, and resulting slow erosion, of “Natural Lands” 
for other uses which will be facilitated by continuing inclusion in the definition of “Unstructured 
Use Spaces”. 
 
Structured Use Spaces: spaces intended for use for organized forms of recreation that are also 
reservable, such as playing fields and courts and presumably recreation centers although 
obviously their usage extends beyond “active recreation”. 
 



 
Within the PSMP, there needs to be clear policy statements that there is to be no loss of existing 
Natural Lands or Unstructured Use Spaces except under rare and clear circumstances, e.g. an 
emergency road or there will be continuing erosion of these areas from Natural Lands or 
Unstructured Use Spaces to Structured Spaces in response to growing and organized pressures 
to that end. Further, there should be a clear policy statement that there should be equity in not 
only access to, but also preservation and expansion of, the three categories rather than the 
growing bias towards conversion to Structured Use Spaces.  If anything the PSMP Survey 
indicates a bias among residents towards Natural Lands. 
 
Also, I would not use the term “Casual Use Space” since perceptually I think that immediately 
creates the notion that “Structured Use Spaces”, with clearly assigned purposes and scheduled 
uses, rank higher in importance, contrary to the PSMP Survey.   The distinction of “Unstructured 
Use Spaces” versus “Structured Use Spaces” I think perceptually creates a greater equivalency. 
 
 
OWNERSHIP (Pg 52) 
 
The opening assertion that “Arlington’s over 2,000 acres of pubic space are owned and managed 
by different entities.” at best obfuscates the underlying critical issues/definitions and at worst 
will be misused by some to argue that “we already have enough” parkland.   See Barbara 
Donellan’s comments to this effect when she was County Manager.  To be at all useful, this 
global number needs to be broken down in some meaningful fashion so that underlying 
assumptions, definitions and associated acreage can be ascertained and analyzed.   For example, 
reference is made to “350 acres of APS school campuses (including buildings)” without clarifying 
whether all or some subset of those acres are included in the asserted 2000 acre total.  It may be 
that at most 100 acres is as a practical matter “joint use” available to non students and even 
then that may be on a less than 24 by 7 basis that should be “pro-rated”.  Similarly, inclusion of 
all of the George Washington Memorial Parkway would be an obvious overinclusion since aside 
from a substantial portion of that being roadways, other areas are inaccessible between such 
roadways. 
 
The most useful approach would be to break down the actual Arlington County owned 
“parkland” by the previously mentioned typology because at the end of the day that is what is 
entirely under the programming/use control of the County, what is popularly perceived as 
Arlington’s “parks” and most importantly what needs to be assessed as to whether it is sufficient 
to meet current but especially future County needs.   The answer is clearly “no” and these 
Sections should not result in obfuscating that reality.  
 
STRATEGIC DIRECTION 1 - PUBLIC SPACES (Pg 69 et seq) 
 
Consistent with the intent of the Typology, you should modify the head line from “Ensure 
Equitable Access to Spaces for…” to “Ensure Equitable Access to and Availability of Spaces for…”   



“Equitable Access” can be interpreted to focused on proximity to users whereas “Availability” at 
least hopefully implies ensuring adequate space for such purposes along with equitable access. 
 
ACTIONS 
 
1.1 Add at least 30 ares of new public space….  (pg 70) 
 
I genuinely appreciate that the working group has adopted the Civic Federation’s goal of 
Arlington County acquiring in total 30 acres of parkland over the next ten years.   However, 
again, there is no breakdown of the asserted 3.25 acres per year purportedly acquired by the 
County over the last 20 years.  As a result we don’t know whether “Urban Spaces”, e.g.. 
hardscape plazas, are included in that total and certainly Long Bridge Park represents a material 
portion of those acres acquired and is primarily devoted to Structured Uses.    As the paragraph 
itself makes clear, over half of survey respondents supported acquiring “passive facilities” and 
this goal should not be met by counting “urban spaces” manufactured through site plan 
processes.   The goal should instead be clearly focused on the County acquiring new land, in fee 
simple, equitably for use among Natural Lands, Unstructured Use Spaces and Structured Use 
Spaces.   Urban spaces acquired through the site plan process should be excluded from meeting 
the goal as well as easements acquired through, for example NVCT, since such easements 
typically do not permit public access.   
 
Additionally, although setting an acquisition goal is imperative, I have yet to find in the PSMP any 
goal for the County setting aside monies/authorizing park bonds in amounts reasonably 
sufficient to support the 30 acre goal.  Without County allocated monies, the goal will be 
meaningless.  See further comments below under Strategic Direction 8. 
 
1.1.1 Acquire land where feasible…  Land for acquisition does not become available according to 
any particular set of criteria and waiting for parcels that “will have the most impact’ will result in 
the dynamic of less rather than more land being acquired, particularly in an already developed 
County and where the Parks Department will perhaps legitimately say that with limited funds 
they have to wait for the optimal parcel.   We need to purchase parkland when and where we 
reasonably can.  See further comments on land acquisition policy. 
 
1.1.2  Secure or expand the pubic spaces envisioned by sector, corridor…  My understanding is 
that many of these plans are old with the result that some/many identified parcels have already 
been developed and the timeline for updating such plans is so long that additional potential 
parcels identified at any one time will again become unfeasiable.   In newer plans, greater 
parkland acquisition draft plans were ultimately reduced in the final version contrary to the 
wishes of many residents, e.g. Columbia Pike plan.  Given continuing development pressures, 
mechanisms need to be developed for residents to much more quickly identify important parcels 
that may not be in an existing plan that become available without having to go through the 
arduous process of adopting brand new plans, e.g. mechanisms for “ad hoc” identification with 
material public support and prompt County acquisition. 
 



1.1.5 Explore strengthening…the County’s Transfer of Development Rights policy…I strongly 
support “banking” development rights but presumably that requires the County to purchase 
such rights (unless a private entity could be enlisted to do so) and therefore again requires 
material County financial support.   I would think that the County would also need to reassess 
the “donating” parcel for property tax purposes to provide a further incentive for selling the 
development rights which should also be highlighted in this section if I am correct.  If this is done 
elsewhere in the country that should be noted as supporting examples.  Financing options, 
including County funding, for TDR banking should be called out and supported specifically in 
Strategic Direction 8 “Fiscal Sustainability”. 
 
1.1.9 Identify and Evaluate Potential Surplus Public Properties…The criteria for determining 
inclusion of such properties as parkland should not be only “locations with poor access to public 
space and of the right size to site needed amenities”.   That means that parcels that could be 
restored as natural areas, for example, which are likely to be outside transportation corridors, 
might not be retained even when the PSMP Survey clearly indicates a desire for more passive 
space.   Similarly the repeated emphasis on “amenities” in this document biases acquisition 
against spaces that could become “Unstructured Use Spaces” but might not be appropriate for 
“amenities”.  The practical reality is that much “surplus” County land may be excluded because 
of the continuing emphasis in the document on equitable distribution of amenities/public space 
when again, available land may not align with those criteria and the public clearly has indicated 
that it wants more public land, especially for passive uses. 
 
1.2.1 Complete the Remaining Elements of Long Bridge Park   This is an example of where 
changed circumstances, including the dramatically increased capital demands of schools, etc. 
along with the clear need to acquire additional parkland, warrants revisiting and further reducing 
the scope of the proposed Aquatics Centers so that a portion of the approved park bond monies 
can be used for other distributed park purposes, e.g. one or two community swimming pools 
elsewhere in the County and possibly associated land purchases, as identified through this PSMP, 
as County funding will continue to be constrained. 
 
1.2.3 Consolidate Recreation Facilities… Proposing to shut down recreation centers is a non-
starter given the acknowledged demand for even more recreation space.   If the intent is indeed 
to shutdown one or more recreation centers, then it is an invitation to obvious and justifiable 
community conflict and reaction.   That would also contradict the overall tenor of the PSMP to 
provide geographically “equitable access” since it would concentrate availability, and 
financial/other resources, in specific locations.   This provision should clarify that shutting down 
recreation centers is not the intent.  While expansion of facilities may be warranted by sheer 
demand, it cannot be done by cannabalizing existing Natural Lands, Unstructured Use Spaces, 
etc., and instead the provision should make clear that such goal should be accomplished through 
“building up and not out”, undergrounding parking, etc.  The current design for the new Lubber 
Run Community Center exposes the dangers of “building out” and the impact on Natural Lands.  
You really need to clarify the intent here and hopefully will avoid any implication about 
eliminating recreation centers.  If in fact your actual intent is to concentrate certain functions at 
specific recreation centers, then clearly say so, although that still will raise questions of equitable 



access.  Finally, needless to say, ongoing constraints on capital make this unlikely in the near 
term; what is more likely is that monies will be reduced/not allocated for land acquisition to pay 
for this.   
 
1.2.4 Designate and Expand 4 Sports-specific Complexes    I strongly object to inclusion of this 
proposal, certainly without significantly more explanation as to what is intended, and then only if 
the following concerns are addressed which I don’t think they can be.   First, it again contradicts 
the overall tenor of the PSMP to provide “equitable access” since it would concentrate 
availability, and financial/other resources, in specific locations.   The desire for certain sports 
groups for tournament sites should not be camouflaged under a fiscal argument when generated 
revenue will not offset these costs nor justify this concentration given the other impacts.  Even 
more importantly, unless such facilities can be restricted to the footprints of the existing 
comparable facilities, which is highly doubtful, this will potentially result in the loss of existing 
Natural Lands, Unstructured Use Spaces, etc.  for facilities with expanded footprints.  See 
arguments under Section 1.2.3.  We have seen significant conflict justifiably arise at Bluemont 
Park and Virginia Highlands Park resulting from such conversions to Structured Use Spaces and I 
strongly object to purposely doing so here and setting up the community for yet more conflict.  
These resources need to be distributed provided that that can be done without conversion of 
other types of uses.  Finally, needless to say, ongoing constraints on capital make this unlikely in 
the near term; what is more likely again, is that monies will be reduced/not allocated for land 
acquisition or other priority needs to pay for this. 
 
1.2.5 Construct two new multi-use activity centers…Suffice it to say that my comments to 
Section 1.2.3 and 1.2.4 apply here as well, including: 
 
- where will you get the space without cannabalizing existing Natural Lands and Unstructured 

Use Spaces? 
- where will you get the money without precluding acquiring additional parkland which ranked 

so highly in the PSMP survey or making the multitude of other investments recommended in 
the PSMP? 

- where will you site these facilities without making access prohibitive for many parts of the 
County? 

 
My overall fear from the recommendations at 1.2.3 - 1.2.5 is that future investment will be 
seriously, and inequitably, skewed to implementing these major facilities/facilities changes which 
largely benefit organized sports activities.  Because of the better capability of sports groups to 
organize and influence the County, there will be an inequitable impact/reduction of other critical 
and equally valid park uses and needs which may in fact have ranked higher on the PSMP Survey.   
It is hard not to construe that these provisions were heavily, and disproportionately, influenced 
by organized sports groups. 
 
1.2.6 Develop park frameworks….As an abstract matter, I would support such comprehensive 
park planning but there is a strong dynamic/pressure in the County to convert park spaces along 



the continuum from Natural Lands to Unstructured Use Spaces to Structured Use Spaces and in 
some instances non park uses, .e.g schools.   In the latter case, see new elementary school at TJ, 
expansion at HB Woodlawn, etc. that are being built on current parking areas that are within 
park boundaries and under future changed circumstances could perhaps have been converted to 
direct park uses.   Given that dynamic, such comprehensive planning can become, even if not 
intended, the camel’s nose under the tent to move more park area along this continuum.   The 
final sentence only enhances that fear: “They will also enable the County to identify spaces that 
will change over time to meet needs.”  Given our inadequate parkland, growing population and 
“needs”, and the disproportionate political power of organized recreation groups, the danger is 
real. 
 
1.2.7 Develop park master plans…My concerns regarding Section 1.2.6 apply here as well.  
However, I am further concerned that as to each individual park itself, the planning dynamic is to 
try to respond to as many desired “amenties” as possible within a park’s finite boundary with the 
result that parks that have historically been predominantly green spaces for relaxation and 
largely informal activities with limited amenities are increasingly becoming amenities with 
limited green space.   This trend will only accelerate with increasing growth and what appears to 
be the approach in the County to endeavor to accommodate all desired needs in some fashion.  
What is missing from the discussions of amenities in this document is a recognition and clear 
statement of policy that any given park space should have a maximum “carrying capacity” for 
“amenties” and use.  The answer to such maximum capacity is to acquire more parkland and/or 
acknowledge that not all desired uses can be met in a given park space.   Please see little Edison 
Park where the desire to meet needs has overwhelmed greenspace in the newly proposed 
conceptual plan. 
 
1.2.8 and 1.2.9  Synthetic turf and lightning.  I will largely defer to others in the County who have 
dealt directly, and are far more knowledgeable, as to these issues.   However, the language in 
Sections 1.2.8 and 1.2.9 quite directly illustrates the phenomenon of ever increasing 
“densification” and excessive maximization of use, without apparent consideration of 
countervailing community concerns and impacts, to respond to legitimate unmet demand that 
are exacerabted by inadequate preservation of parkland by the County over time: 
 
“Arlington’s fields are heavily used, and demand is growing. Due to high demand, the County is 
unable to let natural turf fields adequately rest, which degrades the quality of the fields.”  
 
“In addition to converting fields from natural to synthetic turf, lighting is a critical way to extend 
the number of hours of play Arlington can get on its fields.” 
 
Notwithstanding apparently substantial countervailing expert opinion as well as opposing 
sentiment in the County, these recommendations appear to come down on the side of organized 
recreation proponents and therefore increasing “densification” rather than taking a “balanced 
approach” which reflects the reality of opinion in the County and needs of individual 
neighborhoods.   
 



Further, I have seen enough contrary comment to view the following statements as questionable 
and assuming an expert consensus that may not exist:  
 
“Advances in lighting technology have allowed the County to use directional lights that provide 
ample light on fields while minimizing light pollution in the sky and intrusion onto surrounding 
properties.”  
 
Both of these provisions need to be reconsidered in the light of what I would anticipate would be 
significant objections.  The answer to a lack of adequate field space is to obtain more new space 
and not simply maximize use of existing fields in a one-sided manner while ignoring negative 
impacts and countervailing community concerns.  I will defer to others as to what such a more 
balanced approach should entail. 
 
1.2.11  Parking…  I note the last sentence of this section where once again the emphasis is to  
“..free up space for additional park amenities.”   There is a contradiction, if you will, running 
throughout the document where the PSMP Survey ranks natural green space as among the 
highest desired uses (and I would argue that encompasses Unstructured Use Space as well) yet 
the document is constantly focused on “shoe-horning” more and more amenities (and higher 
usage) into finite spaces resulting in the loss of the “greenness” of our parks. 
 
1.2.14  Provide all-season access to athletic fields…I reiterate some of my prior concerns as to 
including in this action “permanent, indoor recreation centers with full-size athletic fields” which 
again skews emphasis and resources towards more intense organized athletic uses and 
potentially threatens existing Natural Lands as well as Unstructured Use Spaces.  To my 
knowledge there is absolutely no room (no less capital resources) currently or for the 
foreseeable future for these types of facilities and their inclusion simply sets up pressure (which 
it undoubtedly reflects by this inclusion) to actually fulfill this action to the detriment of other 
more compelling goals.  Where would you propose this type of facility could be placed? 
 
This raises an overall comment applicable to many of the stated “Actions” in this document.  
First, many of the proposed  “Actions” in this document appear to in fact be policy goals.  In any 
event, many of the outlined “Actions” are stated in a “black and white” unqualified manner 
lacking any obligation in their pursuit to balance countervailing concerns.  While you may 
think/hope that any future discussion of the practical implementation of an Action would 
necessarily include, and be tempered by, such countervailing concerns, I/we have seen enough 
of those discussions to play out to know that unqualified actions will be advocated in an absolute 
and unqualified manner.   You need to add applicable appropriate qualifications, limitations and 
balancing considerations now in all applicable proposed Actions since this is the governing 
document and future process participants will need that language for a truly balanced 
discussion. 
 
1.2.18 et seq re Privately-owned spaces.    Privately owned public spaces have been a major 
focus of our site plan processes and are presumably included in our “2000 acres of public 
spaces.”  Yet this discussion pays far more attention to signage, etc. then to the critical issue of 



ensuring that parks benefits are considered a critical and co-equal “community benefit” to be 
consistently obtained through the site plan process commensurate with the demands created by 
new development, rather obtained on what appears to be the current “hit or miss” basis.  At the 
same time, owners of sites with public space easements appear to be increasingly successful in 
renegotiating the reduced scope of previously agreed public spaces, etc. even while retaining the 
increased density for which those benefits were presumably granted.  Where is this entire 
discussion in this document, which has been repeatedly raised certainly in Parks Commission 
meetings? 
 
1.3 Ensure access to spaces that are…designed to support casual, impromptu use… 
 
This is a critical component of the PSMP and needs to be treated with co-equal importance and 
depth as to other aspects regarding “Structured Use Spaces”, etc.   However, since it is labeled 
“still under development” I will keep my comments “high level” and would expect a completed 
Section in this regard to be available for more detailed public comment (and appropriate 
modifications of the draft to reflect those public comments) sufficiently in advance of the overall 
document being circulated to the Commissions, etc.    
 
To reiterate some prior points directly in this context: 
 

- the typology outlined under Appendix G “Definitions” above needs to be adopted and 
incorporated consistently throughout the document. 

 

- as previously noted, Unstructured Use Spaces need to not only be treated as co-equal to 
Natural Lands and Structured Use Spaces, but a clear statement included that such 
Unstructured Use Spaces are not to be converted to other uses without a truly compelling 
need, e.g. for emergency vehicle access but with the emphasis on acquiring additional land 
for that purpose rather than subtracting from existing parkland.  Note the parcel being 
acquired by APS to afford emergency access to a school site.  The current trend to convert 
Unstructured Use Spaces to Structured Use Spaces is not acceptable for reasons already 
mentioned elsewhere above. 

 

- “Natural Lands” absolutely need to be distinguished from Unstructured Use Spaces since they 
typically entail decreased levels of use, access and management, etc.  Therefore “accessible 
forested areas” absolutely should not be included in “Unstructured Use Spaces” but rather 
defined as part of “Natural Lands”.   So, for example, the Section on page 87 regarding “How 
the PSMP Supports Enhancing….Spaces” illustrates the inappropriateness of including in this 
category any forested areas given the reference to “will be purposely designed”.   “Designing” 
is inappropriate to a forested area except to the extent of possible limited trail access. 

 
1.4 Use a context-sensitive, activity-based approach to providing amenties. 
 



The emphasis on “amenities” highlights my perceived “Disneylandization” of our parks as more 
and more uses are shoe-horned into finite spaces in response to a multiplicity of perceived 
needs that can never be sufficiently met in a very limited area of available parkland.  It needs to 
be made express and clearly incorporated into these provisions that in determining “…what level 
of service can be expected in these contexts” that the level of service must always be 
determined ultimately by available space and the goal should not be to cram as many activities 
into a finite space as possible.   It cannot simply be “need” that is determinative in planning as to 
what should be included in a given park but also a countervailing concern as to what reasonably 
can be included in a given park space to preserve “greenness”,  a sense of space and tranquility 
in an increasingly urbanized environment.  Again, see the latest plan for little Edison Park. 
 
I am very concerned that this set of provisions will ultimately serve to facilitate that very 
Disneylandization that we are seeing now in some of our park planning unless a more balanced 
approach is articulated and incorporated. 
 
Population-Based Standards pg. 90 
 
Putting aside issues of metholodgy, e.g. whether the density of amenities in the parks in the peer 
cities is overwhelming, whether the park systems in such cities have available land to grow, etc., I 
am concerned as to whether a calculation has been performed as to the overall incremental 
amount of land that would be needed to be acquired by the County to accommodate the 
projected additionally needed “amenities”  and not just the number of such amenities needed.   I 
very much appreciate that “casual use lands” and “natural lands” are addressed separately as to 
additional acreage needed but for reasons stated above these distinctions/categories need to be 
carried throughout the documentation. 
 
The overall danger here is that DPR, in endeavoring to implement these metrics, will be able to 
fulfill only half of the equation, planning more and more amenities into existing finite space to 
reflect legitimate needs, as I perceive is occurring now, but without being in a position with 
increased funding from the County Board to acquire the necessary additional land to keep the 
ratio of amenities to total park area at least constant with today. 
 
Access Standards (pg 91) 
 
It appears that the consultants may have actually mapped out, based on the application of both 
the population- and access-based standards, where amenities would need to be placed in the 
future to meet these standards.  If I am correct I will address in reviewing the appendices. 
 
Priority Investment Areas (pg 90) 
 
Based upon the degree to which the Columbia Pike plan in draft form included materially more 
potential parkland than made it into the final version (courtesy presumably of the economic 
development arm of the County) and the degree to which the Crystal City plan apparently failed 
to provide adequate parkland per various of the residents there, the continuing notion that we 



will obtain significantly more parkland/obtain priority investment in the indicated high density 
areas, other than primarily through site plan afforded hardscape or “manufactured greenspace’, 
is simply unrealistic.  I am concerned that holding out this unrealistic expectation may only serve 
to constrain investment in other areas of the County where more land/“amenities” can be 
obtained/implemented in a more cost effective manner.  
 
How the Standards will be used  (pg 92)  As per the above, even if the intersection of the two 
standards show shortfalls in certain high density areas, forestalling investment elsewhere may 
result in not taking advantage of opportunities as they arise.   The simple reality is that obtaining 
amenities in core areas is far more expensive and therefore less likely to happen then in less 
dense areas.   
 
1.6 Ensure high-quality visual and physical access to the Potomac River, Four Mile Run…. 
 
1.6.1 Continue to enhance public access…In fact, in many areas along these streams, e.g.  
Lubber Run in Lubber Run Park and Four Mile Run in Bonair park, unrestricted access to the 
streams has caused dramatic degradation to what should be sensitive riparian areas.   This is an 
example of where an Action needs to expressly reflect a balanced approach that clearly 
distinguishes between limited areas that may be appropriate for public access versus more 
extensive areas where public access will be precluded and in fact restored as riparian habitat. 
 
1.6.4 Provide opportunities…   Again this is Action that requires a balanced approach between 
increased access and protection of the very natural areas that are to be accessed.   As noted 
above, if such balanced approach is not expressly outlined, the result will potentially be that 
future advocates for “increased access” will point to the unqualified policy statement and 
override countervailing legitimate concerns re adverse impacts since they are not given a basis in 
the language of the Action to oppose inappropriate access. 
 
1.8 Strive for a More Attractive…In an ideal world (i.e. with unlimited funds) perhaps this type 
of amorphous and “pie-in-the-sky” language might be acceptable but in our current constrained 
fiscal circumstances this type of language can result in yet more unnecessarily expensive “world-
class” facilities and accoutrements that cumulatively are fiscally unsustainable but more 
importantly unnecessary.   Instead of “world-class” language, preferably there would be an 
action to set durable, consistent and cost effective standards that ensure that our limited 
resources can acquire more modestly designed facilities rather than fewer over-designed 
facilities. 
 
2.2.3 Ensure paved, multi-use trails are wide enough…another example of where the plan is ‘at 
war with itself”, in various places expressing concern with preserving Natural Lands and 
Unstructured Use Spaces and here elevating in priority widening such trails to the potential 
detriment of surrounding areas.   More balanced phraseology for the second sentence would be 
‘Whether to widen trails, and how to do so, must be based on a balancing of trail related 
demands and impacts on the surrounding park areas.” 
 



2.2.4 Separate modes…same problem as above…the current language elevates concerns for the 
trail above concerns for impacts on the surrounding parkland; there are areas where the impacts 
on the surrounding parkland may outweigh the concerns re the trail.  This needs to be again a 
balanced statement.   The biggest problem on the Four Mile Run Trail, for example, is not 
separating bicycles from pedestrians but the fact that bicyclists speed and there is no enforcement 
of safe speeds.   Set a safe speed limit and have ongoing enforcement and safety concerns will be 
dramatically ameliorated. 
 
2.2.5 Trail etiquette…great example of the immediately above point….bicyclists should not be 
“going fast” on a multi use trail to begin with. 
 
2.3.1 Weigh the benefits of adding hiking trails….  Yes, it is critical to preserve natural areas and 
I object to this provision which should be removed.  I am concerned that the results of the PSMP 
Survey are being misread…desiring to add hiking trails doesn’t necessarily mean that we want 
more such trails in existing natural areas that will degrade those areas.  This may be an example 
of where Actions are at war with one another.   Again, the resolution of the apparent conflict is 
to acquire more Natural Lands that can include more trails.  This may be another action where 
the document needs to provide an example since I am hard pressed to think of a natural area in 
my local parks that could reasonably tolerate, or need for that matter, yet another trail. 
 
3. RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP 
 
An overall observation, as noted previously, is that too many of the other “actions”, which again 
are often policy prescriptions, are on their face and/or in probable implementation at war with 
one another generally and specifically with enhancement and protection of Natural Lands.  As 
noted earlier, increasing hiking trails through existing Natural Lands may serve only to negatively 
impact wildlife habitat and degrade those areas even as additional access to streams may further 
degrade the riparian habitat.   Many of these provisions, as noted above, lack a required 
balancing of the suggested “action” versus the potential negative impacts.  I am concerned that 
there seems to be some lack of assessment in this document as to how various of the provisions 
may interact and in fact contradict one another. 
 
3.1 Update the Natural Resources Management Plan   For many of us, the issue is not 
primarily “significant natural resources” but more broadly “natural areas” that we enjoy for 
hiking, visual context etc.   This plan does not appear to address sufficiently the extensive natural 
areas that fall outside “significant natural resources” or it may be a definitional issue.   As noted 
earlier “Natural Lands” need to be a distinct category of which those with “significant natural 
resources” should be a subset.  In all events there need to be clear statements that they are not 
to be “repurposed” or degraded.  
 
3.3.6-3.3.7 My sense if that APS lack sufficient resources and expertise, as well as sensitivity, 
to adequately manage and preserve Natural Lands.  This document should take the position that 
these areas need to be promptly transferred to the County and made part of the parks system. 
 



Finally, there appears to be a lack of clarify as to the use of the term “natural resources” and I 
am very concerned that “natural resources” is being used more narrowly to encompass only 
“special areas” versus areas that are primarily natural, e.g. forested areas, ponds, stream valleys, 
etc.  Again, the broader term “Natural Lands” needs to be utilized. 
 
6.1.1. Conduct a public space needs assessment…This should be a statistically valid survey 
comparable in scope to the PSMP Survey, which would serve as the baseline, for purposes of 
comparison, albeit modified to reflect then appropriate changes. 
 
6.2.7 Regularly communicate the progress of PSMP implementation….there should be at least 
an annual assessment and written update as to progress on the Actions being outlined under this 
PSMP. 
 
7.2 Strengthen Sustainability policies. 
 
7.2.11. Train maintenance staff in management of sensitive natural areas and green stormwater 
infrastructure maintenance.   it was only recently that I learned that park maintenance staff 
apparently generally have no formal training in biology, ecology, etc. and yet are tasked with 
maintaining Natural Lands as well as other parks facilities.   Maintenance staff should be trained 
generally in maintaining and enhancing the full spectrum of Natural Lands and not simply 
“sensitive natural areas”.   There appears to be a “bias” in the document distinguishing between 
“sensitive natural areas” or natural areas with special characteristics, versus other “natural 
areas”, which may lead to deterioration and repurposing of such other natural areas without 
special characteristics.   “Natural Lands” are so limited now in the County now that all such areas 
need to be focused on for preservation and enhancement. 
 
8.1 Secure Funding…  The second sentence states in part “A park and open space system that 
is responsive to the County’s growing needs will require sufficient and consistent County 
funding,…”  For such a critical requirement, however, there is no further explanation of how this 
should be obtained.  Topics that need to be addressed and that are missing from this “action” 
include: 
 
1. Ensuring that the County authorizes CIP funding at least at the level of those years prior 
to the recent fall-off in funding.  Having Board members saying “Don’t worry we will find the 
money” when an appropriate property is presented for purchase is not reliable for planning 
purposes, does not represent a “plan” nor does it reflect the level of commitment that is 
required by the community based on the PSMP Survey results cited so frequently in this draft 
plan.  Not having adequate ongoing funding for land acquisition also creates a perverse dynamic 
among staff that rather than undertaking an aggressive, broad program to identify potential 
parcels for purchase they wait for the “perfect” parcel to try to justify utilizing limited ad hoc 
funding with the result that few parcels will be purchased.   As will be noted below, the proposed 
land acquisition policy may as a practical matter have a similar effect to limit acquisition. 
 



2. There is no discussion about modifying the manner in which community benefits are 
allocated to increase developer contributions for parkland acquisition as well as other park 
purposes. 
 
3. Virtually all of the funding mechanisms proposed in the remainder of this section involve 
non-County funding and although the clear intent is that funding will be “supplemental” there is 
a great danger that that will not be the case and such funding will be “replacement”.  
 
4. As noted earlier, if a TDR bank is to be implemented, that may well require County 
funding and that should perhaps be addressed as well under this Strategic Direction. 
 
Bottom line, County funding will continue to remain critical and necessary to support our park 
system and that needs to be highlighted, emphasized and “quantified”.   Without such funding 
any acquisition goals are meaningless. 
 
8.4 Permit Revenue generating use in public spaces  This section is potentially very 
problematic.   Just as dramatically growing demand is driving increasing densification of uses in 
parks since land acquisition is not commensurate with growing demand, the lack of adequate 
park funding from the County is driving this problematic concept of monetizing certain park 
aspects through “leasing” or inserting commercial activities at trailheads.    Without clear 
safeguards and further clarification this is very troubling.  In general I am opposed to this unless 
this is much more clearly laid out and safeguards included. 
 
8.4.2 Consider leasing…I am dismayed by this proposed “action” and believe it should be 
removed.   Please provide an example of where you believe that this is feasible…once again this 
will consume limited space and continue to change the character of our parks. 
 
8.4.3 Develop a process for leasing easements that do not interfere with public space use to 
generate revenue.  Again without clarification and qualification, including examples, I am very 
concerned about this provision   If you are proposing leasing such easements where there are 
existing underground rights of way, e.g. existing conduits where additional fiber can be 
deployed, that is one thing.  However, the implication is that you could have Natural Lands torn 
up to lay a new pipeline.  This provisions either needs to be carefully and appropriately limited or 
removed. 
 
8.4.4. Develop appropriate mechanisms to invest revenue …back into public spaces.  Again, 
please provide an example for this amorphous “action”.  i would suggest instead that you simply 
enunciate a principle that any such revenue, including through fee income, is (i) supplemental, 
and (ii) must in its entirety, net of directly related costs, be invested back into the park system. 
 
8.5 Leverage the value of public spaces. 
 
8.5.2 Work with existing BIDs and businesses to establish….  This comes across as a rather 
amorphous, “sounds good” “action”.   Without providing at least one example or greater 



clarification it is impossible to tell whether there are any potential practical, feasible “actions”  in 
furtherance of this goal and what is intended by “establish dedicated park funding streams.”…   
 
8.7 Ensure that maintenance techniques…I was hoping that this would address issues of 
equity of financial support as between e.g. APS and DPR for joint use facilities… 
 
2.2.3 Ensure paved, multi-use trails are wide enough…another example of where the plan is ‘at 
war with itself”, in various places expressing concern with preserving Natural Lands and 
Unstructured Use Spaces and here elevating in priority widening such trails to the potential 
detriment of surrounding areas.   Balanced phraseology for the second sentence would be 
‘Whether to widen trails, and how to do so, must be based on a balancing of trail related 
demands and impacts on the surrounding park areas.” 
 
Sent: Monday, November 20, 2017 4:29 PM 
Subject: Joint Letter Re: Draft POPS Report and Public Process 

 
November 20, 2017 

 
Dear Arlington County Board Member: 
 
As recent and longtime community members, we are writing to recommend a number of 
changes we believe will improve the draft Plan Our Public Spaces (POPS) report and the public 
engagement process for its consideration. These changes may require adjustments in the POPS 
timetable for December – February but need not delay County Board action on the final POPS 
plan.  
 
These revisions are necessary, we believe, to address major gaps in underlying data.  Those gaps 
have led to serious flaws in analyses relating to synthetic turf and sports field lights.  Absent 
action to address these issues, the draft’s proposal for huge capital investments in greatly 
expanded sports infrastructure cannot be justified.    
 
As you know, the August POPS draft was over 270 pages long. While more than 1100 citizen 
comments have been submitted since the first draft was released, to date neither these 
comments nor a revised POPS draft responsive to them have been made publicly available.   
 
We call particular attention to and fully endorse comments submitted on September 20 and 
November 7, 2017 by John Seymour, on behalf of the Environment and Energy Conservation 
Commission (E2C2) (attached).    
 
Below, we recommend important changes in sections of the draft report (and updated content 
provided in the October 30, 2017 staff presentation to the POPS Advisory Committee) 
concerning installation of synthetic turf and sports field lights:  
 

I. Lack of Open, Transparent and Publicly Accessible Data 



 
• Open Data Access.  All data used to develop the POPS analyses and recommendations 

relating to sports fields should be made available to Arlington residents for independent 
verification and analysis through an open data policy like those in effect in numerous 
other localities. When data regarding diamond field reservations was made public in 
response to a FOIA request submitted by concerned South Arlington residents, for 
example, it became clear that those fields were underutilized.  Based on this experience, 
it is important to make publicly available online all raw data and analyses that were used 
as a basis for recommendations in the POPS report purporting to justify very large County 
investments in synthetic turf and sports field lights.  (Link to FOIA response containing 
diamond field data: 

 https://arlingtonvafoia.s3.dualstack.us-east-
1.amazonaws.com/2017/106/Arlington_Diamond_Fields.pdf) 
  

 
II. Lack of Evidence Re: Need for Doubling the Number of Lighted Synthetic Turf Fields  
 
• POPS Data on Need is Flawed. In support of the presumed “need” for additional 

rectangular fields, the POPS report references a 62 percent rate of growth in youth 
rectangular field “participations between FY 2011 and FY 2017, driven by an estimated 
19,000+ youth soccer “participations” in 2017.  However, only about 9,000 children 
belong to the Arlington Soccer Association (ASA) in 2017 according to the ASA’s website, 
of whom fewer than 8400 played during the spring 2017 soccer season.  Arlington County 
youth “participation” is significantly overstated, we believe, because it focuses not on the 
number of children who choose to pursue soccer but instead on the number of separate 
field events, which is driven by the rapid growth in number of activities per week per 
child arising from the growth in elite travel soccer teams.  The growth in actual ASA 
membership between FY 2015 and FY 2017 was just 27% according to data contained in 
an August 2017 DPR report entitled “Sports Field Allocation Policy.”  During this period, 
two new synthetic fields were installed at Williamsburg Middle School adding significantly 
to the County’s rectangular field capacity.  The POPS report should include data on the 
number of children participating in fall and/or spring season soccer programs between FY 
2011 and FY 2017 and provide separate breakouts on yearly changes in the number of 
children playing on recreational and travel soccer teams.   
http://www.arlingtonsoccer.com/about-asa/; https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-
1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2017/08/DPR-Spring-Pilot-Summary-
Final.pdf   

  
• Utilization Data is Absent.  Although Arlington relies on sports user data derived from 

allocation/ reservation of field space, actual use of the fields often differs markedly from 
space that is reserved.  Large sports user groups frequently reserve fields for substantial 
blocks of time but only use a portion of the time and space allocated to them.  For 
example, an October 2015 Williamsburg Field Site Evaluation Working Group (WFWG) 
tour of lighted fields in the County revealed that ASA was allocated -- but did not use -- 

https://arlingtonvafoia.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/2017/106/Arlington_Diamond_Fields.pdf)
https://arlingtonvafoia.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/2017/106/Arlington_Diamond_Fields.pdf)
http://www.arlingtonsoccer.com/about-asa/
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2017/08/DPR-Spring-Pilot-Summary-Final.pdf
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2017/08/DPR-Spring-Pilot-Summary-Final.pdf
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2017/08/DPR-Spring-Pilot-Summary-Final.pdf


lighted field space at Kenmore throughout the fall 2015 season.  In the fall of 2016, 
GreenPlay, a third-party consultant group, noted that this discrepancy represented a 
significant deficiency in DPR’s records and scheduling and needed attention. The POPS 
report should provide data on the confirmed use of fields and times allocated to sports 
user groups during 2017 spring, summer and fall seasons.  
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-
content/uploads/sites/17/2016/06/Arlington-Co-Recommendations-Presentation-
Final.pdf 

 
III. Strategy Based on Making Efficient Use of Existing Sports Fields 

 
• Field Inventory and Multi-Purposing of Fields. The POPS inventory of available sports 

fields does not consider all of the fields that can readily be configured to permit use by 
both diamond rectangular sports user groups.  At a minimum, the inventory of fields 
available for rectangular field sports, should be expanded to include all diamond fields 
large enough to be used by soccer teams composed of pre-K and elementary school 
children during the fall season.  Similarly, rectangular fields could be configured to help 
meeting peak spring season demand for kids playing diamond field sports.  

 
• Examples of Potential Multi-Purposing Opportunities in Arlington.  Attached are examples 

of how existing diamond fields in Arlington could be multi-purposed to create more 
rectangular field space and portions of rectangular fields could be used to add in more 
diamond fields. This supplements fields that are being repaired and in some cases like at 
Gunston, where synthetic turf is already being added, can intensify the use by adding 
essentially a whole new synthetic turf soccer field.  The POPS report should include 
recommendations on how to augment peak fall and spring season sports field capacity by 
expanding the number of multi-purpose / combination fields. 

 

https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2016/06/Arlington-Co-Recommendations-Presentation-Final.pdf
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2016/06/Arlington-Co-Recommendations-Presentation-Final.pdf
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2016/06/Arlington-Co-Recommendations-Presentation-Final.pdf


A Few of Many Possible Configurations Adding Space to Existing Fields: 

 
Jamestown Park could add in 2 more rectangular fields.  

 
Gunston School; existing soccer field is synthetic turf. Softball field has been approved for 
synthetic turf. A small re-design removing the sidewalk in between the fields would help to 
overlay a 2nd rectangular, SYNTHETIC turf field.  

 
Ad 

 
 
 

             

 



 
• Transparent Online System to Reserve Sports Fields.  Information on only about half of 

Arlington’s 106 rectangular and diamond fields is readily accessible online.  Separate 
facilities request forms must be submitted to DPR to reserve these and other fields in 
Arlington.  In contrast, Montgomery County provides residents with online access to view 
and reserve hundreds of sports fields and other community facilities saving staff time and 
reducing cost.  https://apm.activecommunities.com/montgomerycounty/facility_search;  

 
• Improve on Montgomery County’s System to Boost Utilization.  A comprehensive online 

field inventory and reservation system would make it easier for sports user groups to 
identify and reserve available field space.  It would also help Arlington County to better 
understand real sports field demand.  Arlington could improve upon the system in use in 
Montgomery County by adopting a similar system and adding the names of the specific 
user groups that have reserved specific dates and times on each of the County’s fields.  In 
this way, groups and neighbors who would like to play on vacant fields could easily 
determine which organization has reserved the field, inform DPR that it is not being 
utilized and thereby help to optimize utilization of the space    

 
 
IV. Criteria and List of Specific Options for Synthetic Turf and Lights  

    
• Criteria, Standards and Options for Proposed Installation of Synthetic Turf and Lights.  

The criteria for synthetic turf conversations contained in the August 11th draft report as 
well as in the DPR presentation to the October 30, 2017 POPS Advisory Committee 
meeting should be updated to reflect the consensus recommendations of the 
Williamsburg Field Site Evaluation Work Group (WFWG) as well as those provided by the 
Planning, Parks and Recreation and E2C2 Commissions. Consistent with the County 
Board’s decision at its September 16, 2017, meeting, there should be no automatic link 
between installation of synthetic turf and field lights. Rather, siting decisions should be 
made only after careful examination and weighing of the many site selectin factors 
outlined by modern lighting authorities, as summarized by the WFWG in the appendix to 
the Work Group’s Final Report.  In addition, the criteria outlined in DPRs October 30th 
presentation for synthetic turf conversions pertaining to tree impacts should be modified 
in accordance with the attached E2C2 comments.  https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-
east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/31/2016/01/POPS-Committee-
Meeting-10-30-17-Presentation.pdf 

 
• Specific Siting Options. All candidate locations for siting of new synthetic turf fields 

and/or lights should be clearly identified in the draft POPS report so residents can 
provide informed feedback concerning these options as well as the total number of new 
lighted synthetic fields and the criteria used to identify them. In particular, fields should 
not be excluded from the list of candidates for synthetic turf conversion because school 
construction or renovation might occur or because they lack permanent year-round 
restrooms or other desirable but non-essential amenities.  In 2013, the prospect of 

https://apm.activecommunities.com/montgomerycounty/facility_search
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/31/2016/01/POPS-Committee-Meeting-10-30-17-Presentation.pdf
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/31/2016/01/POPS-Committee-Meeting-10-30-17-Presentation.pdf
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/31/2016/01/POPS-Committee-Meeting-10-30-17-Presentation.pdf


school construction at the WMS site was determined by the County Board to be an 
opportunity rather than a disincentive to install synthetic turf fields.  And a 2003 joint 
Sports Commission – APS – DPR report shows very few of the rectangular fields lighted 
between 2003 and 2017 had access to permanent year-round restrooms.  
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-
content/uploads/sites/17/2015/08/14.pdf 

 
• Use of Best Available Sports Lighting Technology.  Proposed standards for permissible 

pole heights (80-90 feet from nearest residential dwelling) and light spill levels (1 foot 
candle at the property line) find no counterpart or support in the lighting guidance and 
model codes recommended by modern lighting standard organizations.  Their adoption 
would reverse a long-standing and sound County policy to adopt only “dark sky” lighting 
technology and to comply with the standards and recommendations of contemporary 
standard-setting bodies.  Appropriate sports lighting technology is rapidly evolving yet 
continues to have potentially significant adverse effects on residential peace and quiet.  
County policy as articulated in Arlington’s new 10-year public spaces master plan should 
require installation of best available lighting technology, not the simplistic and blunt 
targets set forth in the draft.  To ensure both careful technical review and fiscal 
accountability, the POPS report should also recommend that the County seek 
competitive bids for the future purchase of sports lighting equipment as well as for its 
installation.  

 
V. Community Engagement / Respecting Community-Wide Priorities.   

 
• Access to Casual Use Recreational Space / Results of Statistically Valid Survey. Residents’ 

desire for and actual access to parks, natural areas, hiking trails and other 
unprogrammed recreational. areas should be an important consideration in deciding 
whether to approve the installation of synthetic turf fields and lights at a given location.  
Some neighborhoods with fields that are already heavily programmed (e.g. Pentagon City 
in South Arlington and Rock Spring in the North) have little or no practical access to 
unprogrammed parkland.  The POPS report should address this issue directly. If the 
majority of residents’ needs for casual use recreational space, as documented in the ETC 
Institute survey, are not being met, those needs should take priority when selecting and 
enhancing local facilities and activities. Also, if resident livability is being negatively 
impacted by programmed use of nearby green space, mitigating the impacts of such use 
should be a priority. 

 
• Transparent and Serious Consideration of Public Comments.  The original plan for public 

engagement in crafting the POPS report was to allow citizens to comment online and to 
view one another’s word-for-word comments.  This was an important goal last summer 
and it remains an important goal today.  Inadequate technology prevented real time 
ability to provide and share comments last August.  However, there are no technological 
barriers to posting a document on the POPS website containing all such comments 

https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2015/08/14.pdf
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2015/08/14.pdf


together with a revised draft that is responsive to them.  Such action should be taken as 
soon as feasible. 

 
In summary, the following are essential procedural recommendations:  
 

• All comments provided to date on the draft report should be made publicly available 
prior to the next round of community meetings.   

• The format for these public meetings should be changed to permit large group discussion 
of key issues so that participants may benefit from a more complete and open exchange 
of information.  

• If possible, a revised POPS draft responsive to public comments should be posted online 
prior to the community meetings now scheduled to take place in December.  

•  At a minimum, a revised POPS draft should be posted at least 30 days prior to the Joint 
Work Session with the County Board now scheduled to take place in January.  

 
And below are equally important substantive recommendations regarding data and analyses to 
be included in the POPS report: 
 

• All information, analyses and raw data relating to the total inventory, characteristics, 
allocation/ reservations and actual use of sports fields in Arlington should be made 
available to the public.   

• Data regarding purported need for additional lighted synthetic fields should be presented 
together with potential options, such as making more efficient use (including but not 
limited to multi-purposing) of existing fields programmed for team play, taking advantage 
of unutilized field capacity available through agreements with George Washington and 
Marymount Universities and fields not currently programmed, such as elementary 
schools in North Arlington.) 

• Lists of diamond and rectangular fields that are potential candidates for synthetic turf 
and/or lights should be included in the POPS report. 

• A status report on the implementation of GreenPlay’s recommendations for improving 
efficiency in use of the County’s existing outdoor sports facilities should be added to the 
section discussing synthetic turf and sport field lighting.   

• Language responsive to the E2C2’s recommendations reflected in September 20th and 
November 7th comments submitted by John Seymour should be added. 

 
The final POPS recommendations will have an enormous impact on the quality of life and park 
and recreational opportunities available to residents in all Arlington neighborhoods. To fulfill the 
goals of the POPS process and fully inform interested citizens prior to public meetings in early 
December, staff promptly should provide general public access by posting online all comments 
and information provided by other community members concerning the plan. In addition, staff 
should provide general public access by posting online a full updated draft of the POPS report 
well in advance (given its size and complexity, we recommend 30 days) of the Joint Work Session 
with the County Board tentatively slated to take place in January.  



 
Thank you for your leadership in helping to ensure that the next 10-year public spaces master 
plan accurately reflects the wishes of our citizens. 
 
Sent: Tuesday, November 28, 2017 10:33 AM 
Subject: Virginia Highlands Park 

  
Aurora Highlands Civic Association  
 
November 28, 2017 
 
Dear Members of the County Board, 
 
We have just learned that the County Manager’s office will recommend removal of much of the 
fencing around the softball fields at Virginia Highlands Park. We are thrilled that the County has 
recognized our frustration in having this space be off limits and has taken this important first step 
toward making the west side of the park a truly public space. We look forward to working with 
the County on the next steps. With that in mind, please find attached a petition, signed by almost 
400 residents, office workers, and frequent visitors, to repurpose these 3.5 acres of underused 
and often vacant space for a vibrant urban community park, one that would balance popular 
recreational sports facilities with an expansive public-gathering green space, all at the Metro-
accessible nexus of commercial and residential activity in Pentagon City. 
 
In 1976 when Pentagon City was created, the land for Virginia Highlands Park was designated as 
a community benefit in anticipation of the future density. Since then, Aurora Highlands and the 
surrounding community has developed into a busy commercial and office center and home to 
thousands of new neighbors in multi-unit residences as well as single-family housing. And since 
then, most of the open space in the park has been developed as single-purpose sports facilities. 
 
While we are excited about the fence removal, we are concerned that the County Manager 
recommends a pause in planning while POPS is updated and the Public Engagement strategy is 
finalized. This will cause unnecessary delay when immediate opportunities exist that can 
advance the transition to a real public space and address unmet needs now. 
 
Softball Field Use. County data indicate that the hours reserved for softball can be absorbed at 
other fields in the county. This can be achieved now by the following (see attached letter): 
Moving field time to the synthetic turf field at Gunston, located only 1 mile away 
More efficient scheduling of ball games on other fields 
 
Interim Use of the Field. We request complete removal of the fences on Field 3. As long as that 
space remains a softball field, there is very limited flexibility for using that area to meet the 
current community need for a social gathering space. We envision temporary changes such as 



movable seating, events, and a temporary dog park such as the pop-up BarkPark at the Taste of 
Arlington. 
 
Short-term Planning. There is no need for a Master Plan to be undertaken at this time. What we 
need is engaging the community now to determine short-term uses of the space to address 
current needs and set the stage for more effective and informed engagement in the future. A 
neutral County facilitator could navigate this with the community. 
 
Funding. Short-term needs need not be expensive. Revenue to cover many needs could be raised 
by donations from the community, the civic association, and Friends of Aurora Highlands Parks. 
This would be in keeping with the County’s policy of letting groups sponsor park projects, such 
as the lower field at Virginia Highlands Park or the Little League’s funding of the diamond field 
at Fort Scott Park. Another revenue source could be monetization of events and facilities (dog 
owners, classes, food trucks or seasonal markets, social events such as movie nights, etc.). The 
upcoming CIP may provide another opportunity for near-term expenses. 
 
 
 

 
Aurora Highlands Civic Association 
 
In the longer term, a more thorough evaluation of the park is needed. A true Master Plan should 
consider the entire space given to Virginia Highlands Park, which would include the old Fire 
Station, library and community center building, the land to the east of the new fire station, and 
the parking lots. We do not believe, however, that long-term planning and redevelopment of the 
west side requires an extensive Master Plan, but it should include the following: 
 
a thorough assessment of the park space and its uses; 
a more careful analysis of diamond field space use throughout the county (including multiuse 
reconfiguration, league residency requirements, more efficient scheduling); and 
an independent facilitator to conduct community outreach; this would avoid the pitfalls of prior 
VHP planning by providing broad and unbiased outreach as well as transparent response to 
community feedback. 
 
The County now has a remarkable opportunity to transform an underutilized space into a vibrant 
social gathering place. This park would help revitalize Pentagon Row by providing balance to an 
unplanned park by adding much-needed open casual-use space to thousands of residents in and 
around Pentagon City’s urban core, especially those with no backyards. The next steps in this 
transformation involve amending the County Manager’s recommendation by (1) removing all 
fencing around Field 3, (2) eliminating scheduling on Field 3, and (3) proceeding with public 
engagement regarding interim use of the field space. 
 



Sent: Tuesday, December 5, 2017, at 11:51 AM 
Subject: POPS & Virginia Highlands Park Analysis 
Department of Parks and Recreation: 

Thank you for your presentation to the County Board on November 28, 2017 on Virginia 
Highlands Park. It was very interesting and encouraging to see a focus on providing adequate 
level of park and recreation services. 

Regarding of level of service, the presentation also raises several questions that I hope you can 
address. 

The most pressing question is in reference to the data and formulas DPR is using for its analysis of 
Level of Service, both for sports facilities and for open, natural parkland/ casual use space. 

Page 10 of the presentation provides some LOS details presumably derived from the PSMP draft 
using a comparison of peer areas Alexandria, VA, Bellevue, WA, Berkeley, CA, and St. Paul, MN 
for recreational facilities (eg softball fields) to come up with the below analysis: 

• Current inventory [of diamond fields] meets demand for next fifteen years 
• Need for two additional diamond fields by 2035 
• Need for six additional diamond fields by 2045 

However, when I look at the City Park Facts 2017 from the Trust for Public Land, I can only find 
information for St. Paul MN. When I table out that comparison from City Park Facts for their level 
of service to parks with additional data to provide a more comparable perspective, it looks like 
this: 

City Land area Population Acres of 
parkland 

LOS for 
softball fields 
(current) 

LOS for 
softball 
fields 
(future) 

Arlington, 
VA    

16,623                    227,517                 1,787 1 field per 
5,153 persons  

1 field 
per 
6,000  

St. Paul 
MN       

33,266                     297,110               4,937 1 field per 
5,400 

  

RESULTS.   

St. Paul 
has: 

Has 100% MORE 
OVERALL LAND 

POPULATION  30% 
MORE THAN 
ARLINGTON 

176% MORE 
PARKLAND 

St. Paul has 
LESS number 
of softball 
fields/ 
persons than 
Arlington 

  

Which means for every softball field placed in Arlington, below, shows how our parks look in our 
limited parkland, versus for every softball field placed in St. Paul MN park: 

http://arlington.granicus.com/MetaViewer.php?view_id=2&clip_id=3449&meta_id=170205
https://www.tpl.org/sites/default/files/files_upload/CityParkFacts_2017.4_7_17.FIN_.LO_.pdf


  <softball field comparison Arlington to St Paul.jpg> 

Clearly, showing this additional level of detail is important to understand the current proposed 
Level of Service in POPS with sports facilities (keeping a similar pace with St. Paul, MN) and how 
that proposal affects Arlington County which has significantly less land, both overall and 
specifically parkland. On page 242 of the POPS appendix, there is no mention of this parkland 
land discrepancy.  

“St. Paul, MN – Despite having socioeconomic characteristics different from Arlington, St. Paul 
consistently ranks towards the top of the Trust for Public Land’s ParkScore analysis and was 
chosen as a peer with a park system Arlington can aspire to” 

Most importantly and surprisingly, the DPR presentation contained NO analysis for the Level of 
Service of all the other resident park needs (non- sports recreation) that constitute the broader 
population’s needs and requests, both in Aurora Highlands which is where Virginia Highlands 
Park lies and the statistically valid survey which residents prefer in greater numbers natural 
parkland and trails.  

“Nature is of primary importance to Arlingtonians per the survey results. More than 60 percent 
said they had a need for nature programs, and many respondents also gave high ratings to 
outdoor amenities. Residents indicated their greatest needs are for trails (both hiking and biking) 
and natural areas. They also expressed strong interest in festivals and other events to enliven 
County parks.” (http://newsroom.arlingtonva.us/release/county-residents-have-big-needs-for-
parks-and-recreation/) 

To help foster informed discussions, DPR please provide: 

1.      The raw data and analysis used in the POPS calculations for level of service, current and 
future projections for diamond and rectangular fields.  

2. The raw data and analysis used to calculate synthetic turf and lighting Level of Service (This is 
needed prior to Wednesday's Dec, 6th POPS meeting on this subject). 

3.       And the raw data and analysis used in POPS for the Level of Service for: 

a.       Open green, un-programmed, casual use spaces.  

b.      Non-recreational park facilities (community gardens, dog parks, event space, 
gathering areas for picnics and seating…)  

c.       Natural parkland; including tree-filled areas, hiking paths, etc… 

http://arlingtonparks.us/docs/POPS-Preliminary%20DRAFT-06-30-17.pdf
http://newsroom.arlingtonva.us/release/county-residents-have-big-needs-for-parks-and-recreation/
http://newsroom.arlingtonva.us/release/county-residents-have-big-needs-for-parks-and-recreation/


Given the approaching conclusion for POPS and public meetings this month, this data and 
analyses should be readily available and can be provided quickly to me and the Aurora Highlands 
Civic Association. 

This is also precisely the type of information that should be made available to the general public 
via the Open Data Portal so that residents have the necessary tools to be informed and 
constructive participants in the POPS process.  

I also ask that the requested data along with the additional level of detail that I am providing 
regarding overall parkland statistics is part of all POPS discussions and presentations and can be 
made available on the POPS' webpage as soon as possible.  

Sent: Monday, December 25, 2017 8:02 PM 
Subject: dog park 
 
Hello,  
I have lived on  for the past 7.5 years and my husband and I have seen our 
taxes increase a lot since we have been here.  
I don't feel our tax increases are visable in the services we receive. 
Now that Winter is here we have had our street not cleared of snow until long after many other 
streets are cleared. 
 
We now have a dog, her one year anniversary approaching with us and we can't believe there is 
no local dog park.  
We have to travel to Del Ray or Shirlington to the nearest location.  
This does not seem fair.  
I would like see this change with as many parks as we have in South Arlington.  I know may dog 
owners that feel the same way. 
 
Date: February 12, 2018 at 1:55:48 PM EST 
Subject: POPS: Inaccuracies compromise County's ability to meet residents' needs. 
DRAFT OF THE UPDATE TO THE PUBLIC SPACES MASTER PLAN:  

INACCURACIES IN THE PLAN OUR PUBLIC SPACES (POPS) PROCESS COMPROMISE COUNTY’S 
ABILITY TO MEET RESIDENTS’ NEEDS IN ARLINGTON’S PARK SYSTEM  

This document is meant to serve as a reminder that our park system is an all-inclusive public 
system. Recommendations or changes in one area can, and often do, greatly affect other 
important needs and uses. For the Update to the Public Spaces Master Plan to be the best that 
it can be, any recommendations for changes for Arlington’s park system should be evidenced 
based, internally consistent and responsive to the expressed priorities and needs of the 
community.  



The Public Spaces Master Plan (PSMP) draft update contains numerous recommendations for 
the next 2 decades in our park system; most notable are the asks for increased number of fields 
and intensified use of fields. However, there is little detail on how these recommendations 
complement other park uses and even the methodology and details of their calculations. A more 
comprehensive analysis and deeper dive into DPR’s practices reveal that the field 
recommendations are not supported by real numbers, that these theoretical demand numbers 
when compared to reservation and actual usage are inflated by a very noticeable amount.    

Further review shows analytical flaws and inapt comparisons of recreation amenities and usage 
throughout the POPS process, compounding the analysis and producing unreliable 
recommendations for fields. The field recommendations also fail to take into account real-world 
constraints of parkland acreage totals or any competing parkland needs.   

Unfortunately, these inconsistent and inaccurate recommendations for fields both in 
calculations and in methodology currently underlie specific time-frames, funding, and action 
plans in the POPS draft report.   

Exposing POPS methodology and calculations   

More complete analyses of the calculations and methodology paint a very different picture from 
that presented by POPS. Below we present just 4 of these re-analyses. More examples and 
details can be found in Appendix A (calculations) and Appendix B (methodology).  

1. Demand for fields is not based on real numbers. DPR used hypothetical numbers of hours 
a team would need for fields. In reality:  
• An examination of real reservations showed that the hypothetical figures DPR used 

were 50-60% higher than the actual number of games per season per team.   
• Further comparison of reservations with DPR’s internal actual usage reports (in-

person site visits) revealed that as much as a third of reservations were not used 
during the prime playable hours, resulting in artificial demand because of schedule 
inconsistencies.  

• These findings show that the hypothetical demand used to calculate more fields is 
not only inflated compared to the reservation totals, but that the reservations are 
also inflated compared to the actual usage.   

• Details of these findings and other issues located in Appendix A 1.a-1.c   

2. Breakdown of the “hypothetical demand” for diamond fields. For example, when POPS 
says that 6 diamond fields are needed for demand, it is not disclose that:  
• Even with the “hypothetical demand,” discovered to be inflated, the POPS 2016 

“hypothetical demand” calculation showed that still ~11,000 hours of prime 
playable hours would be unused on Arlington’s existing stock of diamond fields.   

• The 4 diamond fields needed reportedly in 2045 only come from one predicted 
instance, in only field type  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vQOYY8N1Ko1TzGjVTk4Ip4LXfYYTZbvhLzxDHunO6zGmrw7SoWpMZy3uc4_AdW5xSMu9CdHLOjxXt6b/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vQOYY8N1Ko1TzGjVTk4Ip4LXfYYTZbvhLzxDHunO6zGmrw7SoWpMZy3uc4_AdW5xSMu9CdHLOjxXt6b/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vQOYY8N1Ko1TzGjVTk4Ip4LXfYYTZbvhLzxDHunO6zGmrw7SoWpMZy3uc4_AdW5xSMu9CdHLOjxXt6b/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vQOYY8N1Ko1TzGjVTk4Ip4LXfYYTZbvhLzxDHunO6zGmrw7SoWpMZy3uc4_AdW5xSMu9CdHLOjxXt6b/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vQOYY8N1Ko1TzGjVTk4Ip4LXfYYTZbvhLzxDHunO6zGmrw7SoWpMZy3uc4_AdW5xSMu9CdHLOjxXt6b/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vQOYY8N1Ko1TzGjVTk4Ip4LXfYYTZbvhLzxDHunO6zGmrw7SoWpMZy3uc4_AdW5xSMu9CdHLOjxXt6b/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vQOYY8N1Ko1TzGjVTk4Ip4LXfYYTZbvhLzxDHunO6zGmrw7SoWpMZy3uc4_AdW5xSMu9CdHLOjxXt6b/pub
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQVn-FitiISvpxv1KWCClcX1WDaR1UrGJERUwaUgGp2hxlnm7nbqLqViqBIgndo5jBWj9VyIU3iKwza/pubhtml?gid=863774793&single=true
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQVn-FitiISvpxv1KWCClcX1WDaR1UrGJERUwaUgGp2hxlnm7nbqLqViqBIgndo5jBWj9VyIU3iKwza/pubhtml?gid=863774793&single=true
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQVn-FitiISvpxv1KWCClcX1WDaR1UrGJERUwaUgGp2hxlnm7nbqLqViqBIgndo5jBWj9VyIU3iKwza/pubhtml?gid=863774793&single=true
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQVn-FitiISvpxv1KWCClcX1WDaR1UrGJERUwaUgGp2hxlnm7nbqLqViqBIgndo5jBWj9VyIU3iKwza/pubhtml?gid=863774793&single=true
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQVn-FitiISvpxv1KWCClcX1WDaR1UrGJERUwaUgGp2hxlnm7nbqLqViqBIgndo5jBWj9VyIU3iKwza/pubhtml?gid=863774793&single=true
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQziblRHTk7D7jvtu2L2Hq1l60GTKVdu1YliQvozwu9OICDaVehMH5b4FQ6W2hrQSQxNQSmv1JNkEY7/pubhtml
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQziblRHTk7D7jvtu2L2Hq1l60GTKVdu1YliQvozwu9OICDaVehMH5b4FQ6W2hrQSQxNQSmv1JNkEY7/pubhtml
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQziblRHTk7D7jvtu2L2Hq1l60GTKVdu1YliQvozwu9OICDaVehMH5b4FQ6W2hrQSQxNQSmv1JNkEY7/pubhtml
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQziblRHTk7D7jvtu2L2Hq1l60GTKVdu1YliQvozwu9OICDaVehMH5b4FQ6W2hrQSQxNQSmv1JNkEY7/pubhtml
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQziblRHTk7D7jvtu2L2Hq1l60GTKVdu1YliQvozwu9OICDaVehMH5b4FQ6W2hrQSQxNQSmv1JNkEY7/pubhtml


(field type A) and in only the spring season, not fall, where there is a notable gap in 
supply. That same “type A” field in fall 2045 has a surplus of nearly 2,900 hours. See 
chart below in Appendix A 1.c. Source: DPR’s POPS Diamond Review  

• Instead of finding a way to accommodate this inflated “hypothetical” demand for 
one field type and in only one season, POPS makes the recommendation that 4 
additional fields must be added or existing fields intensified.   

• Details of these findings and other issues located in Appendix A 1.c  
  
3. Level of Service (benchmarking) is based on an incomplete review of the peer cities and 

national averages. When a more accurate comparison of peer cities and national 
averages includes basic factors like “total parkland,” the results are very different. In 
fact:   
• Access to overall parkland is much lower in Arlington (78 acres per 10,000 residents) 

than in peer cities (average of 133 acres per 10,000), and even less than the national 
average (79 acres per 10,000).  

• The percentage of parkland devoted to recreational fields is much higher (10.7%) in 
Arlington than in peer cities (5.1%). Arlington residents have, in most cases, 
significantly higher access to fields (4.2 fields per 10,000 residents) than residents of 
peer cities (average 3.4).  

• Details of these findings and other issues located in Appendix A sections 3 (peer 
cities,)4 (national averages) and 5 (Arlington survey priorities)  

The accurate conclusion is that, comparatively, Arlington’s parks are already imbalanced; 
access to fields and percentage devoted to fields greatly outweighs access to natural 
areas/open spaces in our park system. The public has clearly expressed dissatisfaction 
with this imbalance in the statistically valid survey and community engagement process.  

4. Inequitable POPS methodology exists on many levels.   
• The POPS draft includes concrete numbers for fields, tied to a time-frame, CIP 

dollars, and action plan.  
However, it fails to consider real-world constraints like total parkland and other park 
needs.   

• The focus on recreational sports ignores competing needs, and makes no attempt to 
make similar calculations and analyses for all other park uses that are interrelated; 
thus the results are based on a seriously flawed methodology for an inclusive public 
park system.  

• The draft is rife with other methodological inconsistencies; overweighting 
recreational opportunity for new parkland acquisition despite validated priorities for 
other uses, failure to analyze field additions/conversions, impact on the 
environment or impacts on other residents’ top priorities such as open space.  
 Details of these findings and other issues located in Appendix B  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQziblRHTk7D7jvtu2L2Hq1l60GTKVdu1YliQvozwu9OICDaVehMH5b4FQ6W2hrQSQxNQSmv1JNkEY7/pubhtml
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQziblRHTk7D7jvtu2L2Hq1l60GTKVdu1YliQvozwu9OICDaVehMH5b4FQ6W2hrQSQxNQSmv1JNkEY7/pubhtml


Conclusion  

All these assertions are made from al review of DPR’s documents of field usage and POPS 
calculations and methodology. This document is intended to provide the Plan our Public Spaces 
(POPS) Advisory Committee and the public a much clearer picture of how the current 
recreational recommendations were developed, the flaws that exist and the time to modify the 
recommendations before the updated Public Spaces Master Plan (PSMP) is adopted. It also 
allows the Department of Parks and Recreation the opportunity to adjust their internal practices 
for improved accuracy of existing field demand and supply.   

Before going down a path that commits limited land, spends millions of tax dollars for CIP and 
annual maintenance and creates park usage conflicts by increasing programming, the County 
must ensure its resources are used effectively and transparently. The POPS draft commentary 
guideline section appears much more comprehensive and aspirational, but the concrete 
recommendations for fields will likely compromise a number of these important park system 
goals.   

Corrections to the POPS methodology and to a number of calculations of the draft plan will 
improve the results and recommendations of the final plan to ensure that our public spaces 
match residents’ greatest needs and priorities, our limited land is put to the best use, our 
financial decisions are justifiable, and our existing conflicts of park uses are mitigated—not 
made worse.    

Recommendations to Correct the POPS process:  

The recommendations for DPR below are made presupposing the following: that all calculations 
for recreation should be accurate; that existing fields should be used to maximum efficiency 
before field space is increased or fields are converted to intensify use; and that the inequitable 
analysis focusing on recreational fields needs to be rectified. Given both the independent 
consultants’ evaluations of internal DPR scheduling and capacity management issues and the 
issues discovered in POPS calculations of demand/supply coupled with methodology issues and 
inapt comparisons, a more comprehensive evaluation of demand/supply–one that takes into 
account parkland acres and other park uses and needs—is essential.   

1. Remove all numerical recommendations in POPS report regarding fields: new fields, 
conversion to synthetic fields and adding lights. Instead, focus on strategic goals based 
on expressed needs shown to be statistically valid that acknowledge the 
interrelationship between competing park resources.  

2. Provide a future time-line where an amendment to the POPS report can include;  
a. real figures based on corrected data about field supply and demand,  
b. a transparent and comprehensive methodology for calculations,   
c. a direct tie to POPS commentary and aspirational guidelines,   
d. equitable calculations and methodology for other parkland needs and priorities.    

https://parks.arlingtonva.us/dpr-sport-user-group/
https://parks.arlingtonva.us/dpr-sport-user-group/
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Appendix A: Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis Inaccuracies  

Issues were found in both the supply/demand calculations for field recommendations and 
incomplete and flawed calculations were used in the Level of Service benchmarking with peer 
cities, national averages and resident priorities. Appendix A shows two sections; Inaccuracies 
within the Demand & Supply analyses and Incomplete Analysis for Levels of Service (LOS) 
comparisons  

Inaccuracies within the Demand & Supply analyses  
   

Summary of POPS methodology and inaccuracies in the field supply and demand 
calculations  

  
  

1. DEMAND SUMMARY  
Numerous inconsistencies and inaccuracies exist within demand calculations starting first with 
the POPS calculations for field demand not being tied to any real numbers. These POPS 



calculations are further compromised when we breakdown those “hypothetical demand” 
calculations, the reservation and the actual usage data.  
Additionally recommendations for Arlington’s recreational programming by Green Play 
consultants, which include methods on how to correct inaccuracies, better manage demand and 
increase supply, were not implemented nor provided as alternative analyses prior to the start of 
the POPS process. Currently thousands prime playable field time hours on our existing stock of 
fields are not being used because of flaws in managing supply and demand.  
  

a. The calculations used by POPS for more field recommendations are not tied to real numbers  
a. The number of hours “required” are calculated based on estimated 

number of teams o Not reservation total numbers nor actual usage  
b. Comparing reservations for DPR adult softball leagues with POPS 

“hypothetical demand” suggests the “hypothetical demand” estimate is 
50-60% higher than actual reservations.    
  

b. Actual Usage does not match Reservation Numbers  
On-sight confirmation reports (Rover reports) compiled by DPR show that numerous fields were 
reserved but in fact were not being used (highlighted in yellow).  The scheduling system was not 
being corrected for actual field usage. (Source DPR’s field reports)  

   
c. Breakdown of the “hypothetical demand” for diamond fields. For example, when POPS 

says that 6 diamond fields are needed for demand, it is not disclose that:  
a. The POPS “demand” number is “theoretical” and not tied to any real usage or 

even reservations.   
b. That “demand” mostly comes from one predicted instance ~30 years from now 

and in only field type  
(field type A) and in only the spring season, not fall, where there is a notable gap in supply with 

demand.  
The same “type A” field in fall 2045 has a surplus of nearly 2,900 hours (Source: 
“POPS Field Estimatev3”, “Diamond Review” tab) See chart below of breakdown 
in demand and supply using hypothetical calculations.   

https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vQOYY8N1Ko1TzGjVTk4Ip4LXfYYTZbvhLzxDHunO6zGmrw7SoWpMZy3uc4_AdW5xSMu9CdHLOjxXt6b/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vQOYY8N1Ko1TzGjVTk4Ip4LXfYYTZbvhLzxDHunO6zGmrw7SoWpMZy3uc4_AdW5xSMu9CdHLOjxXt6b/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vQOYY8N1Ko1TzGjVTk4Ip4LXfYYTZbvhLzxDHunO6zGmrw7SoWpMZy3uc4_AdW5xSMu9CdHLOjxXt6b/pub
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQVn-FitiISvpxv1KWCClcX1WDaR1UrGJERUwaUgGp2hxlnm7nbqLqViqBIgndo5jBWj9VyIU3iKwza/pubhtml?gid=863774793&single=true
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQVn-FitiISvpxv1KWCClcX1WDaR1UrGJERUwaUgGp2hxlnm7nbqLqViqBIgndo5jBWj9VyIU3iKwza/pubhtml?gid=863774793&single=true
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQVn-FitiISvpxv1KWCClcX1WDaR1UrGJERUwaUgGp2hxlnm7nbqLqViqBIgndo5jBWj9VyIU3iKwza/pubhtml?gid=863774793&single=true
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQziblRHTk7D7jvtu2L2Hq1l60GTKVdu1YliQvozwu9OICDaVehMH5b4FQ6W2hrQSQxNQSmv1JNkEY7/pubhtml
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQziblRHTk7D7jvtu2L2Hq1l60GTKVdu1YliQvozwu9OICDaVehMH5b4FQ6W2hrQSQxNQSmv1JNkEY7/pubhtml
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQziblRHTk7D7jvtu2L2Hq1l60GTKVdu1YliQvozwu9OICDaVehMH5b4FQ6W2hrQSQxNQSmv1JNkEY7/pubhtml
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQziblRHTk7D7jvtu2L2Hq1l60GTKVdu1YliQvozwu9OICDaVehMH5b4FQ6W2hrQSQxNQSmv1JNkEY7/pubhtml


  
d. Consultants’ recommendations and scenarios to use existing fields to increase 

supply/decrease demand were not calculated or provided as alternative analyses in the 
POPS calculations.   

a. Recommendations by Green Play consultants that would help to ensure less 
inconsistencies, would decrease demand while increasing supply.   
  

 
  

2. SUPPLY SUMMARY a. The supply calculations for prime playable hours consist of the very 
narrowed factors   

i. More exclusions to field usage (decreasing supply) were added into the 
calculations of prime playable hours rather than the potential of 
expanding supply through a variety of ways.   

Screen shot below shows just a few of the many exceptions used to narrow down the 
total playable hours. (Source: “POPS Field Estimatev3”, Field Est. tab)  

  

https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2016/06/Arlington-Co-Recommendations-Presentation-Final.pdf
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2016/06/Arlington-Co-Recommendations-Presentation-Final.pdf
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2016/06/Arlington-Co-Recommendations-Presentation-Final.pdf
https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2016/06/Arlington-Co-Recommendations-Presentation-Final.pdf
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQziblRHTk7D7jvtu2L2Hq1l60GTKVdu1YliQvozwu9OICDaVehMH5b4FQ6W2hrQSQxNQSmv1JNkEY7/pubhtml
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQziblRHTk7D7jvtu2L2Hq1l60GTKVdu1YliQvozwu9OICDaVehMH5b4FQ6W2hrQSQxNQSmv1JNkEY7/pubhtml


  

b. Expansion of hours were not calculated. “Prime playable hours” were not 
calculated based on actual total playable hours, but on their traditional/existing 
start and end times. Some fields have a total of 4 hours less on just a Sunday 
because of this time discrepancy. Or ended earlier on Fridays than on other 
weekdays. (Source: 2016 Field Reservations)  

c. Field maintenance hours were capped at 900 hours for grass diamond fields. Yet 
some fields exceeded this, like at Barcroft diamond grass field. This is 
inconsistent with capping maintenance at 900 hours, when it’s very possible to 
exceed this number.  (Source: “POPS Field Estimatev3”, “Field Est” tab)  

d. Not calculating possible combination capacity & options into POPS field 
calculations. St. Paul MN, the peer city which Arlington “aspires to,” contains 
fields that are almost entirely combination and completely unfenced. The total 
footprint of their fields is significantly lower because of this.   

e. Does not include new synthetic turf fields in calculations: e.g. Gunston diamond 
synthetic turf is expected to add nearly 1000 additional playable hours and the 
future Long Bridge additional synthetic turf rectangular field.   

f. Hours for some combination fields may be double counted. For example, POPS 
calculations treat Madison Manor Park as a combined diamond/rectangular field. 
However, the outfield may be reserved separately, which happens often for 
practice while games are played. But the hours for these simultaneous 
reservations are double counted in looking at field use numbers.  Source: 2016 
Field Reservations)  

There were many more inaccuracies and inconsistencies found in both the supply and demand 
calculations for Arlington’s existing field stock.   
  

      Incomplete Analysis for Levels of Service (LOS) comparisons  

Level of Service is a fundamental factor in evaluating future needs, but POPS calculations are 
based on incomplete data and inapt comparisons.  

3 variables were used to calculate the recommended Level of Service (LOS): (1) national 
averages “Typical”; (2) peer cities; (3) prioritization based on the ETC resident survey “Survey 
Priority.”  

https://data.arlingtonva.us/datasets/178882/park-facility-reservations/
https://data.arlingtonva.us/datasets/178882/park-facility-reservations/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQziblRHTk7D7jvtu2L2Hq1l60GTKVdu1YliQvozwu9OICDaVehMH5b4FQ6W2hrQSQxNQSmv1JNkEY7/pubhtml
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQziblRHTk7D7jvtu2L2Hq1l60GTKVdu1YliQvozwu9OICDaVehMH5b4FQ6W2hrQSQxNQSmv1JNkEY7/pubhtml
https://data.arlingtonva.us/datasets/178882/park-facility-reservations/
https://data.arlingtonva.us/datasets/178882/park-facility-reservations/
https://data.arlingtonva.us/datasets/178882/park-facility-reservations/
https://data.arlingtonva.us/datasets/178882/park-facility-reservations/


When adding in parkland totals for peer cities and national averages, the summary of 
findings of resident access to both field recreation AND non-field recreation spaces is 
dramatic:   

g. Access to overall parkland is much lower in Arlington (78 acres per 10,000 
residents) than in peer cities (average of 133 acres per 10,000), and even less than 
the national average (79 acres per 10,000).   

h. Further, the percentage of parkland devoted to fields is much higher (10.7%) in 
Arlington than in peer cities (5.1%). Arlington residents have, in most cases, 
significantly higher access to fields (4.2 fields per 10,000 residents) than residents 
of peer cities (average 3.4).  

i. Documentation about how these 3 variables were weighed against each other has 
not been disclosed publicly. Was the “Survey priorities” variable given 60% weight, 
peer cities 20% and national averages 20%? We just don’t know.   
  

3. PEER CITY SUMMARY  

The entirety of the park system including total parkland and the percentage of parkland that is 
dedicated to fields or natural areas and spaces are critical for a complete analysis. Asking for 
facilities absence of a constraint and in comparison to others is seriously flawed methodology. It 
appears constraints and comprehensive comparisons were not completed, or at least the results 
of those findings were not disclosed.   

a. The below chart includes the information POPS presented for Arlington 
compared to peer cities. Check marks mean that POPS said Arlington was 

comparable in these factors.   

  

  Park system (facilities/ 
capita)  

Population 
Density 
(Population/total 
land)  

Economic  
Similarities  

Total Parkland 
Not used  

% of parkland 
dedicated to field 

space Not used  

Alexandria, VA  ?        ?  
Bellevue, WA  ?  ?    ?  ?  
St. Paul, MN     ?  ?  ?  ?  
Berkeley, CA  ?   ?  ?  ?  



b. Chart: A LOS Comprehensive Review  

The following table provides a summary of park land and facilities for Arlington compared to 
peer cities identified in the POPS process. Percentages shown are the amount more or less than 
Arlington.   

Location  Pop  
(2015)  

Acres 
of  
Land  

Acres 
of 
Park 

Total  
Fields  

Land 
Acres 
per 
10k  

Park 
Acres 
per 
10k  

Fields 
per 
10k   

% Parks 
covered  
by 
fields1  

Comparison  

  

Arlington,  
VA     

229,164  16,623 
             
         

1,787  96  
~192 acres 
of fields  

725  78  4.2  10.7  Arlington has the 
greatest percentage of 
its parkland dedicated 
to fields  
(diamond and 
rectangular) compared 
to any other peer cities 
and to national 
averages. Peer cities 
have significantly 
greater level of service 
for natural/open 
parkland than 
Arlington.   

St. Paul MN  

Arlington’s  
Park System  

“Aspiration”  

    

299,528  

30% 
more  

33,266  

100% 
more  

4,937  

176% 
more  

1492  

55% +  
(227 total 
multipurpose 
= ~149 
usable at 
once)  
~298 acres  

1111  

53% 
more  

165  

112% 
more  

5.0  

19% 
more  

6 44% 
less  

St. Paul has double the 
land & three times as 
much parkland. The 
majority of fields are 
unfenced and multi-
purpose. Only St. Paul 
has a greater field LOS 
than Arlington, but they 
do so while maintaining 
a far greater level of 
overall parkland access 
(natural & open space) 
and use a smaller 
portion of their 
parkland for fields by 
multi-purposing. See 
“multi-purpose field” 
image below  



Berkeley,  
CA  

120,613  

47% 
less 

11,322  

 32% 
less  

428  

-76%  

12  

-87%  

~24 acres   

938 
+29%  

35  

55% 
less  

1.0  

76% 
less  

5.6  

48% 
less  

Arlington has 87% more 
population and 47% 
more overall land, so it 
is a little bigger and 
denser. Arlington 
benefits from 317% 
more parkland, but also 
433% more fields, 
covering more than 
twice as much in ratio 
of our parkland with 
fields.  

Alexandria,  
VA  

153,511  

33% 
less 

9,907  

 40% 
less  

1,466  

-17%  

493  

-49% 98 
acres   

645  

-11%  

95  

22% 
more  

3.2  

24% 
less  

6.6  

38% 
less  

Arlington has a similar 
amount of land, 
parkland and density. 
Arlington has only 50% 
more people, but we 
have nearly twice the 
number of fields.  

Bellevue,  
WA  

139,609  

39% 
less 

23,341  

 40% 
more  

2,700+ 

+51%  

 33  

-66% ~66 
acres   

1672  

+130%  

193  

147% 
more  

2.4  

43% 
less  

2.4  

76% 
less  

Arlington has 63% 
(100,000) more people 
than Bellevue and is 
much denser. Arlington 
has ~1000 aces LESS of 
parkland, but still has 
nearly three times the 
number of fields.  

Peer  
Average  

713,261  77,836  9,531  243  1,091  133  

70% +  

3.4  

19% 
less  

5.1  

52% 
less  

  

National  
Average4  

          79 1% 
more  

      

  
  
  
  
  

  



Key for LOS Comprehensive Chart  
  

1 Using general estimate of 2 acres per field. All locations appear to include school fields in their 

count, so the number may   be larger than actual park coverage, but is still reasonable for relative 

comparisons.  

  
2 St Paul has 227 total fields (GIS). However, virtually every field is a combination or overlap, so 
estimating 66% (149) could be used at  any time. For example, St Paul recreation center shown hosts 8 
fields: 4 softball, 1 baseball, 2 soccer, and 1 football  .  

 

3 Using official Alexandria count of 49. Alexandria parks viewer actually identifies 55 (including 
16 school fields).     

  
4 For jurisdictions between 100k and 250k, according to National Recreation and Park 
Association’s (NRPA) 2017 Agency Performance  

Review.     
  

4. NATIONAL AVERAGES OR “TYPICAL” SUMMARY  
There are discrepancies and undisclosed variables in calculating the national 
averages.  
Source National Recreation Park Association (pg. 6)  

http://www.arcgis.com/home/webmap/viewer.html?url=https%3A%2F%2Fstpmaps.stpaul.gov%2Fpublic%2Frest%2Fservices%2FWebServices%2FParks_Amenities_ALL%2FMapServer&source=sd
http://www.arcgis.com/home/webmap/viewer.html?url=https%3A%2F%2Fstpmaps.stpaul.gov%2Fpublic%2Frest%2Fservices%2FWebServices%2FParks_Amenities_ALL%2FMapServer&source=sd
https://www.alexandriava.gov/recreation/info/default.aspx?id=12342
https://www.alexandriava.gov/recreation/info/default.aspx?id=12342
https://www.alexandriava.gov/recreation/info/default.aspx?id=12342
https://www.alexandriava.gov/recreation/info/default.aspx?id=12342
https://www.alexandriava.gov/parksviewer
https://www.alexandriava.gov/parksviewer
https://www.alexandriava.gov/parksviewer
https://www.nrpa.org/siteassets/nrpa-agency-performance-review.pdf
https://www.nrpa.org/siteassets/nrpa-agency-performance-review.pdf
https://www.nrpa.org/siteassets/nrpa-agency-performance-review.pdf
https://www.nrpa.org/siteassets/nrpa-agency-performance-review.pdf
https://www.nrpa.org/siteassets/nrpa-agency-performance-review.pdf
https://www.nrpa.org/siteassets/nrpa-agency-performance-review.pdf
https://www.nrpa.org/siteassets/nrpa-agency-performance-review.pdf
http://www.nrpa.org/siteassets/nrpa-agency-performance-review.pdf
http://www.nrpa.org/siteassets/nrpa-agency-performance-review.pdf


 
a. The data presented as “National average” or “typical” for the LOS 

recommendations are not actually national averages. They are only calculated 
for a locality that offers that amenity and exclude all the localities that do not 
offer it.   

 This means that Americans with no access to a common recreational facility 
are left out of the calculated average. For example: “Youth softball fields” 
only have a 60% national access. Meaning that 40% of localities have 0 
access. The 0 access is not calculated into the national average, however. If 
it were, a true “national average”” of an American’s access to a facility 
would be much lower. (See screen shot below of NRPA’s National Averages, 
which were used for POPS)   

b. The data presented as “National Average” or “Typical” is also generally for 
significantly less populated localities than Arlington.   

A deeper dive into the data by simply applying a LOS for a similar population 
ranges, shows a much different picture of what Arlington’s LOS for National 
Averages should be reported in POPS. See chart below from the National 
Recreation Park Association (figure 3 Outdoor Park and Recreation Facilities)  
Taking playgrounds for example:   

1. For Arlington’s population range of 100k-250k, the 
typical LOS is 1/ 5,117 2. Yet POPS reports a typical 
(national average) LOS as 3,500.   

http://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/research-papers/agency-performance-review/park-facilities/
http://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/research-papers/agency-performance-review/park-facilities/
http://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/research-papers/agency-performance-review/park-facilities/


3. The closest matching LOS of 3,500 is for populations in 
the 50k-100k range   Other deviations are even wider, such as 
basketball courts:  

1. POPS “typical” shows 1/6000, which is more comparable to the 
20-50k locality range 1/6,875 than the 1/8,104 LOS for 100-
250k populations like Arlington.  

 National Averages:            POPS LOS  

 
Source National Recreation Park Association (figure 3 Outdoor Park and Recreation 
Facilities)  
  
  

c. Unlike recreational facilities, which may not 
exist everywhere, parks mostly are in some 
capacity. National averages to overall 
parkland should be more accurate.   

For localities serving residents of 250k+ have a total 
of 12.2 acres per 1000 residents, an increase in 
acreage from Arlington’s current 7.8 acres per 1000 
resident should be an important part of a long-term 
goal of the parkland acquisition discussion.  Source 
National Recreation Park Association  

5. RESIDENT PRIORITY SUMMARY (calculations)  
a. ETC Survey: All variables used in the LOS chart are numerical except for the resident 

survey. Disclosing how it was weighted is extremely important. How were resident 

  
  
  

  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

http://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/research-papers/agency-performance-review/park-facilities/
http://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/research-papers/agency-performance-review/park-facilities/
http://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/research-papers/agency-performance-review/park-facilities/
http://www.nrpa.org/siteassets/nrpa-agency-performance-review.pdf
http://www.nrpa.org/siteassets/nrpa-agency-performance-review.pdf
http://www.nrpa.org/siteassets/nrpa-agency-performance-review.pdf
http://www.nrpa.org/siteassets/nrpa-agency-performance-review.pdf


priorities weighted against the other variables like LOS of peer cities and national 
averages?  

 For greatest accuracy and customization to Arlington residents, and to achieve 
a community-centered outcome, the resident priorities should be weighted 
much more heavily against these other variables.   

  

 
Appendix B:  Methodology Inaccuracies  

When the calculations for recreation are corrected, further methodological issues must also be 
addressed to accurately assess our park system including how recreation and programming will 
compliment other park uses, how recreation recommendations are implemented or analyzed 
within the POPS commentary guidelines (such as combination fields, fields in non-parkland) and 
real word constraints like total parkland (creating percentages) adjust the field 
recommendations. This appendix consists of resident priority methodological issues and other 
methodological issues  

       1.  Resident priority methodological issues  
            There is a significant disconnect between resident priorities and POPS recreation 
recommendations.   



a. Recreation criteria for any new parkland receive the highest weighting despite residents’ 
priorities.   

• This skews the calculation for parkland acquisition each and every time in favor 
of recreationally geared parcels over parcels for other uses and priority needs, 
which may not receive a numerical value sufficient to recommend purchase.  
(POPS draft pg 210)  

• This weighting is completely inconsistent with residents’ priorities.    
b.  Natural areas have a decreased access, contradicting “high” priority 

  
Existing Level of Service is 197 people per acre. POPS recommended LOS is 200 
people per acre. Therefore, despite residents ranking natural areas as “high” priority 
POS recommends decreasing resident access to natural areas.   
  

c. No comprehensive view of the entire park system. Recreation recommendations do not 
include:   

• How these fields will impact “casual use” space needs and priorities,  
• How they include the POPS commentary guidelines sections; these may 

actually help prevent the need for additional or conversions of fields, by 
using combination fields or creative spaces like roofs, etc… (Source POPS 
draft Pg. 69-85)   

• How these recommendations actually are weighed against resident 
priorities, including natural areas and trails…  

  

 
(Source POPS draft pg 176)  

• POPS asks for synthetic field conversions within the next 10 years tied to 
CIP dollars. However, no analysis has been performed to support this 
conversion either fiscally or within this timeframe.  

• The “performance measure” for increasing field conversion is “number of 
fields converted”, creating a self-fulfilling prophecy that is completely 
divorced from finances, demand, or LOS.  

• Are synthetic field conversions or the creation of new fields from open 
space now fiscally the best option when the demand may not be needed 

2.   Other Methodological issues   
a.   N o financial analysis:   

    



for decades, if ever? Synthetic turf may need to be replaced multiple times 
before it is actually in true demand.  

• Converting open space to fields, or holding on to under-utilized fields now, 
limits other park priority uses, while also diverting significant associated 
maintenance costs away from other park maintenance.   

  
b. No analysis of environmental impact  

• Converting 12 existing rectangular and 4 diamond fields in the next 10 years 
will have a significant environmental impact  

• How will increased run-off from synthetic turf affect our state and federal 
storm water benchmarks?  

• How will removing natural spaces and trees, or adding in more field 
maintenance treatments impact our sustainability and tree canopy goals in 
Arlington?  

  
c. No analysis of the impact of new synthetic turf fields at Gunston and Long Bridge in 
calculations  

• The recommendations do not account for increased supply that Long 
Bridge and Gunston fields may generate.  

• Will this reduce the need for conversions to synthetic turf or added lights? 
Will this affect recommendations for additional new fields?    

  
Appendix C: Other POPS issues that must be addressed:  

  
1. There is no frame-work plan on how to fund new parkland 2. There is NO calculation or definition 
for Open Space   

a. There is no consensus regarding the definition of open space, such as whether this 
includes or excludes synthetic turf, includes programmed grass fields, and/or plazas 
or is ultimately defined as completely unprogrammed (non-field) natural green 
spaces.  

b. The result of these backwards calculations is that open space is viewed as a 
“leftover” needing to be addressed only after others (both space and type) have 
been set in stone.   

c. Despite any possible future consensus that will likely say that it is unprogrammed 
and natural, open space is already doomed to be overlaid with recreational fields at 
the outset or reduced significantly in achievable number of acres because it is being 
squeezed in after recreational needs and within the confines of limited parkland 
goals. This methodology is flawed in very significant and detrimental ways.  
  

3. Few park experts among Arlington’s residents were asked to participate in POPS.  



a. For example Shirlington Dogs. This group, which has worked in a highly specialized and 
very successful park in Arlington, was NOT asked to provide any input to the new dog 
park standards, nor were any other dog park sponsoring group.  

 Park volunteers suggest that POPS recommendations may negatively impact 
existing and potential future possible dog parks because of the incomplete 
and inflexible standards; including sizes, existing grand-fathered dog parks, 
locations, materials, sponsorship and more.  

 
Sent: Sun, Feb 18, 2018 12:25 pm 
Subject: comments on the POPS presentation for the Feb. 20 board work session 
We're in Florida on vacation, so I just saw the planned presentation for the POPS work session 
with the Board on Tuesday. I've got some comments related to synthetic turf conversion and 
lighting that I hope will be helpful.  I'm sorry that I don't have access here to notes 
and materials that would allow me to be more specific. 
 
THE FOOT-CANDLE MEASURE SHOULD BE TIERED TO FIT THE LOCATION, NOT JUST ONE 
NUMBER.  While the change in the recommended number from 1.0 foot-candle (fc) to 0.5 fc 
appears to be a positive change to avoid bright lighting in all environments, that one-size-fits-all 
approach would still result in too much light spill in some places while being more restrictive 
than necessary in other locations.  Some data points for comparison:   

• The Virginia model ordinance calls for 0.25 fc at residential property lines.  
• Fairfax County uses 0.3 fc for athletic fields within 200 feet of a property line.   
• The Illuminating Engineering Society  recommends standards as low as 0.1 fc for areas of 

low ambient brightness. 
• I understand that Musco committed to 0.25fc at Wakefield HS 

Since Arlington is committed to being IDA (Dark Sky) compliant, the recommendation here 
should be for standards consistent with the environment (or else change the commitment that 
was previously made).  
 
The professional standards organizations generally recommend a tiered approach so that the 
allowable light spill would be greater in bright busy areas and lower in dark quiet areas. I don't 
have the numbers here, but the structure would be something like  

• 0.1fc in very dark, quiet areas,  
• 0.2fc in quiet residential areas with some ambient light and activity 
• 0.5 fc in residential areas with higher ambient light levels, noise, and traffic, 
• 1.0 fc in bright commercial areas, and  
• even higher in areas with heavy night-time traffic or industrial activity.   

I am not expert in this field (nor is anyone in the County government, commissions, or working 
groups to my knowledge), but the recommendation I have made in the past and repeat here 
would be for staff or POPS committee members to sit down with John Seymour, who has 



submitted detailed comments several times to POPS and other groups, and work through the 
structure and calibration of an appropriate tiered approach that fits Arlington's diverse areas. 
 
THERE SHOULD BE RESTRICTIONS ON GLARE, NOT JUST LIGHT SPILL.  While the recommended 
standards speak to light spill, they ignore glare, which I understand is a greater concern in many 
locations (such as Bexley, Ohio, where the across-the-alley neighbors complain of "eye-aching 
glare" from Musco's LED lights). 
 
THE RECOMMENDATIONS SHOULD ADDRESS NOISE AS WELL AS GLARE.  For me personally, and I 
suspect many other people, noise is a greater concern for close-in neighbors than light pollution. 
The recommendations would do nothing to protect neighbors from disruptive noise 
from athletic fields (e.g., referees' whistles, players/coaches/fans cheering, parking lot horns, 
locks, traffic). The only gesture in that direction is curfews, which do nothing for small children 
with early bedtimes or infirm elderly residents.  Eliminating the original proposal of 25 feet from 
neighbors' property line  is a tiny step in the right direction, but it should be replaced with a 
realistic distance.  I suggest a tiered structure akin to the light spill standard suggested 
above.  Perhaps allow 50 feet for a commercial area, 100 feet for a residential area with modest 
amounts of ambient noise and traffic, and 150 feet for quiet, dark residential areas with little 
traffic.  To get a sense for the effect of a given distance, stand that far away from someone who 
is intermittently blowng a referee's whistle while you speak. 
 
ELIMINATE THE CRITERION OF A FIELD HAVING BEEN IDENTIFIED FOR TURF OR LIGHTS IN A 
COUNTY BOARD ADOPTED PLAN.  There is some question as to whether the Board seriously 
reviewed inclusion of specific sites listed in appendices of plans assembled a dozen years 
ago.  The charges by the Board to POPS and WFWG indicate that long-past lists are not 
sacrosanct now. If you don't eliminate the criterion, make it prospective (e.g., from 
2018 forward), not retrospective. 
 
DON'T EXEMPT FIELDS FROM CONVERSION OR LIGHTING BECAUSE THEY HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED 
FOR SCHOOLS OR OTHER PUBLIC FACILITIES.  That would have the effect of freezing 
out the possibility of expanding field capacity at locations that might never be utilized for other 
purposes. If Discovery had not been chosen for the next elementary school, the WMS 
fields would still be grass, missing the tremendous benefit to APS and DPR of having turf fields 
there now.  Instead, adopt a process to review the possibility of conversion or lighting at a 
specific site in view of current plans, just as you recommend an accelerated review process 
(REIR) for possible tree impacts. 
 
DON'T EXEMPT FIELDS WITHOUT RESTROOM FACILITIES IN PLACE OR ALREADY PLANNED IN A 
CIP.  Restrooms at Greenbrier and other fields are locked in the winter (unless ASA 
or another entity pays for them to be open), even though the fields are frequently used for drop-
in play, so this doesn't seem like an absolute requirement.  If restrooms are required, then I 
suggest the cost of installing them be included in the cost of turf conversion or lighting the fields. 
 



I hope these suggestions are helpful. I would be glad to discuss them with you or others.  I expect 
to be in Florida until March 1, but could talk by phone. 
 
Sent: Sunday, February 18, 2018 1:29 PM 
Subject: comments on the POPS presentation for the Feb. 20 board work session 

 
I'm forwarding a note I sent to Caroline Haynes about the POPS presentation for the Board 
working session Tuesday. The first couple points are most important: (1) the need to vary the 
rules for light spill to fit the location (as the professional standards groups do) and (2) the need 
for measures to limit noise impacts from night-time play on nearby residents.  
 
On the latter, there is nothing in the POPS recommendations to limit impacts on close-in 
neighbors except curfews, which don't help young children and elderly people, but which reduce 
usage of the fields and make them less cost-effective.  Yet noise is more of a concern for many 
people (including me) than light pollution. The only practical way to avoid night-time noise 
disruption is to not light fields too close to neighboring homes. I suggest a sliding scale of 
distances depending on the nature of the field's surrounding area. 
 
Though I don't mention it in the note to Caroline, please remember that conversion of school 
fields from grass to turf is especially cost-effective because it enables many more hours of play 
for students, whether they play organized sports or not, due to the increased availability of the 
fields after wet weather. In the case of Williamsburg, for example, based on assumptions from 
APS's Jim Meikle, the cost per hour of play enabled is much less from the conversion to turf than 
it would be from lighting the fields. 
 
I hope this is useful. I'd be glad to discuss by phone if that would be helpful. 
 
Sent: Wednesday, February 21, 2018 12:46 PM 
Subject: Follow up from NVCT meeting on 2/15 
 
NVCT comments to date on the POPS process:  

• Of the four main topic areas at this stage of the process, NVCT can be a partner in three 
of them: land acquisition, natural resources/trees, and casual use spaces. (Field lighting 
and conversion to synthetic surfaces is likely not germane to us) 

• Land acquisition is of particular interest, and we hope the County sees us as a partner 
across multiple methods of acquisition and as a partner in finding funding.  NVCT would 
certainly welcome a discussion of how to ensure that we’re involved, when possible, at 
earlier points in the county’s acquisition discussions to maximize potential opportunities. 

• The latest revisions to the land acquisition criteria are positive. We especially applaud the 
fact that alignment with existing plans is not going to determine whether an acquisition 
opportunity gets further consideration. The County and its partners should be able to 
take advantage of unexpected opportunities that present themselves, rather than 



hamstringing progress by sticking to what was predicted in the past. Structuring the 
criteria this way will help. 

• There appears to be interest in including a list of potential acquisition sites, and it’d be 
terrific if NVCT could help develop that and work alongside the county to assess interest 
in those sites.  This sort of detail allows us to help plan acquisition strategies with the 
county and share in the outreach and development of proposals. 

 
Sent: Thursday, February 22, 2018 10:50 AM 
Subject: POPS and schools 
 
I am writing to offer feedback on the POPS update draft.  I commend you and your staff/advisors 
on the hard work evident in this draft.  Unfortunately, I have a very difficult time getting past the 
glaring omission of schools in planning public spaces.   
 
Your report clearly sits in the context of the County's "Comprehensive" Plan  (see pp. 16-7 
Comprehensive Plan Heirarchy).  While not your fault, the "Comprehensive" Plan is anything 
but.  Almost half our County tax dollars and fully half of our bonding capacity is devoted to 
schools.  Furthermore, many schools (Yorktown, Jefferson and Gunston jump to mind) are co-
located with park recreational facilities which serve as the exclusive outdoor athletic facilities for 
those schools.  Are these parks?  Are they school campuses?  Or are they some hybrid?  If we call 
them parks, you need to be explicit about the needs they fulfill and the population served. 
 
As the school population grows, the availability of large parcels allowing for adjacent fields 
(belonging to parks or schools) has disappeared.  APS is exploring models of "urban schools" 
which while necessary, don't negate the need for young people to have spaces for outdoor 
activities.  Outdoor, non-screen-time is critical not only for lifelong, healthy habits, but for 
mental health.  This is true especially for restless, growing youth.  If anything, the schools will rely 
even more on park spaces for the most basic athletic program needs.  Yet, I am baffled that a 
simple word search for "school" or "APS" brings no results in the draft plan. 
 
So while you have made comparisons with "peer" cities, I wonder how many of them conflate 
recreational park facilities with schools in the same way that Arlington has.  I also wonder how in 
this context of constrained space and population growth, the County and the Parks department 
feels it is doing a responsible job of planning without directly and explicitly engaging with our 
schools.   
 
The schools facilities advisory committee, a citizen group, is taking a look at potential growth 
scenarios with respect to seat/building needs.  Have you asked for the same with respect to 
fields and other structured athletic facilities?  If not, you are failing the taxpayers and citizens 
you serve. 
 
I look forward to your explanation. 
 



Sent: No Date. 
Subject: PSMP/POPS Comments regarding use of artificial turf 

Unfortunately, I cannot attend tonight’s POPS/PSMP meeting on the use of artificial turf and the 
conversion of natural grass fields to synthetic fields. 
There are a number of points that haven’t been included in the discussion. Below, I have 
outlined some of them. I ask that these comments be included in the record for the public 
engagement process for the PSMP and that you to share this information with your fellow 
commission members and with others who have an interest in this matter. 
Though I completely understand the appeal of converting natural grass fields to artificial turf, 
synthetic fields come with hazards and aren’t nearly as cost-efficient as some might believe. 
Much of the research conducted on synthetic turf has been either poorly designed or the 
conclusions they reached poorly understood. See Environment & Human Health Inc.’s summary 
of the industry’s claims versus the actual science: http://www.ehhi.org/summary-turf.pdf. 
Inadequate planning on county's part (failing to purchase additional public land to meet the 
growing population's recreational needs) does not mean that we should ignore the risks and 
adverse consequences that accompany the installation and use of artificial turf fields. 
Acknowledging the real risks and consequences can only help the county avoid or mitigate any 
harm. 
With kind regards, 

 
FAKE GRASS, REAL PROBLEMS 
 
HAZARDS  
Hazards include health, safety and environmental risks and consequences. 
  
EPDM/Synthetic Crumb Rubber 
It has been staff’s position that the crumbled ethylene propylene diene monomer (EPDM) 
synthetic rubber is safe, based on scientific evidence and because they mistakenly believe that 
no ground tires are being used as source material.  
  
The fact is that no one really knows how risky EPDM is, particularly for children. Apparent cancer 
clusters are emerging in young people who have spent years playing on synthetic turf fields, and 
the number of lawsuits being filed against localities that built these fields is growing. Ignoring 
known or strongly suspected risks is not a strong legal defense in court. 
  
Based on PEER’s dogged research and advocacy (https://www.peer.org/news/news-
releases/epa-retracts-synthetic-turf-safety-assurances.html and 
http://www.wsbtv.com/news/local/cpsc-says-they-no-longer-think-crumb-rubber-
artifi/53967230), the EPA and Consumer Product Safety Commission have walked back on their 
assertions that artificial turf materials are safe. The EPA and CPSC based their original opinions 
largely on industry-funded research, which has since been called into question. 
  

http://www.ehhi.org/summary-turf.pdf
https://parks.arlingtonva.us/synthetic-turf-fields/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=91svvfuF7iY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=91svvfuF7iY
http://www.synturf.org/lawsuits.html
https://www.peer.org/
https://www.peer.org/news/news-releases/epa-retracts-synthetic-turf-safety-assurances.html
https://www.peer.org/news/news-releases/epa-retracts-synthetic-turf-safety-assurances.html
http://www.wsbtv.com/news/local/cpsc-says-they-no-longer-think-crumb-rubber-artifi/53967230
http://www.wsbtv.com/news/local/cpsc-says-they-no-longer-think-crumb-rubber-artifi/53967230


In response to the uncertainty, the State of California has commissioned a comprehensive study, 
which is currently ongoing. 
  
Since 2006, animal studies have shown EPDM to be a likely carcinogen — see the government’s 
Material Safety Data Sheet on EPDM: http://handbook2.com/download.php?id=35758  
  
The material safety data sheet notes that the intact polymer should not present much of a 
problem. However, grinding EPDM generates dust, which can be inhaled. Inhalation provides one 
avenue for introduction of EPDM’s chemicals into the body. As of 2006, there were no studies 
showing what happens when these products degrade. There were also no studies at that time 
tracking the bioaccumulation of this product. 
  
EPDM is definitely toxic to aquatic life according to the material safety data sheet. 
  
Carbon black is the primary carcinogen listed for EPDM, and there is additional concern because 
nanoparticles are now being used in the strengthening of EPDM: Largely improved toughness of 
PP/EPDM blends by adding nano-SiO2 particles (2007), 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0032386106013553 
  
Biological effects of carbon black nanoparticles are changed by surface coating with polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons. (2017):  
http://download.springer.com/static/pdf/604/art%253A10.1186%252Fs12989-017-0189-
1.pdf?originUrl=http%3A%2F%2Flink.springer.com%2Farticle%2F10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-
1&token2=exp=1497313904~acl=%2Fstatic%2Fpdf%2F604%2Fart%25253A10.1186%25252Fs12
989-017-0189-
1.pdf%3ForiginUrl%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Flink.springer.com%252Farticle%252F10.1186%25
2Fs12989-017-0189-
1*~hmac=e06d031662308a34e488e39df275162916273341dbf2fd85c94807957e7907ee  
  
For those who are unfamiliar with nanoparticles, you should know that nanoparticles behave 
very differently than the materials from which they are derived. In other words, carbon and 
silicon nanoparticles/tubules act and react differently than do regular carbon and silicon 
molecules. 
Here’s a good explanation from Is artificial turf hiding an 800 pound gorilla?: 
  
“Nanoparticles are particles less than 100 nanometres in diameter. A nanometre is a billionth of 
a metre, about the size of six carbon atoms in a row. For comparison, a human hair is about 
80,000 nanometres wide and a strand of DNA is two nanometers wide.”  
  
… In May of 2008, in an article by Larry Greenemeier for Scientific American, he quoted one 
study that went so far as to suggest, ‘Inhaling carbon nanotubes could be as harmful as 
breathing asbestos.’ The study Greenemier referenced was posted by Nature Nanotechnology 
led by the Queen's Medical Research Institute at the University of Edinburgh/MRC Centre for 

https://oehha.ca.gov/risk-assessment/synthetic-turf-studies
http://handbook2.com/download.php?id=35758
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0032386106013553
http://download.springer.com/static/pdf/604/art%3A10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1.pdf?originUrl=http%3A%2F%2Flink.springer.com%2Farticle%2F10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1&token2=exp=1497313904%7Eacl=%2Fstatic%2Fpdf%2F604%2Fart%3A10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1.pdf%3ForiginUrl%3Dhttp%3A%2F%2Flink.springer.com%2Farticle%2F10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1*%7Ehmac=e06d031662308a34e488e39df275162916273341dbf2fd85c94807957e7907ee
http://download.springer.com/static/pdf/604/art%3A10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1.pdf?originUrl=http%3A%2F%2Flink.springer.com%2Farticle%2F10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1&token2=exp=1497313904%7Eacl=%2Fstatic%2Fpdf%2F604%2Fart%3A10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1.pdf%3ForiginUrl%3Dhttp%3A%2F%2Flink.springer.com%2Farticle%2F10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1*%7Ehmac=e06d031662308a34e488e39df275162916273341dbf2fd85c94807957e7907ee
http://download.springer.com/static/pdf/604/art%3A10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1.pdf?originUrl=http%3A%2F%2Flink.springer.com%2Farticle%2F10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1&token2=exp=1497313904%7Eacl=%2Fstatic%2Fpdf%2F604%2Fart%3A10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1.pdf%3ForiginUrl%3Dhttp%3A%2F%2Flink.springer.com%2Farticle%2F10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1*%7Ehmac=e06d031662308a34e488e39df275162916273341dbf2fd85c94807957e7907ee
http://download.springer.com/static/pdf/604/art%3A10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1.pdf?originUrl=http%3A%2F%2Flink.springer.com%2Farticle%2F10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1&token2=exp=1497313904%7Eacl=%2Fstatic%2Fpdf%2F604%2Fart%3A10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1.pdf%3ForiginUrl%3Dhttp%3A%2F%2Flink.springer.com%2Farticle%2F10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1*%7Ehmac=e06d031662308a34e488e39df275162916273341dbf2fd85c94807957e7907ee
http://download.springer.com/static/pdf/604/art%3A10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1.pdf?originUrl=http%3A%2F%2Flink.springer.com%2Farticle%2F10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1&token2=exp=1497313904%7Eacl=%2Fstatic%2Fpdf%2F604%2Fart%3A10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1.pdf%3ForiginUrl%3Dhttp%3A%2F%2Flink.springer.com%2Farticle%2F10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1*%7Ehmac=e06d031662308a34e488e39df275162916273341dbf2fd85c94807957e7907ee
http://download.springer.com/static/pdf/604/art%3A10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1.pdf?originUrl=http%3A%2F%2Flink.springer.com%2Farticle%2F10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1&token2=exp=1497313904%7Eacl=%2Fstatic%2Fpdf%2F604%2Fart%3A10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1.pdf%3ForiginUrl%3Dhttp%3A%2F%2Flink.springer.com%2Farticle%2F10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1*%7Ehmac=e06d031662308a34e488e39df275162916273341dbf2fd85c94807957e7907ee
http://download.springer.com/static/pdf/604/art%3A10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1.pdf?originUrl=http%3A%2F%2Flink.springer.com%2Farticle%2F10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1&token2=exp=1497313904%7Eacl=%2Fstatic%2Fpdf%2F604%2Fart%3A10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1.pdf%3ForiginUrl%3Dhttp%3A%2F%2Flink.springer.com%2Farticle%2F10.1186%2Fs12989-017-0189-1*%7Ehmac=e06d031662308a34e488e39df275162916273341dbf2fd85c94807957e7907ee
https://phys.org/news/2007-04-nanoparticles-dna-cancer.html
https://phys.org/news/2007-04-nanoparticles-dna-cancer.html


Inflammation Research in Scotland.” https://www.pitchcare.com/news-media/is-artificial-turf-
hiding-an-800-pound-gorilla.html 
  

 
 
The federal government has been extremely irresponsible in not performing sufficient analysis 
and research to determine health and safety risks of nanotechnology. Nor has it promulgated 
appropriate regulatory measures to safeguard human health and the environment. 
  
The safety of a particular batch of EPDM may hinge on who manufactured it and which source 
materials and additives were used (2006): 
http://www.wellesleyma.gov/pages/WellesleyMA_SpragueResources/TPE%20vs%20EPDM%20vs
%20SBR%20and%20quality.pdf  (pp.5-6) 
  
Results from a round robin test for the ecotoxicological evaluation of construction products using 
two leaching tests and an aquatic test battery. (2017): 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28211327 (A granulate form of EPDM was shown to be 
highly toxic.) 
  
With chemical exposure, part of the problem is time. Repeated exposure over many years and 
the bioaccumulation of chemicals means that you must follow individuals over a long period. 
  
For obvious reasons, exposing kids to a known or suspected carcinogen to see what happens over 
the long term has some ethical impediments. Instead, we're doing our own informal study here in 
ArlCo using our own kids as guinea pigs. 
  
Then there are the chemicals used to groom and maintain artificial turf fields, including 
fungicides, herbicides, cleansers, antibacterial agents, etc., to which children are also exposed. 
  
Synthetic Turf-Related Injuries 
As indicated in a recent Washington Post article explains, injuries can and do occur with artificial 
turf, in part because synthetic fields tend to harden over time. 
  

https://www.pitchcare.com/news-media/is-artificial-turf-hiding-an-800-pound-gorilla.html
https://www.pitchcare.com/news-media/is-artificial-turf-hiding-an-800-pound-gorilla.html
http://www.wellesleyma.gov/pages/WellesleyMA_SpragueResources/TPE%20vs%20EPDM%20vs%20SBR%20and%20quality.pdf
http://www.wellesleyma.gov/pages/WellesleyMA_SpragueResources/TPE%20vs%20EPDM%20vs%20SBR%20and%20quality.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28211327


National Center for Health Research, Risks of Head Injuries on Artificial Turf Fields in Washington, 
D.C. (2017) https://www.center4research.org/risks-head-injuries-artificial-turf-fields-washington-
d-c/ 
Anterior Cruciate Ligament Injuries in National Football League Athletes From 2010 to 2013: A 
Descriptive Epidemiology Study. (2016): https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25164575  
Skin friction related behavior of artificial turf systems. (2016) 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/27559817   
Increase in upper extremity fractures in young male soccer players in the Netherlands, 1998-2009. 
(2015) https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24990273   
  
Risk of Anterior Cruciate Ligament Injury in Athletes on Synthetic Playing Surfaces: A Systematic 
Review. (2014) https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25164575  
  
  
Heat-Related Problems With Artificial Turf 
Temperatures of FieldTurf synthetic turf with GreenPlay (2016): 
http://www.synturf.org/images/STL-RSD-ST-Corkonut-Temps-Pix-20161007.pd 

https://www.center4research.org/risks-head-injuries-artificial-turf-fields-washington-d-c/
https://www.center4research.org/risks-head-injuries-artificial-turf-fields-washington-d-c/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25164575
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/27559817
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24990273
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25164575
http://www.synturf.org/images/STL-RSD-ST-Corkonut-Temps-Pix-20161007.pdf


 
 
Source: https://modernturf.files.wordpress.com/2015/09/synthetic-turf-copy.jpg  
  
Blazing heat burning shoe soles on Toronto's turf fields: Researcher found one artificial field had a 
surface temperature of 95 C, on CBC News, 10 August 2016, 
at http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/summer-heat-turf-1.3714351 
  

https://modernturf.files.wordpress.com/2015/09/synthetic-turf-copy.jpg
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/summer-heat-turf-1.3714351


Framingham High School's synthetic field at center of football crisis, on WFXT (Channel 25 – 
Boston) (Fox affiliate), 28 August 2016, at http://www.fox25boston.com/news/framingham-high-
schools-synthetic-field-at-center-of-football-crisis/431162912  
  
Concerns over heat stress on 3G surfaces: First comprehensive study on heat stress and artificial 
turf in Hong Kong raises some serious concerns, 6 January 2016, accessible at 
https://www.pitchcare.com/magazine/concerns-over-heat-stress-on-3g-surfaces.html  
  
ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS 
These fields are also considered semi-pervious, at best, meaning that they have drainage 
systems that drain stormwater away rather than allowing it to infiltrate into the soil. So runoff 
and leachate are concerns. 
  
In addition to potentially dangerous chemicals in the EPDM and the green fibers used for the 
grass-like surface, chemicals are often used to clean and maintain these fields. Much of a 
synthetic field’s stormwater runs off into nearby storm drains and then directly into our streams 
and the Potomac River. 
  
At least a portion of Gunston's diamond field lies within a FEMA floodplain, and a Chesapeake 
Bay resource protection area is within a few hundred yards. 
  
Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection — Artificial Turf Study: Leachate and 
Stormwater Characteristics, Final Report (2010) 
http://www.ct.gov/deep/lib/deep/artificialturf/dep_artificial_turf_report.pdf 
  
Leaching of zinc from rubber infill on artificial turf (2007) 
http://www.rivm.nl/en/Documents_and_publications/Scientific/Reports/2007/maart/Leaching_
of_zinc_from_rubber_infill_on_artificial_turf_football_pitches 
  
An Oregon State study concluded that synthetic turf fields should not be installed in floodplains: 
http://cbee.oregonstate.edu/sites/cbee.oregonstate.edu/files/sites/cbee.oregonstate.edu/Docu
ments/StudentProjects/2016/expolite_poster_synthetic_turf_inman.pdf 
 
Artificial fields have a heavy carbon footprint. To achieve a 10-year carbon neutral synthetic turf 
installation, one study concluded that 1,861 trees would need to be planted to offset the field’s 
carbon footprint: Estimating the Required Global Warming Offsets to Achieve a Carbon Neutral 
Synthetic Field Turf System Installation (2006) http://sfrecpark.org/wp-
content/uploads/AthenaICarbonOffsets.pdf 
  
COSTS 
Artificial turf companies assert that artificial turf is more economical than grass fields due to the 
increased number of playable hours, the reduced need for watering and pesticides, and the 
elimination of fertilizing and re-seeding. 
  

http://www.fox25boston.com/news/framingham-high-schools-synthetic-field-at-center-of-football-crisis/431162912
http://www.fox25boston.com/news/framingham-high-schools-synthetic-field-at-center-of-football-crisis/431162912
https://www.pitchcare.com/magazine/concerns-over-heat-stress-on-3g-surfaces.html
http://www.ct.gov/deep/lib/deep/artificialturf/dep_artificial_turf_report.pdf
http://www.rivm.nl/en/Documents_and_publications/Scientific/Reports/2007/maart/Leaching_of_zinc_from_rubber_infill_on_artificial_turf_football_pitches
http://www.rivm.nl/en/Documents_and_publications/Scientific/Reports/2007/maart/Leaching_of_zinc_from_rubber_infill_on_artificial_turf_football_pitches
http://cbee.oregonstate.edu/sites/cbee.oregonstate.edu/files/sites/cbee.oregonstate.edu/Documents/StudentProjects/2016/expolite_poster_synthetic_turf_inman.pdf
http://cbee.oregonstate.edu/sites/cbee.oregonstate.edu/files/sites/cbee.oregonstate.edu/Documents/StudentProjects/2016/expolite_poster_synthetic_turf_inman.pdf
http://sfrecpark.org/wp-content/uploads/AthenaICarbonOffsets.pdf
http://sfrecpark.org/wp-content/uploads/AthenaICarbonOffsets.pdf


Artificial turf, however, is NOT maintenance free. Improper or inadequate routine maintenance 
can significantly shorten the useful life of an artificial turf field. And the costs for maintenance, 
repair and replacement can add up. 
 

 
Source: https://www.turi.org/Our_Work/Home_Community/Artificial_Turf/Cost_Analysis 
  
Disposal costs are difficult to quantify. Recycling of artificial turf is possible, but the carpet is 
heavy and transportation costs are expensive. A lot of worn out artificial turf ends up in landfill 
because it doesn’t incinerate very well. 
  
According to a report from the Toxics Use Reduction Institute (University of Mass. at Lowell): 
  
“The Turfgrass Resource Center estimates the cost for removal and disposal of an artificial 
surface at $1.75 to $2.25 per square foot, not including transportation costs and any landfill 
surcharges that disposal might incur (TRC n.d. b). This would yield approximately $115,000 - 
$148,000 for a 65,625 square foot field and $149,000 - $191,000 for an 85,000 square foot 
field.” https://www.turi.org/Our_Work/Home_Community/Artificial_Turf/Cost_Analysis  
  
Forbes (original link no longer available) — How Taxpayers Get Fooled On The Cost Of An Artificial 
Turf Field http://www.oregonseed.org/how-taxpayers-get-fooled-on-the-cost-of-an-artificial-
turf-field/ 
  
The Bare Spots in the Turf http://stream.wsj.com/story/latest-headlines/SS-2-63399/SS-2-
305464/ 
  

https://www.turi.org/Our_Work/Home_Community/Artificial_Turf/Cost_Analysis
https://www.turi.org/Our_Work/Home_Community/Artificial_Turf/Cost_Analysis
http://www.oregonseed.org/how-taxpayers-get-fooled-on-the-cost-of-an-artificial-turf-field/
http://www.oregonseed.org/how-taxpayers-get-fooled-on-the-cost-of-an-artificial-turf-field/
http://stream.wsj.com/story/latest-headlines/SS-2-63399/SS-2-305464/
http://stream.wsj.com/story/latest-headlines/SS-2-63399/SS-2-305464/


Many local governments are now suing synthetic field manufacturers after defects emerged and 
fields failed prematurely, which adds to the costs. 
  
NJ Advance Media — 100 Yard Deception http://fieldturf.nj.com 
  
Many organizations that have sufficient funding are actually replacing their artificial turf fields 
with natural grass. 
  
A Return to Roots: Detailing the comeback of natural grass at M&T Stadium, home of the 
Baltimore Ravens http://www.turface.com/sites/default/files/_media/resource/mandt-
stadiumcasestudy.pdf 
  
Artificial Turf: Natural Grass Benefits — Safe Healthy Playing Fields Coalition Fact Sheet 
http://media.wix.com/ugd/f8fa70_567808813babad91b19cbc03a2142c8e.pdf  
 
Date: February 13, 2018 at 4:22:45 PM EST 
Subject: Work Session on POPS 
I attended today’s meeting of the POPS Working Group and reviewed the set of slides which 
(with some changes) apparently will be presented to the County Board on the 20th.  Following 
up on our meeting at Starbucks, I thought it might be helpful to describe some of the 
comments/concerns I expressed at this morning's meeting.  (Because I attended simply as a 
citizen and not a member of the POPS Working Group, the attendees did not respond to my 
questions.  They did, however, take notes and many of these questions may be addressed in the 
draft the County Board sees next week).  My comments focussed, in large part, on the synthetic 
turf and lighting sections. 
 
1.  The Draft has deleted its recommendation of a 1 foot candle (fc) light spill standard County-
wide and replaced it with a .5 fc standard.  As authority for this standard the Draft references a 
Fairfax County document entitled “Athletic Field Lighting and Control of Obtrusive Light 
Pollution”  (2010).  
 
I commended the drafters for proposing a more conservative light spill level but also noted that, 
although the Fairfax County document does state that a prior County zoning ordinance did 
prohibit illumination (from all outdoor sources) in excess of 0.5 fc at the residential property line, 
Fairfax also issued (in 2010) its Performance Specifications for Athletic Field Lighting 
Systems.   Those specifications established a .3 fc light spill standard for athletic fields with an 
edge of the playing surface within 200’ of an adjacent residential property line.  The Model 
Lighting Ordinance prepared by the Virginia Outdoor Lighting Task Force also recommended a 
design goal of 0.25 fc light spill at any location on residential property for athletic field 
lighting.  The Illuminating Engineering Society, in its recommended practice "Lighting for Exterior 
Environments," also recommended a light spill standard of 0.3 fc or lower for areas of “low 
ambient brightness” (generally darker suburban neighborhoods).  The recent County contract 
with Musco for lighting at Wakefield High School also requires that light spill not exceed 0.25 fc 
at the residential property line. 

http://fieldturf.nj.com/
http://www.turface.com/sites/default/files/_media/resource/mandt-stadiumcasestudy.pdf
http://www.turface.com/sites/default/files/_media/resource/mandt-stadiumcasestudy.pdf
http://media.wix.com/ugd/f8fa70_567808813babad91b19cbc03a2142c8e.pdf


 
In light of these standards, I suggested that the recommended maximum light spill standard 
(although solicitous of DPR flexibility and sports enthusiasts) may not adequately protect 
neighborhood peace and quiet and that further reductions may be justified.  I also found the 
proposed 0.5 fc light spill standard unnecessarily generous, because current lighting technology 
(LED lights being installed today) are able to comply with more conservative standards.  One 
Draft slide does state that, “as lighting technology improves, the County will continuously revise 
and update these standards.”  That make sense, of course, but I would think that we would want 
to adopt the best available technology and standards in effect today as well).  
 
2.  I continued to express my concern (as I have in past comments) that the Draft contains no 
standards for glare.  As many engineers have noted, the problem with modern field lighting for 
neighbors is not light spill (which has been much reduced using aimable LED fixtures) but 
glare.  In the only standard referenced by the drafters (the Fairfax County document “Athletic 
Field Lighting and Control of Obtrusive Light Pollution") Fairfax (a far less urbanized setting than 
Arlington) cautioned that its performance specifications cannot “fully address glare” since "it is 
governed by fundamental laws of nature over which man has no real control.”  It went on to 
warn that “field orientation during the initial master planning stage may make it possible to 
minimize glare problems, but this is unusual when retrofitting lights to existing 
fields.”  Nevertheless, in its Performance Specifications, Fairfax did establish a glare limit of 7,000 
candela for fields with an edge of the playing surface within 200 feet of a residential property 
line.   
 
In an early iteration of the “Synthetic Turf and Lighting” section, the POPS drafters had stated 
that it will rely on Commission on Illumination (CIE) standards for glare, but this commitment 
apparently has been abandoned.  The CIE is an international body that has proposed different 
levels of glare for different ambient lighting zones.  Glare levels for dark residential 
neighborhoods would be as low as 2500 candela, with levels for brighter areas at 7500 or 10,000 
candela.  (The consultant hired by the neighbors at Williamsburg concluded that the appropriate 
glare level for Williamsburg — using CIE and Illuminating Engineering Society standards — would 
be 2500 candela). 
 
In any event, it would be nice to better understand why the POPS draft apparently is not 
attempting to establish quantitative glare limits. 
 
3.  I requested that the Draft be clear on the its intent to remove the automatic link between 
synthetic turf and lighting that had been proposed in all prior drafts.  (Prior drafts stated 
repeatedly that all synthetic turf fields will be lighted).  The current set of slides were rather 
elliptical on that point (Slide page 34) and the drafters agreed to revise it to make that point 
more explicit.  That is, the appropriateness of synthetic turf and lights are separate issues and 
application of the lighting factors could, in some cases, fail to support the installation of lights on 
existing or planned synthetic turf fields. 
 



4.  I commended the Drafters for deleting the proposed standard stating that “a minimum of 25 
feet shall exist between the edge of the field and the property line of adjacent residential 
properties.”  I noted that under Arlington’s current Zoning ordinance the set-back for typical 80’ 
poles (structures) would be 36 feet and the poles themselves must be offset from the field some 
distance to provide sufficient lighting uniformity.  Thus, the current required set-back would be 
at least 50’ or more and the proposed “minimum distance” of 25’ would, in effect, require very 
significant changes in the Zoning Ordinance with accompanying significant adverse effects on 
neighborhood character. 
 
(On a somewhat longer time horizon I remain concerned about the strong interest by County 
staff  — expressed in the POPS draft — in revising zoning ordinance restrictions on set-back, 
heights and other limits to provide for greater County flexibility to build at parks and schools.  As 
I have expressed to Working Group members in past memos, I believe that any County-wide 
amendment to Arlington’s zoning laws to facilitate athletic field infrastructure must be balanced 
against long-standing and firmly-held residential expectations about building and structure scale, 
height, aesthetics and neighborhood harmony.  Zoning restrictions were adopted for a reason, 
and should not be lightly abandoned). 
 
5.  I also expressed my confusion about the changes in the recommended Level of Service (LOS) 
for rectangular fields.  In the April draft of the document, the drafters had established a 
recommended LOS of one field for every 4500 residents.  In the July draft, the drafters reduced 
the recommended LOS to one field for every 4200 residents.   A number of other (undated) 
documents released by the drafters have proposed an even lower LOS of one field for every 
4,000 residents.  (Arlington’s current LOS is one field for every 4180 residents).  Lowering the 
recommended LOS, of course, inflates the projections of rectangular field need currently and in 
the future.  I could find no rationale for the changes in the recommended LOS for rectangular 
fields in Arlington and its variability over time suggests that it should be used with caution. 
 
6.  I also expressed my confusion about the new language that “if the estimated disturbance 
from field installation is within 100 feet of a documented, significant resource feature, the 
project will go through the Rapid Environmental Impact Review (REIR) process” to minimize any 
impact on the natural feature.   
 
I explained that I have been a commissioner on E2C2 for years but had never heard of an REIR 
and wasn’t entirely sure that the Board had either.  I recommended that some additional text be 
added to explain what it was.  I also inquired whether the proposed REIR would include the full 
panoply of environmental impacts typically examined by the Environmental Assessments (EAs) 
that our Commission reviews for major County projects (noise effects, storm water, air, 
flora/fauna habitat issues, tree canopy etc.) or is more limited, 
 
Anyway, those are the concerns I raised this morning.  I hope this is helpful and please don’t 
hesitate to contact me if any of this is confusing or you would like additional information. 
 
Thanks much, as always. 



 

Arlington Boathouse Foundation 
P.O. Box 7458 

Arlington, VA22207  

www.arlingtonboathouse.org 

July 26, 2017 
 
Ms. Jane Rudolph 
Director, Department of Parks and Recreation 
Arlington County Government 
2100 Clarendon Blvd. 
Arlington, VA 22201 
 
      Re: Arlington Public Spaces Master Plan 
Dear Ms. Rudolph 
 
On behalf of the directors of the Arlington Boathouse Foundation, I would like to applaud the 
work that has gone into the preliminary draft of the Arlington Public Spaces Master Plan 
currently being circulated for public comment.  The work seems to reflect well-researched and 
inclusive perspectives from across the County. We did want to share our collective thought, 
however, that as good as the draft report is, the current text on pages 98 and 99 regarding the 
proposed boathouse should be enhanced. We do not think the current language adequately 
highlights the extraordinary open space opportunity such a new facility would provide for the 
County. 
 
Simply put, the boathouse project envisioned on upper and lower Rosslyn sites would be 
transformational. Not only would it provide a gateway to the Potomac for rowing and paddling, 
it would literally open thousands of acres of natural space for exercise, exploration of regional 
history, recreation, and even meditation and spiritual connection.  A functioning boathouse 
would offer residents and visitors alike world-class opportunities to enjoy the thousands of acres 
of natural open space up- and downstream from Rosslyn that border Arlington’s Potomac 
shoreline.  Throughout the region – including in both the District and in the City of Alexandria – 

http://www.arlingtonboathouse.org/


new innovative parks and river access will be making those communities more vibrant and 
economically competitive. To take full advantage of the ongoing renaissance of the Rosslyn area, 
Arlington should make a showcase of its own Potomac River waterfront and provide real access 
to the extensive natural area the river provides. 
 
As you know so well, the cost of acquiring or restoring land for the creation of new playing 
fields, tennis courts, and the like within the county is becoming prohibitively high. Maintenance 
costs for playing fields and courts are significant as well. In contrast, the Potomac River is an 
extraordinary, highly cost effective opportunity. It exists. It is available. The County’s shoreline 
extends from the river’s fall line near Chain Bridge to the wide estuary below National Airport.  
 
But this resource is largely inaccessible. Gravelly Point’s powerboat launching ramp and NPS’s 
Columbia Island Marina are unsuitable for small, non-motorized boats, such as kayaks, canoes, 
paddle boards and rowing craft. County residents and businesses are investing heavily in a clean 
Potomac through their water and sewer charges. Their taxes contribute to this great natural 
legacy as well. Yet any resident or visitor wishing enjoy the river actively or more leisurely, 
must go to the District or Alexandria or Fairfax, Prince William or Prince George’s Counties to 
do so.  By developing a modest boathouse facility on a single acre of Rosslyn land in partnership 
with the National Park Service, the County can provide sustainable access to thousands of acres 
of natural open space. 
 
Please consider highlighting these aspects and expanding the current text in section 1.6.3 of the 
preliminary draft on pages 98 and 99.  Should you be interested in specific language, we would 
be pleased to provide a draft for consideration.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

Erik J. Meyers          
President  
 
Copies 
Jay Fisette, County Board Chair 
Mark Schwartz, County Manager  
Mary-Claire Burick, CEO, Rosslyn BID 
Paul Holland, Vice President, ABF         



 

 

August 11, 2017 
TO:  
Irena Lazic 
Arlington County Department of Parks and Recreation 
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 414 
Arlington, VA 22201 
 
Dear Ms. Lazic,  

On behalf of the Washington Area Bicyclist Association (WABA), and our 600+ members in 
Arlington County, I am pleased to submit comments on the preliminary draft of the Arlington County 
Public Spaces Master Plan.  

Providing safe and convenient places to walk and bike in Arlington County is of particular interest to 
our members and supporters. We are encouraged to see Arlington County include and celebrate trails 
and bikeways in this plan. As the plan notes, the 2016 Needs Assessment Survey in the Public Spaces 
Master Plan showed that paved, multi-use trails were the most desired outdoor facility, with 87% of 
respondents indicating that their household has a need for trails.  

In light of the feedback received during the 2016 survey, it is heartening to see that Section 2.1 calls for 
a broad expansion of Arlington’s network of multi-use trails. Completing the Arlington Boulevard 
Trail as part of the inner loop will provide tens of thousands of daily travelers non-motorized options 
for getting around. Better connections are needed to cross the barriers that currently exist, including 
large highways, federal lands, and rivers. We recommend that the plan specifically include discussion 
of connecting Long Bridge Park to DC’s Anacostia Riverwalk Trail via a new Long Bridge, connecting 
the Iwo Jima Memorial to the south side of the Roosevelt Bridge (I-66) via a bridge over Jefferson 
Davis Highway, and linking trails on either side of I-395 via the Hoffman-Boston Connector. 

WABA supports the focus on design-based solutions to address trail user safety on crowded trails, 
explained in Section 2.2. Both engineering and education will go into accommodating a broader set of 
trail users. We recommend including trail intersections, signals, buttonless signal actuation, and trail 
lighting in the review of trail design standards. In addition to the learn to ride loop discussed in 2.2.6, 
we encourage the County to consider creating a “traffic garden” or “bike campus” which allows users to 
learn and practice bicycle riding, handling, and street skills in a safe learning environment. 

 

https://arlingtonva.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/31/2016/01/Arlington-County-Parks-Rec-Survey-Findings-Report-May-9-2016.pdf


 

We also support improved wayfinding, as discussed in Section 2.4. Having a trail network that is well 
signed will make it intuitive to use, and will increase trail use. 

We applaud the objective to more frequently close streets for public use as discussed in 1.9.3 and 
recommend the county explore opportunities for an Arlington Open Streets program that combines 
regular multi-block or corridor-longstreet closures with programming (see NYC Summer Streets, 
Atlanta Streets Alive, and LA’s CicLAvia for examples).  

Section 2.5, which addresses coordination and planning of trails, brings up an important point: 
WABA is a founding member of the Capital Trails Coalition, a collaboration of agencies, 
municipalities, non profit organizations, business improvement districts, citizen organizations and 
more whose vision is to create a world-class network of multi-use trails that are equitably distributed 
throughout the Washington DC metropolitan region. This network will provide healthy, low-stress 
access to open space and reliable transportation for people of all ages and abilities, and will transform 
public life by providing healthy, low-stress access to open space and reliable transportation for people 
of all ages and abilities. We encourage Arlington County to participate fully in the Capital Trails 
Coalition, and see this as one step in achieving the goals outlined in Section 2.5.  

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the preliminary plan. We look forward to working 
with you as the process proceeds. 

 
Sincerely, 

 

Garrett Hennigan 
Community Organizer 
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ARLINGTON COUNTY TENNIS ASSOCIATION 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ARLINGTON COUNTY FY 2019-2028 
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN (CIP) 

To assist Arlington County's budgeting processes, the Arlington County Tennis 
Association ("ACTA") is pleased to recommend capital improvement projects for the next (FY 
2019 - FY 2028) Arlington County Capital Improvement Plan ("CIP"). In developing these 
recommendations, we have drawn upon the tennis-playing programs our Organization sponsors, 
our ongoing engagement with Arlington County's tennis community, and ACTA's detailed 
annual survey of the condition of Arlington County's public tennis courts. Numerous indicators 
that tennis is gaining in popularity further inform our recommendations and support Arlington 
County's increasing its financial commitment to public tennis courts. 

About ACTA 

Established in 1989, ACTA promotes playing tennis in Arlington County among 
individuals of various ages and abilities. A not for profit organization, ACTA is led by a Board 
of Directors that serves on a voluntary, uncompensated basis. The organization communicates 
with its members primarily using its website (www.actatennis.org) and an email list-serve 
exceeding 1200 email addresses. 

ACTA annually sponsors various tennis-playing programs mostly using Arlington 
County's public outdoor courts. These programs include tennis doubles leagues, tournaments, 
social events, and a singles ladder that allows players to set up individual matches with other 
ladder participants. Annual tennis charity tournaments benefit local charitable organizations. 
ACTA pays the Department of Parks and Recreation ("DPR") reservation fees for courts at the 
same undiscounted rates paid by residents unaffiliated with any organization. 

ACTA also collaborates with other organizations including the United States Tennis 
Association ("USTA") to connect tennis players with one another and provide healthy physical 
activity. For example, ACTA and the USTA collaboratively have developed YoPro, a program 
combining tennis with social activities for young professionals in Arlington County. 

Organization, Scope, and Focus of Submission 

In this submission, we first explain why Arlington County should allocate more funds to 
tennis courts. Then we recommend particular projects to include in the next cycle of the CIP. 
These projects fall into the category of capital improvements, specifically renovating existing 
tennis courts from their foundations and adding new tennis courts. 

ACTA also remains concerned, however, about routine maintenance of the County's 
public tennis courts. We urge the County to increase its operational funding for ongoing 
maintenance of its courts. On March 30, 2017, our Organization testified at public hearing on 
the Arlington County Manager's Proposed Budget for Fiscal Year 2018. In our testimony 
(attached), we detailed ongoing maintenance needs of tennis courts and urged the County to 
budget additional funds for properly maintaining courts. In particular, to prevent residents from 
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falling and injuring themselves, Arlington County must better control cracking of tennis courts. 
ACTA's most recent annual survey of Arlington's public tennis courts, conducted in February 
2017, found that 36 of the County's 83 courts require extensive resurfacing. 

Why Arlington County Should Allocate More Funds To Tennis Courts 

Increasing Local Interest in Playing Tennis 

In Arlington County, tennis recently ranked as the fitness activity having the second 
highest market potential (second only to Yoga). "Market Potential" measures the likelihood that 
an adult resident of a particular location will participate in a particular activity when compared to 
the national average. See the County's updated Public Spaces Master Plan (Preliminary Draft 
6/30/2017) (the "PSMP"), page 29. 

Preparing to update the PSMP from 2005, Arlington County commissioned a Parks and 
Recreation Needs Assessment Survey. The results of the Survey, completed in March 2016 and 
summarized by the surveying contractor in May 2016, have been posted on the County's 
website. The Survey confirmed that residents of Arlington County have a significant interest in 
tennis courts. 

• 36% of households expressed a need for tennis courts, exceeding stated needs for 
many other categories of outdoor recreational facilities including, for example, 
playing fields, community gardens, dog parks, and other categories of courts 
besides tennis courts, 

• Only 44% of households stated that Arlington County's tennis courts fully meet 
needs; the remaining respondents characterized needs merely as mostly met, 
partly met, or not met. 

• Based on 98,050 households in Arlington County, 35,200 households 
characterized themselves as needing tennis courts, and 7,392 households 
described their needs for tennis courts as only partly met or not met. 

• 14% of respondents described tennis courts as the most important outdoor 
facilities to them, exceeding percentages for many other categories of outdoor 
recreational facilities. 

• Based on the surveying contractor's priority investment rating, tennis courts 
scored "51" as top priorities for Arlington County's investing in outdoor facilities, 
surpassing stated priorities for many other categories of outdoor recreational 
facilities including basketball and other courts, diamond athletic fields, and bike 
parks. 

Pertinent pages from the Survey Results and Findings Report accompany this submission. 

2 
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Increasing National Interest in Playing Tennis 

Other statistics confirm that interest in playing tennis continues to increase. For example: 

• In its most recent annual Us. Sports, Fitness, and Recreation Report, released in 
July 2017, the Physical Activity Council reported that playing of tennis nationally 
increased 31 % from 2000 through 2012. That represented the highest percentage 
of any sport among more than 100 activities surveyed. Over the same period of 
time, only one other traditional participation sport, gymnastics, grew in 
participation, by 5%. All other traditional sports registered declines; those sports 
included badminton, baseball, basketball, fishing, football, golf, ice hockey, 
soccer, and softball. 

• The same report indicated that from 2012 through 2016, participation in racquet 
sports increased 3% annually, largely driven by cardio tennis and squash. 

• In 2016 alone, the number of youth between ages 6 and 17 playing tennis 
increased by 7.2%. 

Increasing Local Demand/or Court Usage 

Based on ACTA's observations of court usage, increasing numbers of Arlingtonians are 
playing tennis. Millennials and other young peopJe, in particular, regularly use the County's 
public courts. 

Citizens increasingly complain to DPR and us about inadequate numbers of courts and 
long waiting times for courts. The County's system for reserving tennis courts does not begin to 
meet needs. 

Declines in the number of public tennis courts in Arlington have exacerbated this 
imbalance between supply and demand. In the 1990's, the County had approximately 102 
courts. Today, that number has dwindled to 83, although two courts will soon return to service 
in the renovated Stratford Park. ACTA appreciates the County's recommissioning those two 
courts. 

Active Tennis Programs in Arlington Public Schools 

Arlington Public Schools conduct active tennis programs at both the high school and 
middle school levels. All three of Arlington County's public high schools field boys' and girls' 
tennis teams featuring interscholastic play. Matches typically draw large crowds. 

Arlington is one of the only, perhaps the only, public school system in Northern Virginia 
that conducts an organized interscholastic tennis program at the middle school level. Each 
autumn, Arlington County's five middle school tennis teams compete against one another during 
a regular season punctuated by singles and doubles tournaments. 

Although Arlington Public Schools owns some tennis courts, the schools primarily use 
Arlington County's public courts. For example, the tennis teams at Washington-Lee High 
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School use the public courts at Quincy Park. The Yorktown High School teams use the courts at 
Greenbrier Park, most of which are owned by the County rather than the school system. 

Extensive Local Tennis Instructional Programming 

During Spring, Summer, and Fall, Arlington County through a contractor provides 
numerous tennis classes and clinics. Classes are offered for individuals of ages ranging from 4 
to 99 at numerous locations and at various times of the day including evenings and weekends. 

Playing Opportunities Through USTA 

The USTA including its Midatlantic Section, serving Virginia and neighboring states, 
sponsors and promotes tennis tournaments, leagues, and other playing opportunities for 
individuals of all ages. 

In 2017, the USTA launched "Net Generation," a comprehensive program designed to 
introduce children to tennis and encourage them to learn and keep playing the sport. Net 
Generation seeks to create a national community of parents, coaches, players, teachers, and 
volunteers all working to introduce tennis to new generations. Net Generation plans, for 
example, to expand teaching of tennis in elementary schools. See http://netgeneration.usta.com 

Comparison to Suburban Maryland Counties 

While counties in suburban Maryland operate numerous public indoor tennis facilities, 
Arlington County has no such facility. 

Health Benefits for All Ages 

Residents of all ages, from children through senior citizens, increasingly find tennis a 
vigorous, energetic, social activity that exercises the entire body and the mind and can be played 
into advanced years. See the attached flyer: "Top 10 Reasons to Play Tennis - the Sport for a 
Lifetime. " 

Increasing Spectator Interest in Tennis 

In recent years, attendance at major professional tennis tournaments (for example, 
Wimbledon) has been breaking records. ESPN has increased its television coverage of these 
events. Traditionally, ESPN would broadcast only the final day or two of a major tournament. 
Now, the Network routinely broadcasts matches during a tournament's earlier rounds. 

Tennis Channel also broadcasts tennis matches and associated features. Over the past 
approximately 12 months, Tennis Channel has ranked number one among all television channels 
in growth in number of subscribers. Nine of the 10 leading video providers carry the channel. 

The Washington, DC area annually hosts two professional tennis events: The Citi Open 
(formerly the Legg Mason Classic) and Washington Kastles World Team Tennis. Each summer, 
many residents of Arlington County attend these events. ACTA has sponsored well attended 
outings to them. 
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Anecdotally, spectator viewing of professional tennis tends to increase interest in playing 
the sport. For example, those of us who regularly play tennis routinely witness increased 
numbers of individuals playing on Arlington's public COUtts during and after major professional 
tennis toumaments broadcast on television. 

Increased American Visibility in Professional Tennis 

For the first time in decades, professional players from the United States are increasingly 
playing "deep" into major and other professional tennis tournaments. Contestants in the 
Women's Semifinal Round of the 2017 US Open consisted entirely of four players from the 
United States. Sloane Stephens, a rising American star, won the Women's toumament. 

Increased Exposure in Popular Culture 

Hollywood has noticed burgeoning interest in tennis. In September 2017, Fox 
Searchlight Pictures released a major motion picture, "Battle of the Sexes," based on the epic 
tennis match that Bobby Riggs and Billie Jean King played in 1973. 

Recommendations 

Perspectives 

Benefits of Renovating Courts. The accumulated serious deficiencies in properly 
maintaining the County's tennis courts best can be addressed by rebuilding as many courts as 
possible from their foundations in the earliest possible years. For example, in recent years the 
County has renovated the COUtts at two venues, Virginia Highlands Park and Towers Park. 
Those renovations have proven very successful, as attested to by significantly increased usage of 
those particular tennis venues. 

Over time, fundamentally renovating courts, rather than periodically repaving them, may 
alleviate pressure on the County's operating budget that funds ongoing periodic maintenance of 
the courts. Repaving courts and filling their cracks generally lasts only a few months as cracks 
soon reappear, especially on COUtts beyond their useful lives. 

Lighting. Lighting of the County's tennis COUltS has lagged behind both technological 
advances and illumination of other athletic facilities. At some Arlington County parks, for 
example, athletic fields are brightly illuminated by updated lights, while aging lights above 
adjacent tennis COUltS leave shadows on the courts and many unevenly or inadequately lighted 
areas. Examples include Quincy Park and Bluemont Park. 

When the County renovates particular tennis courts, it also should upgrade their lighting. 
In addition, lights should be installed at particular courts now unlighted. See our specific 
recommendations below. 
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Organization 

In accordance with the customary structure of the CIP, we have divided the following 
recommendations into three categories: Parks Maintenance Capital Projects, Park Master Plans, 
and Other. 

Parks Maintenance Capital Projects 

Bluemont Park: The 2017-2026 CIP includes a Parks Maintenance Capital Project for 
Bluemont Park. The project includes replacement of the tennis courts. However, only the 
Design phase of the proj ect was scheduled for FY 2018. 

• Accelerate both the design and construction phases of the project to the earliest 
possible years 

• Expand the number of courts beyond the current nine courts to create a larger 
"tennis complex" envisaged by the PSMP (see below). 

• Reconstruct the existing courts from their foundations 

• Upgrade lighting 

• Add indoor tennis courts. As an interim step, while indoor tennis courts are being 
developed, seasonally bubble some of the outdoor courts to facilitate playing 
during cold and inclement weather. Bubbles would be installed annually from 
November through March. 

The PSMP envisages Arlington County's developing a tennis complex at Bluemont Park. 
See the PSMP, page 76. ACTA applauds this recommendation and urges that the tennis complex 
provide both outdoor and indoor playing opportunities. 

Marcey Road Park: The 2017-2026 CIP includes a Parks Maintenance Capital Project 
for Marcey Road Park. The project includes replacement of the tennis courts, However, only 
the Design phase of the project was scheduled for FY 2018. 

• Accelerate both the design and construction phases of the project to the earliest 
possible years 

• Reconstruct the courts from their foundations 

• Upgrade lighting 

• Add restrooms 

Thomas Jefferson Park: The 2017-2026 CIP includes a Parks Maintenance Capital 
Project for Thomas Jefferson Park. The project includes replacement of the tennis courts. 
However, only the Planning and Design phases of the project were scheduled for FY 2018. 
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• Accelerate both the design and construction phases of the project to the earliest 
possible years 

• Reconstruct the courts from their foundations 

• Upgrade lighting 

• Add restrooms 

Park Master Plans 

Ouincy Park: The 2017-2026 CIP includes a Park Master Plan for Quincy Park. The 
Plan acknowledges that the tennis courts (and numerous other amenities) are reaching the end of 
their useful lives. However, the Plan defers the planning and design phases until FY 2023; 
construction would not start unti12024 with anticipated completion in 2025. 

Over time, the number of tennis courts at Quincy Park has fallen behind citizens' needs 
during peak usage times. For example, in January 1987, when the Ballston area consisted mostly 
of low-rise residential and commercial buildings, Quincy Park provided six tennis courts. Since 
then, numerous high-rise residential buildings have been developed in Ballston, many additional 
commercial establishments have opened, and the area's residential population has increased 
many fold. Yet Quincy Park continues to provide only six tennis courts. 

• Accelerate the project from 2023-2025 into earlier years 

• Expand the number of COUtts beyond the current six courts 

• Reconstruct the courts from their foundations 

• Upgrade lighting 

• Add restrooms 

Jemlie Dean Park: The 2017-2026 CIP includes a Park Master Plan for Jennie Dean 
Park, which currently provides two tennis courts. More recently, through the Four Mile Run 
Valley Initiative, the County has developed alternative Concept Plans for renovating Jennie Dean 
Park. All three plans anticipate adding a third tennis court. 

• Add a third tennis court adjacent to the existing two courts 

• Although we consider this a lower priority compared to the needs previously 
listed, we appreciate that the County's Concept Plans for renovating Jennie Dean 
Park anticipate adding a third tennis court there, and we agree with that 
recornmendati on 
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Other tpital Improvements 

\. Columbia Pike West: Add tennis courts at the west end of Columbia Pike in order to 
address the need identified in the PSMP. See the PSMP, page 238. 

Lighting: In order to relieve overcrowding of nearby tennis venues, light particular 
courts now unlighted: 

• Maury Park (to mitigate overcrowding at Quincy Park) 

• Bon Air Park (to mitigate overcrowding at Bluemont Park) 

Indoor Courts: If indoor courts cannot be added at Bluemont Park, then develop a 
County indoor tennis facility elsewhere in Arlington County. Alternatively, seasonally bubble 
some outdoor courts to permit their use in cold and inclement weather. Bubbles would be 
installed annually from November through March. 

Request for Follow-up 

ACTA would be pleased to answer any questions about our recommendations for the 
next CIP and to provide any additional information that the County Board or County Staff may 
find helpful. To follow-up with ACTA, please contact either: 

Thank you for affording ACTA the opportunity to recommend projects to include in the 
FY 2019-2028 CIP for improving Arlington County's public tennis courts. 

October 6,2017 
G. Richard Gold 
President, ACTA 

Attachments: 

ACTA, Comments on Arlington County Manager's Proposed Budget for Fiscal Year 2018 
(March 30, 2017) 

Pertinent pages from Survey Results and Findings Report, Arlington County 2016 Parks and 
Recreation Needs Assessment Survey 

Flyer, "Top Ten Reasons to Play Tennis - the Sp0l1 for a Lifetime" 
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ARLINGTON COUNTY TENNIS ASSOCIATION 
COMMENTS ON ARLINGTON COUNTY MANAGER'S 

PROPOSED BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 2018 

The Arlington County Tennis Association ("ACTA") appreciates having the opportunity 

to comment online concerning the Arlington County Manager's Proposed Budget for Fiscal Year 

2018 (the "FY 2018 Proposed Budget"). Directed by volunteers, ACTA promotes playing tennis 

in Arlington County among several hundred players of various ages and abilities. To learn more 

about ACTA's activities, we encourage you to visit the organization's website: 

www.actatennis.org. 

On March 30,2017, ACTA commented orally on the FY 2018 Proposed Budget at a 

public hearing before the Arlington County Board. The following comments amplify ACTA's 

oral comments. 

Perspectives Informing Our Comments 

Usage and Demand. Arlington County's limited and dwindling number of public tennis 

courts are heavily used. Users include official tennis-playing organizations such as ACTA, 

various groups that play ad hoc, and individuals who periodically "drop in" to play tennis. 

Besides ACTA and the United States Tennis Association, other organizations that promote 

tennis in Arlington include the Glebe Ladies Tennis Club 

(https:/ /sites.google.com/site/glebeltc/home), Arlington County's own 55+ Program, and 

various Meetup Groups like Arlington Fun Tennis (https:/ /www.meetup.com/Arlington- 

Fun-Tennis/). Through these organizations' collective efforts, thousands of Arlington 

residents annually play tennis, many of them regularly. During peak playing hours (primarily 

weeknights and weekends), players often must wait, sometimes for a long time, to secure a court. 
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In order to help manage demand for its inadequate number of public tennis courts, 

Arlington County some years ago initiated a system for reserving courts at hourly rates. That 

court reservation system remains in place. 

Current Conditions. Many courts require extensive repairs. Some courts' surfaces have 

become so extensively cracked that players imperil their personal safety trying to use them. 

Results of Recent Survey. In February 2017, ACTA conducted its annual on-site survey 

of Arlington County's public tennis courts. The survey found that 36 ofthe County's 

approximately 83 courts require extensive resurfacing. Some courts have so seriously 

deteriorated that ACTA no longer can rationalize using them for competitive league play. With 

fewer well maintained courts available, fewer Arlington citizens are able to participate in a 

healthy activity. 

Intersection with CIP. The County's Capital Improvement Program ("CIP") for 2016- 

2026 appropriates funds for the Design phase of updating some County parks including their 

tennis courts. ACTA looks forward to working with the County including its Department of 

Parks and Recreation ("DPR") on designing long-term, enduring improvements of those 

particular venues and hopefully others. 

Topics These Comments Cover 

These comments cover two interrelated subjects: First, ongoing maintenance of tennis 

courts through the County's Operating Budget and, second, capital improvements of tennis 

courts through both the "pay as you go" ("PA YG") component of the Operating Budget and the 

CIP. 
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Ongoing Maintenance 

ACTA requests that the FY 2018 Proposed Budget reallocate sufficient funding to bring 

ongoing maintenance of tennis courts closer to DPR's objectives. Some of the County 

Manager's proposed cuts to the Budget could be redeployed to achieve this important objective. 

The FY 2018 Proposed Budget describes statistically what tennis players know 

anecdotally: the County's continuing maintenance of its tennis courts is not keeping pace with 

the courts' usage, wear and tear. According to the FY 2018 Proposed Budget, DPR has 

established a goal of repainting, maintaining, and resealing tennis and basketball courts at the 

rate of 27 courts during each 5-year cycle. In each of FY 2017 and FY 2018, however, DPR 

estimates that it will succeed in so treating only 15 courts. Additionally, DPR estimates that in 

each of those fiscal years, two courts must be closed on account of disrepair or unsafe playing 

surfaces. See FY 2018 Proposed Budget, Web Page 674. 

With respect to such routine maintenance, the FY 2018 Proposed Budget also observes as 

follows: (Web Page 675): "According to United States Tennis Association (USTA) and 

associated paint and asphalt manufacturers, tennis and basketball courts with moderate use 

should be on a 5-to-8-year maintenance cycle to ensure consistent, smooth, and safe playing 

conditions with no cracks, water pooling, or paint bubbling." 

DPR notwithstanding its best efforts and constrained by limited funding is not meeting 

those standards. ACT A requests that the Proposed Budget reallocate sufficient funding in order 

to meet the goal of repainting, etc. at least 27 courts during each 5-year cycle and to prevent 

closing any additional courts on account of unsafe or dangerous playing conditions. 
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We also suggest that were the County to appropriate more funds to reconstruct more 

tennis courts from their foundations up, courts may not have to be "routinely" maintained as 

frequently. Enhancing capital improvements could help DPR better meet its goal of 27 courts 

every five years. For example, in recent years the County provided funding to reconstruct from 

their foundations the tennis courts at two parks, Virginia Highlands Park and Towers Park. The 

results have pleased Arlington's tennis-playing community, and the generally excellent playing 

conditions at those venues have endured. See also comments below under "Capital 

Improvements" . 

Capital Improvements 

The FY 2018 Proposed Budget (Page 351) provides the FY 2018 Project List in the Parks 

Maintenance Capital Program. The list includes projects funded by both the proceeds of bonds 

and PA YG funding. 

PA YG. With respect to PA YG funding, ACTA requests that some funds be reallocated 

to enhance capital improvements of tennis courts, ACTA is willing to work with DPR in 

identifying capital improvements that could be made during FY 2018 using PAYG funds. 

CIP. With respect to the CIP, ACTA urges that the CIP in its next cycle fund the 

Construction phase of improvements to tennis courts the Design phase of which the current CIP 

funds. Included on the aforementioned FY 2018 Project List, these design-phase projects 

include replacing the tennis courts of Bluemont Park, Marcey Road Park, and TJ Park. Actual 

construction of those capital improvements should be scheduled for the earlier possible fiscal 

year. 
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ACTA also urges that Arlington County accelerate forward from 2023 the Design and 

Construction phases of the anticipated renovation of Quincy Park. One of Arlington County's 
( 

most popular tennis venues, Quincy Park's six courts are heavily used. During peak hours, 

players typically have to wait, sometimes lengthily, to secure a court. In updating Quincy Park, 

the County seriously should consider increasing beyond six the number of tennis courts there. 

,.L\nticipated Subsequent Comments. ACTA appreciates that the County Board currently 

is focusing on the FY 2018 Proposed Budget. ACTA thus anticipates commenting more 

specifically and extensively on capital improvements of tennis courts upon then submitting to the 

County recommendations for the next cycle of the CIP. 

Appreciation for Constructive Dialogue 

ACTA appreciates the constructive dialogue that has been initiated with DPR about the 

County's tennis facilities. We look forward to continuing that dialogue, initiating similarly 

constructive dialogue with the County Board, and working collaboratively toward ACTA's 

singular objective of better maintaining and improving Arlington County's public tennis 

facilities. 

Respectfully submitted, 

G. Richard Gold, President 
Arlington County Tennis Association 
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Arlington County 2016 Parks and Recreation Needs Assessment Survey: Findings Report 

Q1. Estimated Number of Households in Arling:ton County 
That Have a Need for Outdoor Facilities . 
by number of households based on 98,050 h~useholds for Arli~gton County 

33,141 
30,886 

?7,258 

Waler spraygrounds III!~ 2~,395 
Diamond athletic fields 19,994 

Rentable space 18,63P 
Pickle ball, bocce, etc. 11,766 I 

Volleyball courts 10,982 
Bike parks 10,786 
Skate park 

Other ~~ _L ~ L_ ~ 

30,000 60,000 90,000 o 
Source: Ere Institute (2016) 

Q1 b. How Well Respondents Needs Are Being Met for 

Outdoor Facilities 

Pickle ball, bocce, etc. 

Skate park 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 

I_Fully Met ElMostiy Met o Partly Met DNot Met 

Source: ETC Institute (2016; 

ETC Institute (2016) 

100% 
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play tennis 

Tennis is FUN! Get started TODAY! 

Let TENNIS add years to your I1fe - and life to your yearsl 
Go to USTA.com or PlayTennls.com to find a place to playl 
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To	  the	  Arlington	  County	  Board:	  	  

As	  the	  Board	  moves	  closer	  to	  making	  decisions	  that	  will	  impact	  the	  future	  of	  Arlington’s	  parks,	  natural	  
resources	  and	  recreational	  needs,	  we,	  the	  Arlington	  Soccer	  Association	  (ASA),	  ask	  you	  to	  continue	  to	  
carefully	  consider	  all	  perspectives	  and	  views,	  to	  prioritize	  the	  long-‐term	  benefits	  of	  sports	  for	  all	  in	  our	  
county.	  	  

For	  several	  years,	  the	  conversation	  around	  field	  improvement	  has	  been	  dominated	  by	  a	  small,	  but	  very	  
vocal	  group	  from	  the	  Rock	  Spring	  Civic	  Association.	  This	  small	  group	  vehemently	  opposes	  change	  of	  any	  
kind	  and	  has	  refused	  to	  compromise	  even	  when	  the	  solution	  would	  be	  beneficial	  to	  many	  who	  reside	  in	  
Arlington.	  Recently,	  they	  submitted	  to	  you	  a	  “Community	  Centered	  Final	  POPS	  Plan”	  along	  with	  an	  
“Executive	  Summary.”	  	  After	  a	  careful	  review	  of	  these	  documents	  it	  is	  our	  ASA’s	  view	  that	  the	  
suggestions	  and	  conclusions	  are	  fundamentally	  flawed.	  	  The	  group,	  represented	  by	  Gail	  Harrison	  and	  
Peter	  Rousselot,	  has	  demonstrated	  resistance	  to	  change	  of	  any	  kind	  –	  even	  change	  that	  is	  widely	  
beneficial	  and	  community	  supported.	  	  

The	  true	  objection	  of	  this	  group	  to	  any	  POPS	  plan	  centers	  on	  the	  possible	  installation	  of	  lights	  at	  
Williamsburg.	  They	  have	  disseminated	  erroneous	  information	  that	  lights	  would	  have	  long-‐term,	  
detrimental	  effects	  on	  players,	  spectators	  and	  neighbors.	  We	  know	  their	  allegations	  are	  baseless	  and	  
their	  concerns	  do	  not	  extend	  to	  other	  already	  lit	  fields	  in	  other	  parts	  of	  the	  county.	  On	  the	  surface,	  this	  
group	  appears	  to	  advocate	  for	  a	  community-‐centered	  plan,	  but	  the	  true	  objective	  is	  to	  overdevelop	  
South	  Arlington	  while	  maintaining	  the	  status	  quo	  in	  North	  Arlington.	  This	  is	  clear	  case	  of	  “not	  in	  my	  
backyard.”	  We	  also	  know	  that	  there	  are	  others	  in	  that	  neighborhood	  who	  see	  the	  value	  in	  increased	  
playing	  time	  and	  have	  vocally	  supported	  the	  lights.	  	  

This	  small	  group	  has	  also	  attempted	  to	  pit	  casual-‐use	  space	  against	  programmed	  sports-‐use	  space	  and	  
have	  implied	  that	  improvements	  to	  existing	  sports	  spaces	  will	  have	  a	  negative	  impact	  on	  casual	  use	  
spaces.	  We	  do	  not	  believe	  this	  is	  an	  “either	  or”	  argument.	  	  Enhancing	  the	  existing	  athletic	  fields	  while	  
also	  maintaining	  or	  improving	  casual	  green	  spaces	  throughout	  the	  county	  are	  two	  goals	  that	  can	  be	  
achieved	  simultaneously.	  Adding	  lights	  to	  Williamsburg	  Middle	  School,	  for	  instance,	  will	  not	  lay	  the	  
groundwork	  to	  convert	  green	  spaces	  such	  as	  Potomac	  Overlook	  or	  Lacey	  Woods	  Parks	  into	  programmed	  
fields.	  Rather	  than	  entertaining	  these	  unfounded	  concerns,	  we	  strongly	  encourage	  the	  Board	  to	  address	  
the	  rapidly	  growing	  need	  to	  provide	  additional	  time	  on	  existing	  programmable	  athletic	  fields.	  We	  ask	  
you	  to	  examine	  the	  spaces	  and	  work	  with	  community	  partners	  like	  ASA	  to	  find	  ways	  to	  improve	  these	  
fields	  so	  that	  the	  they	  can	  be	  used	  despite	  the	  rain	  or	  lack	  of	  natural	  light.	  

In	  their	  Executive	  Summary,	  Harrison	  and	  Rousselot	  offer	  their	  own	  definition	  of	  “casual	  use”	  that	  is	  so	  
broad	  it	  includes	  any	  type	  of	  space.	  	  We	  recognize	  that	  the	  POPS	  Advisory	  Committee	  has	  had	  difficulty	  
defining	  this	  term;	  however,	  a	  review	  of	  the	  POPS	  documents	  suggests	  that	  a	  casual	  use	  space	  is	  open	  to	  
the	  public	  without	  the	  need	  for	  a	  permit,	  is	  host	  to	  substantial	  natural	  features,	  is	  designed	  to	  allow	  
multiple	  types	  of	  casual	  use	  and	  equipped	  with	  fixtures	  to	  encourage	  that	  use	  including	  picnic	  tables,	  
benches,	  or	  walking	  paths.	  The	  definition	  offered	  by	  Harrison	  and	  Rousselot	  swallows	  all	  public	  space	  
and	  fails	  to	  adequately	  address	  the	  specific	  actual	  use	  of	  each	  space.	  Under	  their	  proposed	  definition,	  
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for	  example,	  the	  baseball	  diamond	  at	  Gunston	  is	  causal	  use	  space	  that	  could	  be	  categorized	  as	  a	  picnic	  
area	  not	  an	  athletic	  field.	  An	  inventory	  of	  casual	  use	  space,	  usage	  data	  and	  capacity	  information	  is	  
necessary	  before	  any	  Levels	  of	  Service	  conversations	  can	  be	  had.	  We	  believe	  that	  POPS	  Committee	  
needs	  to	  develop	  a	  clear	  definition	  of	  this	  term	  because	  when	  an	  athletic	  field	  is	  not	  being	  used	  by	  
permit	  or	  for	  its	  intended	  purpose	  it	  could	  be	  successfully	  used	  for	  another	  use	  despite	  their	  very	  
different	  defined	  uses.	  	  	  

It	  is	  important	  to	  note	  that	  we	  believe	  the	  2016	  survey	  that	  is	  at	  the	  heart	  of	  the	  POPS	  work	  does	  have	  a	  
statistical	  flaw.	  The	  survey	  vastly	  over-‐represents	  the	  inputs	  from	  older	  citizens	  who	  do	  not	  traditionally	  
use	  athletic	  programmable	  non-‐casual	  use	  space.	  	  The	  age	  trend	  of	  survey	  participants	  is	  significantly	  
older	  than	  the	  overall	  trend	  in	  the	  Arlington	  population.	  	  In	  other	  words,	  the	  older	  population	  is	  quickly	  
diminishing	  while	  the	  younger	  demographic	  is	  quickly	  rising.	  The	  need	  to	  increase	  capacity	  at	  Arlington’s	  
schools	  at	  all	  levels	  clearly	  demonstrates	  this	  pattern.	  The	  findings	  that	  the	  Harrison	  Rousselot	  group	  are	  
using	  are	  inherently	  flawed	  and	  unreliable	  and	  do	  not	  convey	  the	  needs	  of	  all	  Arlingtonians.	  	  	  

This	  group	  has	  also	  attempted	  to	  use	  inaccurate	  data	  to	  demonstrate	  a	  decline	  in	  sports	  participation	  as	  
part	  of	  their	  argument	  against	  improving	  existing	  field	  space.	  	  In	  truth,	  youth	  participation	  in	  sports	  
activities	  has	  been	  on	  the	  rise	  for	  at	  least	  the	  last	  fifteen	  years	  and	  shows	  no	  sign	  of	  abating.	  All	  data	  
from	  medical	  professionals,	  recreational	  youth	  and	  adult	  sports,	  clothing	  manufacturers	  and	  facilities	  
managers	  show	  that	  participation	  in	  youth	  sports	  continues	  to	  grow.	  	  Data	  also	  shows	  that	  the	  numbers	  
of	  youth	  in	  Arlington	  will	  grow	  exponentially	  over	  the	  next	  ten	  years	  thus	  increasing	  the	  demand	  for	  
more	  time	  on	  Arlington	  athletics	  fields.	  The	  Harrison	  and	  Rousselot	  group	  cites	  lower	  registration	  rates	  
to	  support	  their	  erroneous	  assertions	  while	  purposefully	  leaving	  out	  the	  fact	  that	  the	  lower	  registration	  
rates	  are	  self-‐imposed	  due	  to	  capacity	  issues.	  We	  also	  encourage	  the	  POPS	  plan	  to	  address	  the	  unmet	  
demand	  of	  sports	  in	  our	  county,	  which	  directly	  relates	  to	  the	  capacity	  issues	  outlined	  above.	  Capacity	  
planning	  should	  take	  into	  consideration	  the	  participants	  that	  we	  turn	  away,	  not	  just	  those	  who	  show	  up	  
on	  playing	  fields.	  

We	  appreciate	  the	  time	  and	  effort	  of	  the	  POPS	  Advisory	  Committee	  and	  the	  Board	  have	  put	  into	  making	  
Arlington	  a	  place	  that	  is	  both	  beautiful	  and	  useable	  for	  all.	  We	  look	  forward	  to	  finding	  acceptable	  
outcomes	  that	  allow	  the	  best	  and	  most	  efficient	  use	  of	  our	  public	  spaces.	  	  	  

Respectfully,	  	  

Allison Signorelli  Dan Lopez    Adam Brick 
Allison	  Signorelli	   	   	   Dan	  Lopez	   	   	   	   Adam	  Brick	  
President	   	   	   	   Community	  Outreach	  Chair	   	   Executive	  Director	  
ASA	  Board	  of	  Directors	   	   	   ASA	  Board	  of	  Directors	   	   	   ASA	  
	  
	  
	  



 
Aurora Highlands Civic Association 

 
November 28, 2017 
 
Dear Members of the County Board,  
 
We have just learned that the County Manager’s office will recommend removal of much of the fencing 
around the softball fields at Virginia Highlands Park. We are thrilled that the County has recognized our 
frustration in having this space be off limits and has taken this important first step toward making the 
west side of the park a truly public space. We look forward to working with the County on the next 
steps. With that in mind, please find attached a petition, signed by almost 400 residents, office workers, 
and frequent visitors, to repurpose these 3.5 acres of underused and often vacant space for a vibrant 
urban community park, one that would balance popular recreational sports facilities with an expansive 
public-gathering green space, all at the Metro-accessible nexus of commercial and residential activity in 
Pentagon City. 
 
In 1976 when Pentagon City was created, the land for Virginia Highlands Park was designated as a 
community benefit in anticipation of the future density. Since then, Aurora Highlands and the 
surrounding community has developed into a busy commercial and office center and home to 
thousands of new neighbors in multi-unit residences as well as single-family housing. And since then, 
most of the open space in the park has been developed as single-purpose sports facilities. 
 
While we are excited about the fence removal, we are concerned that the County Manager recommends 
a pause in planning while POPS is updated and the Public Engagement strategy is finalized. This will 
cause unnecessary delay when immediate opportunities exist that can advance the transition to a real 
public space and address unmet needs now.  

 
1. Softball Field Use. County data indicate that the hours reserved for softball can be absorbed 

at other fields in the county. This can be achieved now by the following (see attached letter): 

 Moving field time to the synthetic turf field at Gunston, located only 1 mile away 

 More efficient scheduling of ball games on other fields 
 

2. Interim Use of the Field. We request complete removal of the fences on Field 3. As long as 
that space remains a softball field, there is very limited flexibility for using that area to meet the 
current community need for a social gathering space. We envision temporary changes such as 
movable seating, events, and a temporary dog park such as the pop-up BarkPark at the Taste of 
Arlington. 

 
3. Short-term Planning. There is no need for a Master Plan to be undertaken at this time. What 

we need is engaging the community now to determine short-term uses of the space to address 
current needs and set the stage for more effective and informed engagement in the future. A 
neutral County facilitator could navigate this with the community. 

 
4. Funding. Short-term needs need not be expensive. Revenue to cover many needs could be 

raised by donations from the community, the civic association, and Friends of Aurora Highlands 
Parks. This would be in keeping with the County’s policy of letting groups sponsor park projects, 
such as the lower field at Virginia Highlands Park or the Little League’s funding of the diamond 
field at Fort Scott Park. Another revenue source could be monetization of events and facilities 
(dog owners, classes, food trucks or seasonal markets, social events such as movie nights, etc.). 
The upcoming CIP may provide another opportunity for near-term expenses. 

 
 
 



 
Aurora Highlands Civic Association 

 
In the longer term, a more thorough evaluation of the park is needed. A true Master Plan should 
consider the entire space given to Virginia Highlands Park, which would include the old Fire 
Station, library and community center building, the land to the east of the new fire station, and the 
parking lots. We do not believe, however, that long-term planning and redevelopment of the west 
side requires an extensive Master Plan, but it should include the following:  
 

1. a thorough assessment of the park space and its uses; 
2. a more careful analysis of diamond field space use throughout the county (including multi-

use reconfiguration, league residency requirements, more efficient scheduling); and 
3. an independent facilitator to conduct community outreach; this would avoid the pitfalls of 

prior VHP planning by providing broad and unbiased outreach as well as transparent 
response to community feedback. 

 
The County now has a remarkable opportunity to transform an underutilized space into a vibrant 
social gathering place. This park would help revitalize Pentagon Row by providing balance to an 
unplanned park by adding much-needed open casual-use space to thousands of residents in and 
around Pentagon City’s urban core, especially those with no backyards. The next steps in this 
transformation involve amending the County Manager’s recommendation by (1) removing all 
fencing around Field 3, (2) eliminating scheduling on Field 3, and (3) proceeding with public 
engagement regarding interim use of the field space. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Natasha Atkins 
President, AHCA 
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ARLINGTON COUNTY TENNIS ASSOCIATION 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ARLINGTON COUNTY FY 2019-2028 
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN (CIP) 

To assist Arlington County's budgeting processes, the Arlington County Tennis 
Association ("ACTA") is pleased to recommend capital improvement projects for the next (FY 
2019 - FY 2028) Arlington County Capital Improvement Plan ("CIP"). In developing these 
recommendations, we have drawn upon the tennis-playing programs our Organization sponsors, 
our ongoing engagement with Arlington County's tennis community, and ACTA's detailed 
annual survey of the condition of Arlington County's public tennis courts. Numerous indicators 
that tennis is gaining in popularity further inform our recommendations and support Arlington 
County's increasing its financial commitment to public tennis courts. 

About ACTA 

Established in 1989, ACTA promotes playing tennis in Arlington County among 
individuals of various ages and abilities. A not for profit organization, ACTA is led by a Board 
of Directors that serves on a voluntary, uncompensated basis. The organization communicates 
with its members primarily using its website (www.actatennis.org) and an email list-serve 
exceeding 1200 email addresses. 

ACTA annually sponsors various tennis-playing programs mostly using Arlington 
County's public outdoor courts. These programs include tennis doubles leagues, tournaments, 
social events, and a singles ladder that allows players to set up individual matches with other 
ladder participants. Annual tennis charity tournaments benefit local charitable organizations. 
ACTA pays the Department of Parks and Recreation ("DPR") reservation fees for courts at the 
same undiscounted rates paid by residents unaffiliated with any organization. 

ACTA also collaborates with other organizations including the United States Tennis 
Association ("USTA") to connect tennis players with one another and provide healthy physical 
activity. For example, ACTA and the USTA collaboratively have developed YoPro, a program 
combining tennis with social activities for young professionals in Arlington County. 

Organization, Scope, and Focus of Submission 

In this submission, we first explain why Arlington County should allocate more funds to 
tennis courts. Then we recommend particular projects to include in the next cycle of the CIP. 
These projects fall into the category of capital improvements, specifically renovating existing 
tennis courts from their foundations and adding new tennis courts. 

ACTA also remains concerned, however, about routine maintenance of the County's 
public tennis courts. We urge the County to increase its operational funding for ongoing 
maintenance of its courts. On March 30, 2017, our Organization testified at public hearing on 
the Arlington County Manager's Proposed Budget for Fiscal Year 2018. In our testimony 
(attached), we detailed ongoing maintenance needs of tennis courts and urged the County to 
budget additional funds for properly maintaining courts. In particular, to prevent residents from 
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falling and injuring themselves, Arlington County must better control cracking of tennis courts. 
ACTA's most recent annual survey of Arlington's public tennis courts, conducted in February 
2017, found that 36 of the County's 83 courts require extensive resurfacing. 

Why Arlington County Should Allocate More Funds To Tennis Courts 

Increasing Local Interest in Playing Tennis 

In Arlington County, tennis recently ranked as the fitness activity having the second 
highest market potential (second only to Yoga). "Market Potential" measures the likelihood that 
an adult resident of a particular location will participate in a particular activity when compared to 
the national average. See the County's updated Public Spaces Master Plan (Preliminary Draft 
6/30/2017) (the "PSMP"), page 29. 

Preparing to update the PSMP from 2005, Arlington County commissioned a Parks and 
Recreation Needs Assessment Survey. The results of the Survey, completed in March 2016 and 
summarized by the surveying contractor in May 2016, have been posted on the County's 
website. The Survey confirmed that residents of Arlington County have a significant interest in 
tennis courts. 

• 36% of households expressed a need for tennis courts, exceeding stated needs for 
many other categories of outdoor recreational facilities including, for example, 
playing fields, community gardens, dog parks, and other categories of courts 
besides tennis courts, 

• Only 44% of households stated that Arlington County's tennis courts fully meet 
needs; the remaining respondents characterized needs merely as mostly met, 
partly met, or not met. 

• Based on 98,050 households in Arlington County, 35,200 households 
characterized themselves as needing tennis courts, and 7,392 households 
described their needs for tennis courts as only partly met or not met. 

• 14% of respondents described tennis courts as the most important outdoor 
facilities to them, exceeding percentages for many other categories of outdoor 
recreational facilities. 

• Based on the surveying contractor's priority investment rating, tennis courts 
scored "51" as top priorities for Arlington County's investing in outdoor facilities, 
surpassing stated priorities for many other categories of outdoor recreational 
facilities including basketball and other courts, diamond athletic fields, and bike 
parks. 

Pertinent pages from the Survey Results and Findings Report accompany this submission. 
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Increasing National Interest in Playing Tennis 

Other statistics confirm that interest in playing tennis continues to increase. For example: 

• In its most recent annual Us. Sports, Fitness, and Recreation Report, released in 
July 2017, the Physical Activity Council reported that playing of tennis nationally 
increased 31 % from 2000 through 2012. That represented the highest percentage 
of any sport among more than 100 activities surveyed. Over the same period of 
time, only one other traditional participation sport, gymnastics, grew in 
participation, by 5%. All other traditional sports registered declines; those sports 
included badminton, baseball, basketball, fishing, football, golf, ice hockey, 
soccer, and softball. 

• The same report indicated that from 2012 through 2016, participation in racquet 
sports increased 3% annually, largely driven by cardio tennis and squash. 

• In 2016 alone, the number of youth between ages 6 and 17 playing tennis 
increased by 7.2%. 

Increasing Local Demand/or Court Usage 

Based on ACTA's observations of court usage, increasing numbers of Arlingtonians are 
playing tennis. Millennials and other young peopJe, in particular, regularly use the County's 
public courts. 

Citizens increasingly complain to DPR and us about inadequate numbers of courts and 
long waiting times for courts. The County's system for reserving tennis courts does not begin to 
meet needs. 

Declines in the number of public tennis courts in Arlington have exacerbated this 
imbalance between supply and demand. In the 1990's, the County had approximately 102 
courts. Today, that number has dwindled to 83, although two courts will soon return to service 
in the renovated Stratford Park. ACTA appreciates the County's recommissioning those two 
courts. 

Active Tennis Programs in Arlington Public Schools 

Arlington Public Schools conduct active tennis programs at both the high school and 
middle school levels. All three of Arlington County's public high schools field boys' and girls' 
tennis teams featuring interscholastic play. Matches typically draw large crowds. 

Arlington is one of the only, perhaps the only, public school system in Northern Virginia 
that conducts an organized interscholastic tennis program at the middle school level. Each 
autumn, Arlington County's five middle school tennis teams compete against one another during 
a regular season punctuated by singles and doubles tournaments. 

Although Arlington Public Schools owns some tennis courts, the schools primarily use 
Arlington County's public courts. For example, the tennis teams at Washington-Lee High 
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School use the public courts at Quincy Park. The Yorktown High School teams use the courts at 
Greenbrier Park, most of which are owned by the County rather than the school system. 

Extensive Local Tennis Instructional Programming 

During Spring, Summer, and Fall, Arlington County through a contractor provides 
numerous tennis classes and clinics. Classes are offered for individuals of ages ranging from 4 
to 99 at numerous locations and at various times of the day including evenings and weekends. 

Playing Opportunities Through USTA 

The USTA including its Midatlantic Section, serving Virginia and neighboring states, 
sponsors and promotes tennis tournaments, leagues, and other playing opportunities for 
individuals of all ages. 

In 2017, the USTA launched "Net Generation," a comprehensive program designed to 
introduce children to tennis and encourage them to learn and keep playing the sport. Net 
Generation seeks to create a national community of parents, coaches, players, teachers, and 
volunteers all working to introduce tennis to new generations. Net Generation plans, for 
example, to expand teaching of tennis in elementary schools. See http://netgeneration.usta.com 

Comparison to Suburban Maryland Counties 

While counties in suburban Maryland operate numerous public indoor tennis facilities, 
Arlington County has no such facility. 

Health Benefits for All Ages 

Residents of all ages, from children through senior citizens, increasingly find tennis a 
vigorous, energetic, social activity that exercises the entire body and the mind and can be played 
into advanced years. See the attached flyer: "Top 10 Reasons to Play Tennis - the Sport for a 
Lifetime. " 

Increasing Spectator Interest in Tennis 

In recent years, attendance at major professional tennis tournaments (for example, 
Wimbledon) has been breaking records. ESPN has increased its television coverage of these 
events. Traditionally, ESPN would broadcast only the final day or two of a major tournament. 
Now, the Network routinely broadcasts matches during a tournament's earlier rounds. 

Tennis Channel also broadcasts tennis matches and associated features. Over the past 
approximately 12 months, Tennis Channel has ranked number one among all television channels 
in growth in number of subscribers. Nine of the 10 leading video providers carry the channel. 

The Washington, DC area annually hosts two professional tennis events: The Citi Open 
(formerly the Legg Mason Classic) and Washington Kastles World Team Tennis. Each summer, 
many residents of Arlington County attend these events. ACTA has sponsored well attended 
outings to them. 
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Anecdotally, spectator viewing of professional tennis tends to increase interest in playing 
the sport. For example, those of us who regularly play tennis routinely witness increased 
numbers of individuals playing on Arlington's public COUtts during and after major professional 
tennis toumaments broadcast on television. 

Increased American Visibility in Professional Tennis 

For the first time in decades, professional players from the United States are increasingly 
playing "deep" into major and other professional tennis tournaments. Contestants in the 
Women's Semifinal Round of the 2017 US Open consisted entirely of four players from the 
United States. Sloane Stephens, a rising American star, won the Women's toumament. 

Increased Exposure in Popular Culture 

Hollywood has noticed burgeoning interest in tennis. In September 2017, Fox 
Searchlight Pictures released a major motion picture, "Battle of the Sexes," based on the epic 
tennis match that Bobby Riggs and Billie Jean King played in 1973. 

Recommendations 

Perspectives 

Benefits of Renovating Courts. The accumulated serious deficiencies in properly 
maintaining the County's tennis courts best can be addressed by rebuilding as many courts as 
possible from their foundations in the earliest possible years. For example, in recent years the 
County has renovated the COUtts at two venues, Virginia Highlands Park and Towers Park. 
Those renovations have proven very successful, as attested to by significantly increased usage of 
those particular tennis venues. 

Over time, fundamentally renovating courts, rather than periodically repaving them, may 
alleviate pressure on the County's operating budget that funds ongoing periodic maintenance of 
the courts. Repaving courts and filling their cracks generally lasts only a few months as cracks 
soon reappear, especially on COUtts beyond their useful lives. 

Lighting. Lighting of the County's tennis COUltS has lagged behind both technological 
advances and illumination of other athletic facilities. At some Arlington County parks, for 
example, athletic fields are brightly illuminated by updated lights, while aging lights above 
adjacent tennis COUltS leave shadows on the courts and many unevenly or inadequately lighted 
areas. Examples include Quincy Park and Bluemont Park. 

When the County renovates particular tennis courts, it also should upgrade their lighting. 
In addition, lights should be installed at particular courts now unlighted. See our specific 
recommendations below. 
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Organization 

In accordance with the customary structure of the CIP, we have divided the following 
recommendations into three categories: Parks Maintenance Capital Projects, Park Master Plans, 
and Other. 

Parks Maintenance Capital Projects 

Bluemont Park: The 2017-2026 CIP includes a Parks Maintenance Capital Project for 
Bluemont Park. The project includes replacement of the tennis courts. However, only the 
Design phase of the proj ect was scheduled for FY 2018. 

• Accelerate both the design and construction phases of the project to the earliest 
possible years 

• Expand the number of courts beyond the current nine courts to create a larger 
"tennis complex" envisaged by the PSMP (see below). 

• Reconstruct the existing courts from their foundations 

• Upgrade lighting 

• Add indoor tennis courts. As an interim step, while indoor tennis courts are being 
developed, seasonally bubble some of the outdoor courts to facilitate playing 
during cold and inclement weather. Bubbles would be installed annually from 
November through March. 

The PSMP envisages Arlington County's developing a tennis complex at Bluemont Park. 
See the PSMP, page 76. ACTA applauds this recommendation and urges that the tennis complex 
provide both outdoor and indoor playing opportunities. 

Marcey Road Park: The 2017-2026 CIP includes a Parks Maintenance Capital Project 
for Marcey Road Park. The project includes replacement of the tennis courts, However, only 
the Design phase of the project was scheduled for FY 2018. 

• Accelerate both the design and construction phases of the project to the earliest 
possible years 

• Reconstruct the courts from their foundations 

• Upgrade lighting 

• Add restrooms 

Thomas Jefferson Park: The 2017-2026 CIP includes a Parks Maintenance Capital 
Project for Thomas Jefferson Park. The project includes replacement of the tennis courts. 
However, only the Planning and Design phases of the project were scheduled for FY 2018. 
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• Accelerate both the design and construction phases of the project to the earliest 
possible years 

• Reconstruct the courts from their foundations 

• Upgrade lighting 

• Add restrooms 

Park Master Plans 

Ouincy Park: The 2017-2026 CIP includes a Park Master Plan for Quincy Park. The 
Plan acknowledges that the tennis courts (and numerous other amenities) are reaching the end of 
their useful lives. However, the Plan defers the planning and design phases until FY 2023; 
construction would not start unti12024 with anticipated completion in 2025. 

Over time, the number of tennis courts at Quincy Park has fallen behind citizens' needs 
during peak usage times. For example, in January 1987, when the Ballston area consisted mostly 
of low-rise residential and commercial buildings, Quincy Park provided six tennis courts. Since 
then, numerous high-rise residential buildings have been developed in Ballston, many additional 
commercial establishments have opened, and the area's residential population has increased 
many fold. Yet Quincy Park continues to provide only six tennis courts. 

• Accelerate the project from 2023-2025 into earlier years 

• Expand the number of COUtts beyond the current six courts 

• Reconstruct the courts from their foundations 

• Upgrade lighting 

• Add restrooms 

Jemlie Dean Park: The 2017-2026 CIP includes a Park Master Plan for Jennie Dean 
Park, which currently provides two tennis courts. More recently, through the Four Mile Run 
Valley Initiative, the County has developed alternative Concept Plans for renovating Jennie Dean 
Park. All three plans anticipate adding a third tennis court. 

• Add a third tennis court adjacent to the existing two courts 

• Although we consider this a lower priority compared to the needs previously 
listed, we appreciate that the County's Concept Plans for renovating Jennie Dean 
Park anticipate adding a third tennis court there, and we agree with that 
recornmendati on 
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Other tpital Improvements 

\. Columbia Pike West: Add tennis courts at the west end of Columbia Pike in order to 
address the need identified in the PSMP. See the PSMP, page 238. 

Lighting: In order to relieve overcrowding of nearby tennis venues, light particular 
courts now unlighted: 

• Maury Park (to mitigate overcrowding at Quincy Park) 

• Bon Air Park (to mitigate overcrowding at Bluemont Park) 

Indoor Courts: If indoor courts cannot be added at Bluemont Park, then develop a 
County indoor tennis facility elsewhere in Arlington County. Alternatively, seasonally bubble 
some outdoor courts to permit their use in cold and inclement weather. Bubbles would be 
installed annually from November through March. 

Request for Follow-up 

ACTA would be pleased to answer any questions about our recommendations for the 
next CIP and to provide any additional information that the County Board or County Staff may 
find helpful. To follow-up with ACTA, please contact either: 

G. Richard Gold, President 
President@actatennis.org 

Michael J. Grace, Member 
michaelj grace@verizon.net 
703-522-4633 

Thank you for affording ACTA the opportunity to recommend projects to include in the 
FY 2019-2028 CIP for improving Arlington County's public tennis courts. 

October 6,2017 
dotloop verified 
10/06/17 1 :22PM EDT 
SCUM·Q770·ZXGO-TPOG 

G. Richard Gold 
President, ACTA 

Attachments: 

ACTA, Comments on Arlington County Manager's Proposed Budget for Fiscal Year 2018 
(March 30, 2017) 

Pertinent pages from Survey Results and Findings Report, Arlington County 2016 Parks and 
Recreation Needs Assessment Survey 

Flyer, "Top Ten Reasons to Play Tennis - the Sp0l1 for a Lifetime" 
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ARLINGTON COUNTY TENNIS ASSOCIATION 
COMMENTS ON ARLINGTON COUNTY MANAGER'S 

PROPOSED BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 2018 

The Arlington County Tennis Association ("ACTA") appreciates having the opportunity 

to comment online concerning the Arlington County Manager's Proposed Budget for Fiscal Year 

2018 (the "FY 2018 Proposed Budget"). Directed by volunteers, ACTA promotes playing tennis 

in Arlington County among several hundred players of various ages and abilities. To learn more 

about ACTA's activities, we encourage you to visit the organization's website: 

www.actatennis.org. 

On March 30,2017, ACTA commented orally on the FY 2018 Proposed Budget at a 

public hearing before the Arlington County Board. The following comments amplify ACTA's 

oral comments. 

Perspectives Informing Our Comments 

Usage and Demand. Arlington County's limited and dwindling number of public tennis 

courts are heavily used. Users include official tennis-playing organizations such as ACTA, 

various groups that play ad hoc, and individuals who periodically "drop in" to play tennis. 

Besides ACTA and the United States Tennis Association, other organizations that promote 

tennis in Arlington include the Glebe Ladies Tennis Club 

(https:/ /sites.google.com/site/glebeltc/home), Arlington County's own 55+ Program, and 

various Meetup Groups like Arlington Fun Tennis (https:/ /www.meetup.com/Arlington- 

Fun-Tennis/). Through these organizations' collective efforts, thousands of Arlington 

residents annually play tennis, many of them regularly. During peak playing hours (primarily 

weeknights and weekends), players often must wait, sometimes for a long time, to secure a court. 

1 



In order to help manage demand for its inadequate number of public tennis courts, 

Arlington County some years ago initiated a system for reserving courts at hourly rates. That 

court reservation system remains in place. 

Current Conditions. Many courts require extensive repairs. Some courts' surfaces have 

become so extensively cracked that players imperil their personal safety trying to use them. 

Results of Recent Survey. In February 2017, ACTA conducted its annual on-site survey 

of Arlington County's public tennis courts. The survey found that 36 ofthe County's 

approximately 83 courts require extensive resurfacing. Some courts have so seriously 

deteriorated that ACTA no longer can rationalize using them for competitive league play. With 

fewer well maintained courts available, fewer Arlington citizens are able to participate in a 

healthy activity. 

Intersection with CIP. The County's Capital Improvement Program ("CIP") for 2016- 

2026 appropriates funds for the Design phase of updating some County parks including their 

tennis courts. ACTA looks forward to working with the County including its Department of 

Parks and Recreation ("DPR") on designing long-term, enduring improvements of those 

particular venues and hopefully others. 

Topics These Comments Cover 

These comments cover two interrelated subjects: First, ongoing maintenance of tennis 

courts through the County's Operating Budget and, second, capital improvements of tennis 

courts through both the "pay as you go" ("PA YG") component of the Operating Budget and the 

CIP. 
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Ongoing Maintenance 

ACTA requests that the FY 2018 Proposed Budget reallocate sufficient funding to bring 

ongoing maintenance of tennis courts closer to DPR's objectives. Some of the County 

Manager's proposed cuts to the Budget could be redeployed to achieve this important objective. 

The FY 2018 Proposed Budget describes statistically what tennis players know 

anecdotally: the County's continuing maintenance of its tennis courts is not keeping pace with 

the courts' usage, wear and tear. According to the FY 2018 Proposed Budget, DPR has 

established a goal of repainting, maintaining, and resealing tennis and basketball courts at the 

rate of 27 courts during each 5-year cycle. In each of FY 2017 and FY 2018, however, DPR 

estimates that it will succeed in so treating only 15 courts. Additionally, DPR estimates that in 

each of those fiscal years, two courts must be closed on account of disrepair or unsafe playing 

surfaces. See FY 2018 Proposed Budget, Web Page 674. 

With respect to such routine maintenance, the FY 2018 Proposed Budget also observes as 

follows: (Web Page 675): "According to United States Tennis Association (USTA) and 

associated paint and asphalt manufacturers, tennis and basketball courts with moderate use 

should be on a 5-to-8-year maintenance cycle to ensure consistent, smooth, and safe playing 

conditions with no cracks, water pooling, or paint bubbling." 

DPR notwithstanding its best efforts and constrained by limited funding is not meeting 

those standards. ACT A requests that the Proposed Budget reallocate sufficient funding in order 

to meet the goal of repainting, etc. at least 27 courts during each 5-year cycle and to prevent 

closing any additional courts on account of unsafe or dangerous playing conditions. 

3 



We also suggest that were the County to appropriate more funds to reconstruct more 

tennis courts from their foundations up, courts may not have to be "routinely" maintained as 

frequently. Enhancing capital improvements could help DPR better meet its goal of 27 courts 

every five years. For example, in recent years the County provided funding to reconstruct from 

their foundations the tennis courts at two parks, Virginia Highlands Park and Towers Park. The 

results have pleased Arlington's tennis-playing community, and the generally excellent playing 

conditions at those venues have endured. See also comments below under "Capital 

Improvements" . 

Capital Improvements 

The FY 2018 Proposed Budget (Page 351) provides the FY 2018 Project List in the Parks 

Maintenance Capital Program. The list includes projects funded by both the proceeds of bonds 

and PA YG funding. 

PA YG. With respect to PA YG funding, ACTA requests that some funds be reallocated 

to enhance capital improvements of tennis courts, ACTA is willing to work with DPR in 

identifying capital improvements that could be made during FY 2018 using PAYG funds. 

CIP. With respect to the CIP, ACTA urges that the CIP in its next cycle fund the 

Construction phase of improvements to tennis courts the Design phase of which the current CIP 

funds. Included on the aforementioned FY 2018 Project List, these design-phase projects 

include replacing the tennis courts of Bluemont Park, Marcey Road Park, and TJ Park. Actual 

construction of those capital improvements should be scheduled for the earlier possible fiscal 

year. 
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ACTA also urges that Arlington County accelerate forward from 2023 the Design and 

Construction phases of the anticipated renovation of Quincy Park. One of Arlington County's 
( 

most popular tennis venues, Quincy Park's six courts are heavily used. During peak hours, 

players typically have to wait, sometimes lengthily, to secure a court. In updating Quincy Park, 

the County seriously should consider increasing beyond six the number of tennis courts there. 

,.L\nticipated Subsequent Comments. ACTA appreciates that the County Board currently 

is focusing on the FY 2018 Proposed Budget. ACTA thus anticipates commenting more 

specifically and extensively on capital improvements of tennis courts upon then submitting to the 

County recommendations for the next cycle of the CIP. 

Appreciation for Constructive Dialogue 

ACTA appreciates the constructive dialogue that has been initiated with DPR about the 

County's tennis facilities. We look forward to continuing that dialogue, initiating similarly 

constructive dialogue with the County Board, and working collaboratively toward ACTA's 

singular objective of better maintaining and improving Arlington County's public tennis 

facilities. 

Respectfully submitted, 

G. Richard Gold, President 
Arlington County Tennis Association 
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Arlington County 2016 Parks and Recreation Needs Assessment Survey: Findings Report 

Q1. Estimated Number of Households in Arling:ton County 
That Have a Need for Outdoor Facilities . 
by number of households based on 98,050 h~useholds for Arli~gton County 

33,141 
30,886 

?7,258 

Waler spraygrounds III!~ 2~,395 
Diamond athletic fields 19,994 

Rentable space 18,63P 
Pickle ball, bocce, etc. 11,766 I 

Volleyball courts 10,982 
Bike parks 10,786 
Skate park 

Other ~~ _L ~ L_ ~ 

30,000 60,000 90,000 o 
Source: Ere Institute (2016) 

Q1 b. How Well Respondents Needs Are Being Met for 

Outdoor Facilities 

Pickle ball, bocce, etc. 

Skate park 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 

I_Fully Met ElMostiy Met o Partly Met DNot Met 

Source: ETC Institute (2016; 

ETC Institute (2016) 

100% 
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play tennis 

Tennis is FUN! Get started TODAY! 

Let TENNIS add years to your I1fe - and life to your yearsl 
Go to USTA.com or PlayTennls.com to find a place to playl 



July 20, 2017 

MJG COMMENTS ON PRELIMINARY DRAFT 6/30/2017 POPS REPORT 

Note: References to page numbers refer to printed version of Public Spaces Master Plan 
Preliminary Draft 6/30/2017 

Cover Page: Acknowledge Court Sports 

If an alien from outer space came down and flipped through the report, he or she would 

have no indication that activities occur on courts in Arlington County parks and schools. The 

report contains many photos of fields, open space, and trails, but few if any of courts. County 

courts include those on which tennis, pickleball, basketball, bocce ball, and volleyball are played. 

Add to the final report more photos of individuals using courts. 

Page IV: Public Spaces Master Plan Priority Actions 

If Arlington County truly wants to encourage citizens better to use parks and associated 

facilities, it should prioritize three enhancements. First, provide restrooms in every public park, 

and properly maintain them. 

Second, provide water fountains in every public park, and properly maintain them. 

Third, invite concessionaires to sell food and beverages (including alcohol) in public 

parks. Encourage prospective vendors (for example, well-known national chains) to bid on 

opportunities to serve particular parks. Keep the terms of each contract short in order to monitor 

performance and upgrade offerings when opportunities present themselves. 

Comments on Other Specific Pages 

Page 29: In the paragraph immediately preceding Figure 6, add "tennis" to the activities 

mentioned. Tennis ranked second highest in market potential, and it is a fitness activity (attested 

to by the growing popularity of cardio tennis). 



Page 31: Because tennis ranks among some of the increasingly popular athletic 

programs, Arlington County should better maintain its existing tennis courts and add tennis 

courts. 

Page 34: The types of comis for which demand will increase will include tennis courts. 

Page 43: Add and quantify "courts." Otherwise, this page gives no indication that 

Arlington County parks include various types of courts. 

Page 44: The narrative should refer specifically to the many courts in the system of 

parks. Courts should not simply be lumped into the catch all category, "many other amenities." 

Page 64: Precisely because Arlingtonians "need more" park and recreational space, the 

Park Master Plan for Jennie Dean Park should not be compromised. The five properties 

specifically acquired to expand the Park should not be repurposed into non-park uses. 

Page 73: Tennis courts represent a great 0ppOliunity for deck parks. New tennis courts 

easily could be built on tops of decks. 

Page 75: The adopted Park Master Plans specifically include the Plan for Jennie Dean 

Park. Do not repurpose park property there into an arts district or other non-park uses. 

Page 75: The "centers that have dedicated space for recreation are needed" include a 

public indoor tennis facility. 

Page 76: A "tennis complex" at Bluemont Park should increase the number of courts 

beyond nine. Indoor courts should be added. Alternatively, the County annually should bubble 

some of the outdoor courts at Bluemont Park so that residents can play tennis indoors during 
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inclement weather. In planning and designing the anticipated tennis complex, Arlington County 

should consult the Arlington County Tennis Association ("ACT A"). 

Page 76: Needed multi-use activity centers include an indoor tennis facility. 

Page 78: Also add lighting to unlit courts including tennis courts, and upgrade existing 

lighting of tennis and other courts. 

Page 79: Build new tennis courts on top of parking garages. 

Page 80: Potential roof spaces intriguingly include those on top of a parking garage at 

the East Falls Church Metrorail Station. First, however, a parking garage would have to be 

constructed there; currently, that Metrorail stop provides only surface parking. 

Page 81: Temporary, climate controlled "bubbles" should include bubbles over outdoor 

tennis courts. 

Page 90: Based on the deficit between the Current LOS and the Recommended LOS and 

the increasingly popular playing of tennis, more than five new tennis courts should be added, and 

they should be added before 2045. 

Page 94: Every Arlington public park should include functioning restrooms and 

functioning drinking fountains. 

Page 94: Invite potential concessionaires to bid for opportunities to provide food and 

beverages including alcohol in public parks. Keep contract terms short in order to retain the 

County's flexibility to weed out underperforming contractors and upgrade offerings when 

possible. 
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Page 95: With rare if any exceptions, all public parks should include restrooms. Large 

parks like Quincy Park need their own restrooms. The existing restrooms at the Arlington 

Central Library do not meet needs. The outdoor restrooms at the Library are not open during all 

hours in which patrons use the Park. The indoor restrooms are open only when the Library itself 

is open, and the Library hours are quite restricted. 

Page 158: Arlington County should endeavor to resurface every court at least every five 

years. 

Page 166: Arlington County should consult industry standards on maintaining tennis 

courts. 

Page 168: In order to encourage organized athletic activities, Arlington County should 

give group "discounts;' from single-user "retail" fees. 

Page 174: Stating the desire to add spaces for recreation and play conflicts with allowing 

the properties adjacent to Jennie Dean Park to be repurposed for non-park uses. Do not permit 

this to happen. 

Page 181: Specifically provide for new park amenities in the CIP. 

Page 199: More aggressively require developers to fund park and recreational amenities 

as conditions to developing additional density in Arlington County. 

Page 200: Invite concessionaires to bid on providing food and beverages including 

alcohol in Arlington County parks. Keep terms of contracts short in order to control under 

performance and upgrade offerings when opportunities present themselves. 
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Page 201: Grant organized groups discounts from "retail" recreational fees and charges. 

Page 238: Add tennis courts to the western end of Columbia Pile as soon as possible. Do 

not wait until 2045. 

Page 243: Check the inventory of tennis courts (92). ACTA counts only 83 courts plus 

the two courts scheduled to return on-line at Stratford Park. Does the "92" include tennis courts 

that APS rather than Arlington County technically owns? 

Supplemental: Better Support Tennis on Arlington Public Courts 

Participation in tennis is growing. Millennials and other younger people, in particular, 

regularly play the sport on Arlington County's public courts. Players and prospective players 

increasingly complain about inadequate numbers of courts and long wait times for courts. The 

County's system for reserving tennis courts in advance does not begin to meet needs. 

Specific needs: 

• Better maintain existing courts 

• Add courts (add more than five courts between now and year 2045; don't wait 

until 2045 to add them) 

• Expand major tennis venues particularly Bluemont Park and Quincy Park, neither 

of which provide enough courts to satisfy needs 

• Accelerate actual renovations already in the CIP 

• Upgrade lighting at courts already lighted; light additional courts 
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• Fund and develop a public indoor tennis facility. As an interim step, while an 

indoor facility is being planned and constructed, bubble some outdoor courts for 

use during winter months. 

• Replace any courts taken away. 

• Specific places to add courts: Jennie Dean Park (one court); Columbia Pike west 

end; Bluemont Park; Quincy Park 

Think more creatively about adding tennis courts. For example, require developers to 

add courts on top of new or renovated high rise buildings. 

6 
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Figure 5. Arlington Has a Few Significant Demographic 

Spatial Patterns 

Share of 2015 Population Compared to the Countywide Share 

4+ times Countywide share 

2-4 times Countywide share 

1-2 times Countywide share 

less than or equal to Countywide share 
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HEALTH 

Arlington ranks among the healthiest counties in Virginia according to the 

2017 County Health Rankings. Adult obesity is currently estimated to be 

at 16 percent, which places the County in the 10 percent of counties with 

the lowest adult obesity prevalence nationwide. Also, obesity appears to 

be trending downward. 

Similarly, Arlington ranks in the top 1 0 p'~rcent of counties nationwide for 

its level of physical activity and accessrfo.places to exercise. Currently, 87 ._.-,r :' 
percent of persons living in ArlingtoJ.i,report some leisure-time physical 

.. :. ~.. . 

activity. . ... 
. , ~ 

. -.:!';':_"., 
. ';",:. : .. ,i ~ . . 

Because of the current-qood health oftne,C,()u(lty, population-level 

metrics of obesitY'ah-d~pkysical activity ma~qjotbe expected to show 
(:" _"i;' ..... «J... ·-~i. :.:' .... ' .. 

large movem,~tit~'as;.a' result of-improvements to..the public space system. 
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low-income pets~iJ)i~rnay #J;i()W larger improvements. 
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Loc;al Sport and Market Potential 
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Esri's ~~r~et~Potentiallndex (MPI) measures the likelihood that an adult 
~:. ) ~. ' 

resident i!ifa' particular location will participate in a particular activity 
':'.:..:J("'>~:'( . 
.!i-ine ,'jI::ompared to the national average. Numbers greater than 100 
.... 

indicate high potential compared to the national average, while numbers 

less than 100 indicate low potential. 

Arlington has high market potential in many recreational activit s (Figure , 

6). This is particularly noticeable in fitness activities such as oga, f~ II\. '" ,'J i 
jogging/running, and pilates Because High MPI scores indic te higher 

than average participation rates, the County might consider this 

potential when organizing special events or changing program offerings. 

Figure 6. Arlington Has High Market Potential Across 

Recreation Categories 

Market Potential Index for Participation 
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participants than available slots. Offerings include more traditional sports 

like basketball and tennis, as well as unique opportunities like ultimate 

~ popular athletics programs 

are soccer, lacrosse, aquatics 

facility capacity to accommou"' ....... """"r-vu 

most rapidly expanding programs. 

NATURE, ART, AND OTHER COMMUNITY PROGRAMS 

Arlington provides a diverse set of nature-based programs, most of which 

are offered at the three nature centersin the County-two owned by the 

County and one owned by NOVAparks. These centers enable residents 

to experience hands-on education and. interpretation throughout the year 

with activities like local ecology explorations, birding, and nature walks. 

In the realm of community art, the County offers camps, workshops, and 

classes for all ages in a variety of different art forms. from watercolor 

painting to pottery. 

Arlington also offers a broad range of summer camps and abbreviated 

camps during school winter and spring break periods. Camp offerings 

are available for pre-schoolers through high school students and include 

interests such as creative arts, adventure and exploration, nature 

education, sports, and music. 

Arlington Recreation Trends 

Manyof Arlington's youth and adult sports and recreation programs are 

steadily growing. Within the large class, camp, and sports programs, the 

County has seen a 15% increase in registrations since FY 2013. Total 

registration is over 30,000 for classes, 40,000 for sports, and 12,000 for 

camps-nearly 90,000 total registrations annually. 

Aquatics and gymnastics account for nearly half of the annual class 

participation. As classes increase in popularity, additional classes are 

offered in a wide variety of proqrarn areas, both by staff instructors and 

contracted partners. The number of contracted partners has increased by 

21 % since FY 2013. Additionally, classes for seniors have increased about 

62% over the past three years 

While camp registration is popular for all types of camps, sports 

camps such as basketball, soccer, and multi-sport continue to see high 

registration growth. In order to keep up with this demand, Arlington 

contracts with 40 summer camp providers-a 48% increase since FY 2013. 

Within sports leagues, soccer drives participation in Arlington with 

over half of all sports registrations in soccer programs. While soccer 

continues to grow, increasing 25% since FY 2013, sports such as 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT 
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As the population increases in Arlington, the demand for recreational 

spaces and programs is expected to continue to climb. Arlington 

envisions an increase in the demand for both active recreational space 

such as8nd fields as well as passive space such as picnic 

shelters and meeting rooms. 

National Trends 

The Sports & Fitness Industry Association's (SFIA) 2016 Sports, Fitness, 

and Leisure Activities Topline Participation Report reveals that the most 

popular activities include fitness walking, treadmill, running/jogging, free 

weights, and road bicycling. Most of these activities appeal to both young 

and old, can be done in varied environments, are enjoyed regardless 

of level of skill, and have minimal economic barriers to entry. These 

activities also have appeal because of their social aspects. 

Fitness walking has remained the most popular activity over the past 

decade by a large margin in terms of totai participants, at nearly 110 

million Americans in 2015, despite a small (24 percent) decrease from 

the previous year. The decline in fitness walking, paired with upward 

trends in a variety of other activities, particularly in fitness and-sports, 

suggests that active individuals are finding new ways to exercise and 

diversifying their recreational interests. In addition, many outdoor 

adventure and water-based activities have grown in participation, though 

many have a small user base. 

In traditional team sports, basketball ranks highest, with approximately 

23.4 million participants in 2015. Nearly every sport with available data 

experienced an increase in particfpation. which is a reversal from the 

five-year trend of declining participation in sports. Sports with significant 

growth in participation are squash, boxing, lacrosse, rugby, roller hockey, 

and field hockey-all of which experienced growth in excess of 30 

percent over the last five years, Between 2014 and 2015, roller hockey, 

racquetball, indoor soccer, boxing, and flag football grew most rapidly. 

The number of inactive individuals-those who do not participate in any 

physical activity-increased 7.4 percent to 81.6 million between 2010 and 

2015. However, between 2014 and 2015, there was a slight decrease of 

0.6 percent in inactive individuals. Although this recent shift is promising, 

it is significant that over a quarter (28 percent) of the population 

continues to be inactive, 
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PARKS 
Arlinqton has over 2,000 acres of parkland. both County- and non-County 

owned. that represent the heart of the public space system. Arlington's 

parks vary in size and character. While sizes range from under 1 acre to 

over 30 acres, about 65% of parks in Arlington are under 5 acres and 45"10 

are under 2 acres. Some, like Mosaic Park. are small. located in mixed 

use, high density areas, and have more designed features and equipment. 

Others, like Gulf Branch Nature Center. provide nature-based experiences. 

Linear parkland along Four Mile Run and the George Washington 

Memorial Parkway, for example, offer opportunities to see and interact 

with the Arlington's waterways. Some of Arlington's larger parks;including 

Long Bridge Park and Barcroft Park, are able to provide a wide range 

of experiences. including nature-based activities, cultural experiences,' 

and athletics. Throughout the system of parks are Sitting and picnic 

areas, play equipment, athletic fields, and many other amenities. While 

some parks tend to attract users in close proximity and 

be destinations forall Arlingtonians, all of Arlington's park are open and 

available to all residents, workers, and visitors of Arlington. 

Figure 12. The majority of parks in Arlington are under 5 acres. 

Parks in Arlington by size and count. 

number of size of parks 
parks (in acres) 

0-2 acres 45% 69 acres 

2-5 acres 138 acres 

5+ acres 1,882 acres 
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With 

the number of 

residents expected to grow 30% 

by 2045, Arlington's public space system 

will need to grow to keep up. This was echoed 

in stakeholder and staff interviews and in public 

meetings. When asked to describe Arlington's 

public spaces in a few words, the most 

common phrase used by public meeting 

participants wEed ~or0 

1 

I 

UJ 
groups--particular!y millennials-indicated ti 

t r ( ~)- ;.. r: f- J- c.. that adding such amenities would make $ 
?t' c;.C" ) ~ "- t/1-e <:>,,), them more likely to use Arlington's ~ ... 

~ ,,_.I v: 0 ".,.. ~ 1 € "0.... public spaces. ~~ 
r 1:> ( """1 ~~ f,r-h P'" crr~' f ~- (4 ~~~ 

4?~NrrtES WOUlO ~~co ....r~ ") e "",..-, ~ -e l> -t. 0... P # ~ '" 

Strategic Direction 2 

tmorove the nerv1,~ork of trails 
rei, within, eru! between public 

CONNECT Wlr,., 
~'f~O 1114)'r- 

~~ ~~ 
~~ "1~ 

~'v The Potomac River <:>1- 
Q_l.(; ""_.>. 

and Four Mile Run are the two ~ 

biggest natural features in Arlington, and ~ 
r 
". z 
c 
(I) 

Arlington's 

public spaces 

lack amenities such as 

nearby food options, electrical 

hookups that would allow for 

events to take place, and adequate 

seating. Stakeholders and focus 

en/lance connectivity 
spaces 10 increese access and ~p.NT MORE r. 

~\..~ ~,qll. 
~O .s' 

~ The . 

Currently: 

everyone funnels 

into Arlington's major 

trails because they provide 

the best continuous, connected 

experiences. Expanding the trail 

system and upgrading existing trails will 

Increase options people will have, reducing 

conflicts. People cited specific barriers to trail 

connectivity, including 1-395 and tile 

Army Navy Country Club. 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT 

statistically valid 

survey found that multi-use trails 

and hiking trails were the most and third 

most desired outdoor amenities in Arlington. 

This mirrors trends nationally. In stakeholder 

interviews and public meetings, people 

bemoaned the traffic on Arlington's trails and 

the ensuing conflicts between trail 

users. 

they form the armature of its system of public 

spaces. Public rneetinqs and stakeholder 

interviews indicated that the Potomac 

riverfront is difficult to access and 

that Four Mile Run lacks a 

cohesive identity. 

Stnategic Direction 1 
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In stakeholder 

interviews and public 

meetings, people indicated 

that wayfmding along Arhnqtons 

trail network is difficult because 

signage is unclear and inconsistent 

and because trail names, or lack thereof, 

lead to ambiguity ill giving directions. 

Users also indicated that they are interested 

in knowing how Arlington's trails connect to 

those in surrounding Jurisdictions. 47 
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PUBhJ PA E • 

ENSURE EQUITABLE ACCESS TO SPACES FOR 

R EC R EATI ON, PLAY, AN D EN J OYI N G NATU R E 

BY ADD I N G AN DIM PRO VI N G PUB L I C SPA C E S . 

Arlington already has a substantial network of high quality parks, trails, 

and natural resources where people relax, exercise, socialize, commute, 

and attend events. But as Arlington continues to grow, the County should 

consider how to meet the needs of existing and new residents. With 

practically no undeveloped land remaining in Arlington, the County will 

need to be innovative in making the best use of existing public spaces 

and strategic about acquiring new land for public space - particularly 

with many competing needs for space. The County should pay particular 

attention to access to public space in the high density corridors. 

ACTIONS: 

1.1. Add at least 30 acres of new public space ovei tile next 10 vear S 

i .2. Make better use of existing public spaces through system-wide planning 

and investments in facilities . 

. : .3. Ensure access to spaces that are intentionally desiqned to support 

casual, impromptu use and connection with nature . 

. , .4. Use a context-sensitive, activity-based approach to prOViding amenities 

1.5. Provide more support services and amenities fOI public space usels 

1.6. Ensure high-quality visual and physrcal access to the Potomac River. rOUI 

Mile Run, and their tributaries. 

1.7. Strive for universat access 

1.8. Strive for a more attracnve and sustainable public space system 

1.9. Enhance spaces with ternporarv uses and "pop up" oroqrarnrmnq. 

Coordinate the construction 0 new or repiacerueru recreatrona: raCH!l!es 

with the Capital improvement Pian. 
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PL ACES 1'0 START r 
DECK PARKS 

i 

\ 

Rehab existing deck park over 1-66 

at Washington-Lee High School and 

expand to the east 

Over 1-66 and Metro on both sides of 

N Washington Street near East Falls Church 

Over 1-395 directly east of Shirlington 

and extending southwest to connect 

Shirlington and Fairlington 

Over the George Washington Memorial 

Parkway 

'~! l A-;~'S ., C;TARl'~~'--~ 

MINII'AIZING I 
SdRFACE PARKfNG I 

I 

I Between the Clarendon and Virginia 

Square Metro stations 

In the commercial area around Lee 

Highway and N. Harrison Street 

Four Mile Run corridor. including County 

bus parking 

Columbia Pike J 
. - .. --. -.-- --_._ .. _---.../ 
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BEST PRACTICE: 

DECK PARKS 
KLYDE WARREN PARK, DALLAS, TX 

With financial assistance from the local philanthropic community, the 

City of Dallas decked over a section of the Woodall Rogers Freeway to 

create much-needed public open space in the downtown area and stitch 

two neighborhoods back together. 

~II"'.'~ C"#ldh. e r: 

of z7"-ecffJ 
1.1.7. Work with the Commonwealth to create new deck 

parks over 1-66 or other highways, to mitigate highway 

widening and to reclaim public space. 

Highways are single-use land uses. In a location as 

land-constrained as Arlington, it is imperative that space 

serve multiple uses where possible. Highways also 

often act as physical and perceived barriers, hindering 

connections across them, and the impact of the barrier 

tends to increase with the width of the highway. Gateway 

Park is an example of decking over 1-66 to "create" public 

space. Many other cities are also using deck parks 

over highways to create additional open space and 

stitch communities back together - including Dallas' 

Klyde Warren Park, Phoenix's Margaret T Hance Park. 

Glendale's Space 134. and Atlanta's The Stitch. 

1.1.8. Seek opportunities through the site plan review 

process to reduce surface parking and maximize 

ground and roof space in order to create additional 

public space in high-density corridors. 

1.1.9. Identify and evaluate potential surplus public 

properties, and determine if they should be disposed of 

or incorporated into the public space system. 

With little undeveloped land. the easiest way for Arlington 

to create additional public space is by utilizing land the 

County already owns. Surplus properties in locations with 

poor access to public space and of the right size to site 

needed amenities will be considered for use as public 

space. Surplus properties that are not suitable as public 

space or other County uses may be rl;C'nAC'orl Af 
PRELIMINARY DRAFT 
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1.2.2. tation of adopted park master 

PRIORITY ACTION 

UL TI-US 
A T VITY 
CENTERS 

plans. 

The County Board has adop ed a number of park-specific 

master plans that show the I cation and type of park 

snurfs' tr.eetv: there !S a neetl 

iesro scott« ane/ toumetnents 
1.2.3. Consolidate recreation facilities and activities that are 

currently distributed throughout community centers 

into fewer, larger recreation centers. 

Ar(:~Je 
C; r : J ( .7 
1--U-- ~ ;5> f e-« ; f: J-" 

Community centers support a wide range of County 

programs: including recreation, education, and health 

programs. They also vary significantly in size, design, 

and layout, and some facilities are aging and in need 

. of significant renovation or rebuilding. Some have very 

limited capacity for programming. With high demand 

for recreation programs, centers that have dedicated 

space for recreation are needed. Recreation centers will 
Maximizing the use of public space with structured 

parking and synthetic turf fields. 

Barcroft Park 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT 
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include multi-use facilities that allow for the greatest 

flexibility and have a high decree of community access. 

By consolidating recreation programs at recreation 

centers, community centers can be freed up to support 

other County programs and activities. As an example, 

Lee Community Center and Langston-Brown Community 

Center are near to each other and support similar uses. 

1.2.4. Designate and expand 4 sports-specific complexes 

that will provide access to prime recreational 

amenities and will accommodate sports tournaments. 

The operation. management, and maintenance of athletic 

fields is more efficient when they are grouped together. 

In addition, grouped fields are more conducive to hosting 

tournaments, which offers an opportunity to generate ' 

revenue. Expanded sports complexes will be located at V 
Long Bridge Park (rectangular field complex), Bluemont 

Park (tennis complex), Barcroft Park (diamond field 

complex), and Powhatan Springs Park (skate complex). 

1.2.5. Construct 2 new multi-use activity centers to provide 

year-round access 10 indoor athletic courts and 

fields. 

With high demand for organized team sports and athletic 

seasons being extended into colder. months, there is a 

need for more facilities that are dedicated to supporting 

team sports and tournaments; One multi-use activity 

center was envisioned as a future phase of Long Bridge 

Park. Multi-use activity centers will include multi-use 

facilities that allow for the greatest flexibility. 

1.2.6. Develop park framework plans with community input 

for all public spaces that identify intended uses and in 

what zones those uses are intended to occur. 

Park framework plans that clearly describe the intended 

use zones and character of public spaces are intended 

to guide future planning, design, investment, and 

development of the County's public spaces. Types of 

zones include places for play, casual use, athletics, 

conservation, and natural and historic resources. They 

will also enable the County to identify spaces that will 

change over time to meet needs. 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT 
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1.2.7. Develop park master plans, to be adopted by the 

County Board, for approximately 10 parks that are of 

high importance to the park system. 

A park master plan provides the County with a road 

map for the layout of park facilities and accompanying 

design guidelines for the future of a particular park The 

ten parks identified at right focus on the creation of new 

parks or the complete overhaul of major existing parks. 

1.2.8. Convert an additional 12 existing rectangular fields 

and 4 existing diamond fields to synthetic turf as 

funding is available. 

Arlington's fields are heavily used, and demand is 

growing. Due to high demand, the County is unable to let 

natural turf fields adequately rest, which degrades the 

quality of the fields. While some athletes would prefer 

to play on natural turf, there was consensus among 

the sports user groups interviewed as part of the 2017 

Arlington POPS process that synthetic turf is necessary 

to maximize field use and maintain field conditions. (See 

Appendix B for more on synthetic turf fields). 

Quincy Park 

BOil Air Park 

Bluemont Park 

I Sth Street (Crystal City) 

South Park (in the process) 

Rosslyn Plaza 

Maury/Herselle Milliken/New Properties 

Courthouse Square 

Thomas jefferson Park 

l· .. F_ut_u_re_p_ar_k_S_in_c_rY_s_ta_I_C_it_y_&_COlumbia Pike 

-- -_ .... 

1.2.9. Add lighting till synthetic fields and other multi-use 

fields. according to field lighting guidelines. ~ 

In addition to converting fields from natural to synthetic 

turt, lighting is a.critical way to extend the number of 

BEST PRACTICE. 

ROOF SPAC S 
WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, WORCESTER, MA 

While roofs are sometimes thought of for recreation amenities that 

require a small footprint, such as basketball or tennis courts, they can 

also be used for larger amenities. At Worcester Polytechnic Institute, a 

full-size rectangular field and a full-size diamond field sit atop a parking 

structure. 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT 
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hours of play Arlington can get on its fields. Advances 

in lighting technology have allowed the County to use 

directional lights that provide ample light on fields while 

minimizing light pollution in the sky and intrusion onto 

surrounding properties. (See Appendix B for more on 

synthetic field conversions and lighting.) 

1.2.10. Review and study possible modifications to the 

County's regulatians and codes - including zoning 

and other requirements related to setbacks, lighting, 

parking, signage, height, and temporary use of public 

and pnivate property as public space - to allow more 

flexibility in park planning and respond to high 

density contexts. 

The County's zoning ordinance and other regulations 

should be updated to reflect Arlington's modern 

conditions. Requirements for setbacks, lighting, height. 

water features, signage, parking, and fencing, among 

other items, need to be updated and changed to reflect 

County policies. 

1.2.11. For larger parks or parks with buildings, evaluate 

replacing on-site surface parking with structured, 

underground, or on-street parking to maximize space 

for ground-level uses. 

While many Arlingtonians walk, bike, and take public 

transit to parks, driving is still a necessary mode 

of transportation to get to certain amenities or to 

participate in league activities. As such. parking remains 

a necessary requirement at many parks. Parking can be 

relocated underground or stacked vertically to reduce 

its footprint. Doing so can free up space for additional 

park amenities. Barcroft Park is an example where 

the County used structured parking to make space for 

additional recreational amenities. Need and feasibility for 

replacing surface parking with structured parking will be 

determined during park master planning processes or in 

conjunction with large renovations. In addition. the ability 

to reuse parking structures for other purposes in the 

future should be considered in their design. For smaller 

parks. the use of on-street parking can free up space for 

additional park amenities. 
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BEST PRACTiCE 

WALL SPACES 
HIGH POINT CLIMBING, DOWNTOWN CHATTANOOGA, TN 

High Point Climbing is a rock climbing gym with locations in 

Chattanooga, Tennessee and Birmingham, Alabama. The location 

in downtown Chattanooga features a climbing wall mounted on the 

facade of the building. The integration of vertical recreation on a facade 

wall allows for more spaces and services to occur Within the building 

The unique design shows that exterior walls and facades can be 

included in the public realm as recreation spaces. 

1.2.12. Explore opportunities to add or relocate recreational. 

amenities above structured parking ami on roofs and 

walls of County buildings. 

Roofs of buildings and parking structures have flat 

surfaces upon which athletic courts or other amenities 

can be built - taking advantage of these often 

underused spaces. For example. the new Wilson School 

will include outdoor terraces on the roofs of buildings 

for both public and student use. At theSidwell Friends 

School in Washington, D.C., a rectangular field with a 

track is located on top of campus parking. When putting 

amenities on roofs, the County will ensure the amenities 

are easy to locate and access from ground level and that 

safety is maximized. Another notable use of underused 

space could be a rock climbing wall installed on the 

exterior wall of a buildinq. 

Barcroft Park parking garage 

East Falls Church Metro parking garage -r- --- 
~ ..... 

C ... ,""r- I-f'?) .fr-od 
&--f) s v';' fc,cA.. 1.2.13. Explore opportunities to improve public spaces that 

are underground or underneath infrastructure. (r c Vi " .. ~ 

I" c r ~ t t ""-~ • 
Creative design solutions can enhance subsurface public 

spaces. Elements such as lighting and public art can be 

utilized in existing underground passageways to improve 

safety and the user experience. Architectural solutions 

that improve natural light and thoughtful programming 

can allow for increased functionality of tunnels and 

passageways. 
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1.2.14. Provide all-season access to athletic fields, 

commensurate with demand, through the use of 

temporary or permanent structures. 

Historically, athletic programs were more seasonal, with 

different sports' seasons having less overlap In recent 

years, the seasons are being extended and some are 

played year-round. However, Arlington's climate is not 

always conducive to outdoor winter athletics. Temporary, 

climate controlled "bubbles' around outdoor athletic 

fields or permanent, indoor recreation centers with 

full-size athletic fields could be possible solutions to 

providing all-season access. 

1.2.1 ~~ Include transportation planning in the park master 

planning, process to increase accessibility by walking, 

biking, driving, and transit. 

1.2.16. Develop a network of green streets that connect 

public spaces. 

Streets are often thought of as necessary infrastructure 

that should be designed to support quick and efficient 

transportation However, as a large percentage of 

the County's land area, streets have the potential to 

transform the feeling of the public realm. A tree-lined 

street, perhaps with a median, offers pedestrians, 

cyclists. and drivers a more attractive travel experience, 

provides shade in the heat, blocks wind in the cold, and 

can integrate stormwater management features. Seating 

along streets can also enhance their value as public 

space. A network of green streets provides a visual cue 

that there is a public space destination along the path of 

travel. The County will incorporate these concepts with 

the Master Transportation Plan's strategies for a network 

of green streets. 

',J beeutitu! tree-Itned street (Nil! 
enCGUr9Qe rne to wei« no ·parks. II 

Maximizing the utility of existing public spaces means 

not only adding or reconfiqurinq amenities to make 

them more useful but also increasing access to existing 

spaces. The site master planning process provides 

an opportunity to incorporate multi-modal access 

improvements into plans for modifying individual public 

spaces. 
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, 

PO PU LATI ON-BASED 

STANDARDS 
Population-based standards are expressed as a ratio of amenities to people. 

A current or projected ratio is compared to a target recommended ratio, 

which indicates whether more or fewer parks or amenities are needed. The 

population-basecl standards below take into account Arlington's current 

service by amenity, the degree to which residents indicated in the public 

survey they have a need for an amenity that is not currently being met. the 

level of service provided by peer cities, and national averages. More detail on 

the process for setting recommended standards can be found in Appendix E. 

still being updated 

Basketball Courts 

Community Gardens 
-- .. _--._--. -_.------ 

1/ 31,651 1/ 0 3 5min 10min 

1/ 4,577 1/ 19 7 5min 10min --- -- ._" __ ..... - ... -~--.------- .. ----- .. -.--.--. --_ ... -- 
8 1/ 27,695 1/ 4 5min 10min 

Multi-Use Trails 

Off-Leash Dog Parks 

Playgrounds 

Casual Use Spaces 

Diamond Fields 

126 1/ 1,758 1/ 5 min 10 min 

o o 2 4 20 min 

10 min 20 min 

10 min 20min 

Rectangular Fields each 53 1/ 4,180 1/ 4,200 o 6 5 5 16 10 min 20 min 

Volleyball Courts each 10 1/ 22,156 1/ 20,000 2 5 10 min 20 min 

Comm., Rec., and Sports Centers sq. ft. 386,223 1/ 0.57 1/ 0.57 o 39,333 37,443 40,356 117,132 

Hiking Trails miles 14.5 1/ 15,242 1/ 10,000 8 2 3 2 15 

Indoor and Outdoor Pools each 4 1/ 55,390 1/ 40,000 2 o 
Natural Lands acres 1,127 1/ 197 1/ 200 o 96 108 116 

o 

4 

320 

o 
.- .--- ---_._._- ------ ._------------_._ .. _-------._--------------_. __ ._------_._------- . __ .... __ .. _ .. __ .. _----_._-_._---_ .. o 
Nature Centers each 3 1/ 73,853 1/ 75,000 o Access standards 

do not apply 
Skate Parks each 1/ 221,560 1/ 120,000 o 2 

23 

2 

... _.- _. "--- --- - ---_ _"_.-_ -_--_-_ .. __ . _ .. -_ ._._- _ .. "_" . --_ _. ._ .. _ .. _.- _ .. -- - _._ .. _ _. __ ._ .. __ ----- -- _. __ .. _._._ ..•.... __ _._. 
Small Game Courts each 14 1/ 15,826 1/ 8,000 3 3 3 

Spraygrounds each 5 1/ 44,312 1/ 45,000 o o 
Outdoor Tracks 
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1.5. Provide more support services and 
amenities for public space users. 

In stakeholder and public meetings, partici ts indicated that 

they would use public spaces more en if they had amenities 

to make their visit more com able - including seating, 

drinking fountains, restrooms, public art, and concessions. 

Concessions could include permanent or temporary structures 

that sell food and alcoholic or non-alcoholic beverages, rent 

equipment such as bicycles, ,or offer services such as dog 

washing. The County should also strive for spaces that are 

multigenerational and multi-use. 

1.5.1. Expand the offering or permitting of concessions in 

programmed public spaces in high density corridors, 

adjacent to sports fields, and at special events. (See 

also 8.4.1.) 

Current park rules and regulations do not preclude 

the County from allowing concessions at park and 

recreational facilities, but the practice is currently limited 

to a few parks. Some parks are served by informal .. 

concession arrangements. with vendors parking on 

streets adjacent to parks. Recognizing that concessions 

can enhance the user experience, spur additional 

use of public spaces, and even generate proceeds to 

reinvest in public spaces, the County will revise zoning 

regulations as needed in order to expand its permitting of 

concessions. 

1.5.2. Revise County regulations to allow the County to 

issae permits for the sale of alcoholic beverages 

in programmed public spaces at specified times at 

permitted special events as well as in high density 

corridors. 

Nearly 60% of survey respondents indicated that they 

would be supportive of the sale of food and beverages, 

at least on a temporary basis. in all parks and public 

spaces. This rises to over 60% when asked about 

the sale of food and beverages in the County's high 

density corridors or certain designated parks and 

plazas However, the County currently allows the sale 

of alcoholic beverages in only 3 parks: Gateway Park, 

Clarendon Central Park. and Fort C. F. Smith Park. 
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BES r PRACTICE: 

CONCESSIONS & 
ALCOHOL 
PARKS ON TAP, PHILADELPHIA, PA 

Parks on Tap is a program that brought a traveling beer garden, 

featuring craft beer and food, to a different Philadelphia par-k each 

week fOI- the summer season. Due to its success, funding was secured 

to continue the program in 2017. parksontap.com 

Section 17-2 of the Arlington County Code, which 

addresses alcoholic beverages on certain County 

property, does not currently allow more widespread 

sale and consumption of alcoholic beverages in public 

spaces. 

1.5.3. Ensure that indoor public restrooms in facilities 

adjacent to public spaces are available to public 

space users, and use sign age to inform users of their 

. ~ availabilitv. 

~ It IS not feasible to construct new restrooms at all public 

spaces. However, the County could take advantage 

1.5.4. Retrofit restrooms and build new restrooms so they 

are open and usable year round. 

Currently, some restrooms are not publicly accessible in 

colder weather because the plumbing is not winterized. 

However, public spaces are used year round. 

1_5.5. Install additional seating and drinking fountains near 

facilities and trails. 

Seating and drinking fountains are basic amenities that 

enhance the experiences of novice and avid users. 
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ACTIONS 
7.1. Ensure maintenance standards are 

clear, consistently implemented, and 
being met. 

Through site analysis, the public survey, and stakeholder 

interviews, it was reported that similar public spaces are 

maintained to different standards. Clarifying and regularizing 

maintenance standards will ensure high-quality spaces across 

the entire system. 

7.1.1. Define and regularly update levels of maintenance 

standards for each type of indoor and outdoor 

facility to revise existing maintenance policies and 

guidelines. 

Different types of facilities see different levels of 

utilization and require different maintenance strategies 

and schedules, which may need to be updated if a facility 

begins to see a change in utilization. 

7.1.2. Establish levels of maintenance for public spaces 

based on usage and visibility as well as special needs 

or sensitive habitats. 

7.1.3. Improve interdepartmental coordination to ensure 

that short-and lang-term maintenance and planning 

activities are well coordinated and appropriately 

scoped during all project phases. 

7.1.4. Review and revise trail maintenance standards to 

address trimming, repaving, snow removal, and 

safety. 

7.1.5. Identify opportunities to share maintenance 

responsibilities with partner organizations and 

groups for efficiency, and encourage others to share 

maintenance responsibilities. 

7.1.6. Ensure maintenance safety checklists include 

obstacles to universal access. 

7.1.7. Continue to train maintenance staff in accessibility 

concepts. 
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8.3.lncrease consideration of up-front 
and ongoing costs and benefits in 
maintenance and capital decisions. 

Arlington County's Policy for Integrated Facility Sustainability 

not only requires environmental sustainability of County 

buildings but encourages budget planning and life cycle cost 

analysis. This will extend to decisions surrounding public 

space investments. The County should be sure to only move 

forward with capital projects that it can afford to maintain. 

are appropriately budgeted. (See also 7. 

Watching Fourth of July fireworks. 

Longn Bridge Park 8.3.1. Set levels of maintenance standards and associated 

schedules for park and recreation facilities (e.g., 

attendance, revenue) and share information with 

those managing privately' owned public spaces. 

8.3.2. 

8.4. Permit revenue generating uses 
public spaces. 

The County's publia spaces have untapp.ed potential as 

a source of revenue. Leas.ing rights of way or permitting 

concessions (including food, alcoholic and non-alcoholic 

beverages) can generate revenue while at the same time 

providing amenities for users. 

8.4.1. Expand the offering or permitting of concessions in 

prognammed public spaces in high density corridors, 

adjacent to sports fields, and at special events. (See 

also 1.5.1.) 

Current park rules and regulations do not preclude 

the County from allowing concessions at park and 

recreational facilities, but the practice is currently limited 

to a few parks. Some parks are served by informal 

concession arrangements, with vendors parking on 

streets adjacent to parks. Recognizing that concessions 

can enhance the user experience, spur additional use of 

public spaces, and even generate proceeds to reinvest in 

public spaces. the County will revise zoning regulations as 

needed in order to expand its permitting of concessions. 
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8.4.2. Consider leasing, on a temporary or permanent basis, 

land adjacent to trails at trail heads for concessions 

(e.g., cafes, bike rentals) to increase revenue. 

8.4.3. Develop a process for leasing easements that do not 

interfere with public space use to generate revenue. 

Currently, the County allows utilities and other entities to 

bury electric, water, and other infrastructure underneath 

public spaces for free. Leasing subsurface rights for a 

fee is a national best practice aimed at leveraging the full 

value of public space. 

8.4.4. Develop appropriate mechanisms to invest revenue 

generated in public spaces back into public spaces .. 

8. 5.leverage the value of public spaces. 

Public spaces are increasingly valuable for sUlluwnding 

property values, providing a boost to both teeioentiet and 
commercial areas. Particularly in high density areas, public 

space is essential to attracting businesses and talent. The 

added value provided by public spaces will be harnessed 

effectively to provide additi.onal investment and public 

benefits. 

8.5.1. Identify locations where the creation or improvement 

of pul:ilio: space could spur econoinic development or 

redevelopment. 

8.5.2. Work with existing BIDs and businesses to establish 

dedicated park funding streams to enable businesses 

that benefit from parks to contribute to maintenance 

and capital improvements. 

8.6. Regularly update a recreational fees 
and charges policy based on a defined 
pr lc inq philosophy. 

\. 

As the County grows and changes, the relationship of 

fees and charges to funding levels fluCtuates and creates 

inconsistencies across the public space system. A defined 

pricing philosophy will provide predictability and conSistency 

across the department, enabling staff to objectively evaluate 

fee structures periodically 
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Tennis Courts 
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August 8, 2017 
 
Irena Lazic 
Long Range Planning Supervisor 
Department of Parks and Recreation 
Arlington County 
 
Dear Ms. Lazic: 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Public Spaces Master Plan Draft.  
 
We believe the draft Public Spaces Master Plan can be improved in three important ways. The 
first is a technical concern.  The Plan’s organization is confusing. The draft presents three 
aspects of a vision, six major objectives, five key recommendations, five priorities, and multiple 
un-numbered sub-recommendations.  Better integration could yield a small number of high-level 
goals, each supported by specific, measurable objectives. A better organized Plan would be 
better understood, and more effectively implemented.    

 
Beyond the question of how the Plan is organized, our main substantive concern is that it does 
not address adequately the loss of tree canopy in our county and the attendant reduction in the 
numerous benefits that a protected natural environment brings to our community, our people, and 
the wildlife that share Arlington with us.  We, like a growing number of Arlingtonians, are 
concerned about this issue.  On July 26 we hosted a meeting of more than 40 Arlington residents 
to discuss issues related to the loss of trees. We found strong, unanimous support for the 
proposition that trees should be protected.  Therefore, the Plan should more explicitly 
incorporate the protection and development of Arlington’s tree canopy into the management of 
public spaces. This will increase its value to county residents. Specifically,  

 
• (page 42: priority 2, recommendation 1.2) - Protection of mature trees should be 

included as a central goal of a land acquisition policy. Moreover, to advance the goal 
of tree preservation, land acquisition policy should incorporate a “Life Cycle of 
Ecology” as follows using the transfer of development land rights process: 

(a) Arlington County establishes seed funding account, and replenishes as 
needed; 
(b) Arlington conducts planning and site selection; 
(c) Arlington County buys a lot offered by a resident; 
(d) Arlington County pays market value for the property (not eminent 
domain, not condemnation value) in order to make the property seller whole; 
(e) Arlington County then uses some of the cash in the seed fund to remove 
the existing residence, the driveway, lead walkways, patios, garages and 
sheds, to include removal of residential utility supply lines (water, sewer, 
gas); and plant native species to preserve these natural spaces throughout the 
county. 
(f) The newly acquired property is protected with a conservation easement; 



(g) Then Arlington County transfers the development/density rights to the 
Transfer of Development Land Rights bank – making it available to 
developers to purchase for additional residential density on properties within 
designated TDR-receiver zones; 
(h) Recognizing that the TDR’s may sit in the TDR bank for some time it is 
essential for the County to continue to provide seed funding for this program; 
(i)  When the TDR is purchased by a developer, then the funds from that sale are 
reinvested into the seed fund to promote the purchase of additional properties. 

 
• (page 43: priority 3, recommendation 1.3, sub-recommendation 1) - Protection and 

enhancement of trees should be added as a guiding principle to the Four Mile Run 
Restoration Master Plan.    

 
• (page 44: priority 4, recommendation 2.1; page 50: objective 3, recommendation 3.2, 

sub-recommendation 1) – Trees should be acknowledged as the most important kind of 
natural resource about which data needs to be collected, managed, and evaluated in data 
bases and GIS systems. The need for better data and analysis has two aspects.  The first 
involves the need for more current data on the tree canopy in Arlington. Time series data 
reflects a rapid, and possibly accelerating, loss of trees; because the data currently 
available is woefully out of date, however, here is no accurate way to assess the extent of 
the problem.  A second aspect involves the failure to adequately account for the 
environmental and economic benefits of trees in planning decisions made in the County.  
We can’t be good stewards of our natural resources if we don’t adequately value our 
trees.  
 

• (page 47: objective 2, recommendation 2.2) – The County’s policy of striving to have a 
sustainable urban forest should be elevated in the Plan and supported with specific, 
quantifiable objectives (e.g., percent change in canopy, number of new plantings, survival 
rate of new plantings, initiatives to review and update incentive policies related to the 
protection of mature trees, and a more robust invasive species removal process, etc.).  

 
Another difficulty we have with the Plan relates not only to our group’s concern with preserving 
the natural environment but also to the Plan’s own overarching goals of smart growth, 
sustainability, and inclusion (page 6). The use of high-intensity, dark-sky lighting as envisioned 
contradicts the Plan’s own professed values. The Plan should forgo the use of such lighting, 
which is incompatible with the goal of sustainable development because it disrupts and harms the 
habitats of all living things in and around fields – including humans. Further use of this 
technology also is incompatible with the goal of inclusion because residents have consistently 
expressed opposition to expanded lighting.  Accordingly, we recommend the following specific 
improvements: 

 
• (page 41: priority 1, recommendation 1.1, sub-recommendations 1 and 2) – Revise the 

design of Phase I of the North Tract Master Plan to remove dark-sky lighting elements.  
 



• (page 46: objective 1, recommendation 1.7, sub-recommendation 1) – Remove the use of 
dark-sky lighting as part of a strategy to obtain maximum use and availability of multi-
purpose turfs.   

 
In addition, while we think the Plan is on the right track in proposing a Natural Resource 
Management Plan that integrates plans and strategies across the County (page 44), we suggest 
there’s a better way to do this: 

 
• (page 45: priority 5, recommendation 5.1, sub-recommendation 3) – Rather than create an 

Inter-Agency Coordinating Board, designate a Tree Ombudsman to maintain a focus on 
tree preservation and re-development throughout County activities.  To be effective, such 
a person must have sufficient authority to cross organizational lines within the units of 
County government.  

  
Again, thank you for the opportunity to comment. We look forward to working with you to effect 
an urgent focus on the need to preserve and protect our trees.  
 
Sincerely, Arlington Tree Action Group: 
 
 
Eric Ackerman 
Margie Bell    
Angela Dickey 
Mary Glass 
Kit Norland   
Bill Roos    
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